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PREFACE 
This page change notice (PCN) is a partial rev~s~on and should be 
incorporated into the basic document, dated March 24, 1971, according 
to the page change instruction sheet which follows this page. 
Incorporation of PCN-1 will make this handbook current as of 
April 15, 1971. 
This document has been prepared by the Flight Control Division, 
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas. Information contained 
within this document represents the Apollo lunar surface experiments 
package (ALSEP) systems for ALSEP A2. 
This document is intended for specialized use by experiment flight 
controllers in real-time and near-real-time operations. 
Comments regarding this handbook should be directed to the Lunar/ 
Earth Experiments Branch, Flight Control Division. Revisions will 
be issued as required prior to the flight date. 
This document is not to be reproduced without the written approval 
of the Chief, Flight Control Division, Manned Spacecraft Center, 
Houston, Texas •. 
Approved by: 
A-U)~ ~ames E. Saultz 
Chief, Lunar/Earth Experiments Branch 
Division 
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This document has been prepared by the Flight Control Division, 
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas. Information contained 
within this document represents the Apollo lunar surface experiments 
package (ALSEP) systems for ALSEP A2 as of March 24, 1971. 
This document is intended for specialized use by experiment flight 
controllers in real-time and near-real-time operations. 
Comments regarding this handbook should be directed to the Lunar/ 
Earth Experiments Branch, Flight Control Division. Revisions will 
be issued as required prior to the flight date. 
This document is not to be reproduced without the written approval 
of the Chief, Flight Control Division, Manned Spacecraft Center, 
Houston, Texas. 
Approved by: 
es E. Saultz 
Chief, Lunar/Earth 
Eugene F. Kranz 
Chief, Flight Control Division 
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NEW PAGE 
In order to assure a clear understanding of the method used for rev~s~ng 
Flight Control Division documentation, the following standard system has 
been established and is applicable to this document. 
The first time a particular document is published it is called the "basic" 
document. The first time the document is completely reprinted it will 
be called "Rev A" to the document; and each page of the document, whether 
text, table, figure, or drawing, will be labeled "Rev A." The second 
printing will be called "Rev B," the third "Rev C," et cetera. If a 
document is revised by reprinting only some of the pages, such a publi-
cation is called a PCN (page change notice). PCN's are issued against 
either a basic or a revised document, and every page of a particular 
PCN is labeled accordingly, for example, "Rev A, PCN-1" or 11 Rev A, 
PCN-1, New Page." A document, then, might go through the following 
publications: Basic; PCN-1; PCN-2; Rev A; Rev A, PCN-1; Rev A, PCN-2; 
Rev A, PCN-3; Rev B. 
Every systems handbook document will contain table of contents and item 
effectivity pages in the front of the book. This table will list all 
the items in the document and name the most recent publication of each 
item. The table itself is updated and republished with each PCN or 
revision to the document. 
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1.1 ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 
ac 
ACCPT 
ACK 
A/DC 
Adc 
ADD 
AGC 
ALHT 
ALIGN 
ALSD 
ALSEP 
A/F 
AMPS 
ANT 
APP 
ARM 
ASC 
ASE 
ASI 
AUTO 
AZ 
Bl 
BAS 
BER 
BPS 
c 
CAL 
CALC 
CB 
CBL 
CCGE 
CCGli:/A ~ 
CCGE)D f 
CCIG 
ccw 
CH 
CH 
CBAN 
CLD 
CMD 
CNT 
!!91'K 
Due to reduction requirements, acronyms 
which would normally be in lower case, 
for example, "de," will appear in upper 
case on drawings. The text will, how-
ever, conform to NASA standards. 
alternating current 
accept 
acknowledge 
analog-~o-digi tal converter 
amperes de 
address 
automatic gain control 
Apollo luna:;~ hand tools 
alignment 
Apollo lunar surface drill 
Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package 
automatic/fo:rced 
amperes 
antenna 
approximate, approximately 
armed 
asc-ent 
Active Seismic Experiment 
Apollo standard initiator 
auto~1atic 
azimuth 
bottom location of structure temperature 
ba-se 
bit error rate 
bits per -second 
centigrade 
calibrate 
calculated 
cir.cui t breaker 
cable 
Cold Cathode Gage Experiment (part of SIDE on ALSEP 1, 4, and A2, separate 
MSC experiment on ALSEP 3) 
analog and digital ID readout frcm CCGE 
Cold Cathode Ion Gage (instrument portion of CCGE) 
counterclockwise 
channel 
chang» 
Channeltron; used in CPE as: 
CBAN/ 1 Channel tron P) S Ill 
CBAN/2 Channeltron P/S 1/2 
CBAN/HI Channeltron Voltage Increase ON 
CBAN/LO Channeltron Voltage Increase OFF 
cold 
command 
count 
l-1 
* 
CNTS 
CNTR 
COMM 
CONV 
CPLEE or CPE 
CPS 
cs 
CTL 
CUR 
CVR 
CVR/S 
cvw 
cw 
db 
dbm 
de 
DEC 
DECR 
DEF 
DEG 
DESC 
DET 
DIG 
DIR 
DIR/V 
DIS SIP 
DLAY 
D/P 
DPLY 
DRT 
DSS 
DSS/A 
DSS/D 
DSS/PROC 
DTREM 
EGFU 
ENBL 
EPS 
eV 
EXP 
EXT 
F 
F 
FET 
FILT 
FLD 
FREQ 
Fl'T 
FWD 
counts 
counter 
communications 
converter 
Charged-Particle Experiment •(full name is Charged-Particle Lunar Environment 
Experiment) 
cycles per second 
central station 
control 
current 
cover 
cover and seal (used on SIDE) 
command verification word 
clockwise 
decibels 
decibels With respect to one milliwatt 
direct current 
decoder 
decrease 
deflection 
degrees 
descent 
detector 
digital 
direction 
direction and speed (used on PSE) 
dissipation 
delay 
data processor 
deploy 
dome removal tool 
Data Subsystem 
Analog Data Processor 
Digital Data Processor 
Complete Data Processor (Redundant) 
Dust, Thermal, and Radiation Engineering Measurements Package 
Electronics/Gimbal-Flip Unit 
enable 
Electrical Power System 
electron vel ts 
experiment 
external 
fuse 
Fahrenheit 
field effect transistor 
filter 
field 
frequency 
fuel transfer tool 
forward 
1-2 
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GDT 
GEO 
GLA 
GMBL 
GND 
GT 
HER 
HE 
IIECPA 
HFE 
HI 
HTR 
liS 
IIV 
Hz 
ID 
IN 
INCR 
IND 
IN!IIB 
INIT 
INST 
INSUL 
INT 
K 
kbps 
kc 
kllz 
kV 
LAT 
LBR 
LECPA 
LIM 
1M 
LO 
LONG 
L/0 
LOS 
LP 
LSB 
LSD 
LSM 
LVL 
Jl1A 
mAde 
MAP 
gradient sensor delta temperatures (liFE) 
geophone 
Grenade Launch Assembly (a component of ASE) 
gimbal 
ground 
gradient sensor ambient temperatures (liFE) 
high bit rate 
high explosive (ASE grenades) 
High-Energy Curved-Plate Analyzer (a component of SIDE) 
Heat Flow Experiment 
high 
heater: On liFE there are two cases: 
HTR/HK High Conductivity Heater 
IITR/LK Low Conductivity Heater 
heat sink 
high voltage 
hertz 
identification 
input 
increase 
indication 
inhibit 
initiate 
instrtnnent 
insulation 
internal 
Kelvin 
kilobits per second 
kilocycles 
kilohertz 
kilovolts 
latitude 
low bit rate 
Low-Energy Curved-Plate Analyzer (a component of SIDE) 
limit 
Lunar Module 
low 
longitude 
local oscillator 
loss of signal 
long period (PSE 
least significant 
least signific!Ult 
sensors) 
bit 
data 
Lunar Surface Magnetometer 
level 
milliampere 
milliamperes de 
message acceptance pUlse 
1-3 
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MAX 
Me 
MCC 
MDE 
MEAS 
MeV 
MHZ 
MIN 
MOCR 
MOD 
MODE 
ms 
MSB 
MSD 
MSP 
MSFN 
MTR 
MUX 
mV 
mW/cm2 
nA 
N/A 
NBR 
NEG 
NORM 
NRZC 
OPER 
0/S 
osc 
O/T 
OUT 
PA 
pA 
PCM 
PCT 
PCU 
PIM 
PDR 
PDU 
PET 
PHYS 
PKG 
PL 
PLT 
PM 
POS 
maximum 
megacycle 
Mission Control Center 
mode 
measurement 
million electron volts 
megahertz 
minimum 
Mission Operations Control Room 
module 
operati'ng modes are defined as follows: 
~ 
gradient mode MODE/G 
MODE/HK 
MODE/LK 
high condictivity mode 
low conductivity mode 
millisecond 
most significant bit 
most significant data 
measurement sequence programer 
Manned Space Flight Network 
motor; on PSE, the three motors are MTRX, MTRY, and MTRZ 
multiplexer or multiplex 
millivolts 
milliwatts per square centimeter 
nanoamperes 
not applicable 
normal bit rate 
negative 
normal 
Non-Return to Zero Type C (Change) 
operate 
offset 
oscillator 
one-time 
output 
power amplifier 
picoamperes 
pulse code modulation 
percent 
Power Conditioning Unit 
Power Dissipation Module 
power dissipation resistor 
Power Distribution Unit 
package elapsed time 
physical; on CPE used as follows: 
PHY/AN Physical Analyzer (sensor assembly) 
package 
plane 
plate 
phase modulation 
positive 
1-4 
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POSN 
PRE/LIM 
PRE/REG 
PRI 
P/S 
PSE 
PWR 
R 
RCVD 
RCVR 
RDT 
REF 
REG 
REV 
RF 
RLY 
R/S 
RST 
RT 
RT 
RTC 
RTE 
RTG 
SCI 
SEC 
SEL 
SEQ 
SEQ 
SIDE 
SIG 
SLA 
SNSR 
position 
prelimi ting 
preregulator (a component of the SIDE power supply) 
primary; on ALSEP used as follows: 
PRI/ST primary structure 
power supply 
Passive Seismic Experiment; also: 
PSE/LP 
PSE/SP 
PSE/LP/SP 
long-period sensors 
short-period sensors 
long- and short-period sensors 
ALSl<cP A2 
BAS:C. 
Long-period sensors are further defined as PSE/X, PSE/Y, and PSE/Z, ·while 
PSE/XY denotes the two horizontal long-period sensors 
power 
resistor (used as Rl and R2) 
received 
receiver 
ring sensor delta temperature (HFE) 
reference 
regulator (also· used as "register" on ALSEP) 
reverse 
radio frequency 
relay 
remote site 
reset 
rate (as in BIT RT, CNT RT, etc.) 
ring sensor ambient temperatures (RFE) 
real-time command 
real-time event 
Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator 
scientific 
second 
select 
sequence, sequential; used on HFE as: 
SEQ/FUL Full Sequence 
SEQ/Pl Probe l Sequence 
SEQ/P2 Probe 2 Sequence 
Used on ASE as: 
SEQ/S Sequential Single 
scientific equipment 
Suprathermal Ion Detector Experiment; also: 
SIDE/A } analog and digital voltages 
SIDE/D or readings 
SIDE/HE high-energy data 
SIDE/LE low-energy data 
SIDE/LRE least significant hi~h-energy digital data 
SIDE/LLE least significant low-energy digital data 
SIDE/MHE most significant high-energy digital data 
SIDE/MLE most significant low-energy digital data 
signal 
Space-craft Lunar Module Adapter 
sensor 
1-5 
* 
SF 
SPST 
STA 
STBY 
S/S 
S/T 
sws 
SYNC 
sw 
SUP 
SYS 
T 
TC 
T/D 
TEMP 
THERM 
TM 
UHT 
USB 
v 
Vac 
Vdc 
vco 
V/FILT 
w 
Wl, W2, W3 
XMTR 
XTAL 
XYZ I 
XYO f 
short period (PSE sensor) 
single pole single throw 
status 
standby 
samples per second, signal strength 
structural/thermal 
Solar Wind Spectrometer 
synchroniza~ion 
switch 
supply 
system 
temperature (also used as 11thermal" on ALSEP) 
ALSEP A2 
BASIC 
thermocouple (on HFE, four cable ambient temperatures are read on each probe) 
time delay 
temperature 
thermal 
telemetry 
Universal Handling Tool 
unified S-band 
volts, velocity (used to indicate nspeed" on PSE in "LVL DIR/V11 ) 
volts ac 
volts de 
voltage controlled oscillator 
Velocity Filter, a component of SIDE 
watts 
wall locations of structure temperature sensors 
transmitter 
crystal 
axes of LSM, where XYO indicates 
X, or Y, or neither 
phase 
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1 .2 DRAWING SYMBOL STANDARDS 
1 .2 .1 GENERAL DRAWING INFORMATION 
A. ZONE REFERENCE 
HORIZONTAL COORDINATEX z ,-vERTICAL COORDINATE 
A 1 
XX.X- WHEN THIS NUMBER 
APPEARS, IT REFERS 
TO ANOTHER DWG. 
WHEN THERE IS NO 
NUMBER, THE ZONE 
REFERS TO ANOTHER 
AREA 0 N THE SAME 
DWG. 
B. POWER INTRA-DRAWING ZONE REFERENCE 
TO POWER 
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NAME 
!TYPE OR FUN CTIONl 
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2.1 ALSEP DESCRIPTION 
The Apollo lunar surface experiments package (ALSEP) system 
consists of a set of scientific instruments to be placed on 
the moon's surface by the Apollo flight crew. These instru-
ments will remain on the moon to collect and transmit data 
for approximately 2 years. For self-sufficient operations, 
the ALSEP system includes a nuclear power supply, mechanical 
support, thermal protection, and data handling equipment. 
These supporting subsystems provide a central station contain-
ing the electrical power, command, telemetry, and structural/ 
thermal subsystems to operate with various combinations of 
the following scientific experiment subsystems: passive 
seismic, active seismic, magnetometer, solar wind spectro-
meter, suprathermal ion detector/cold cathode gage, heat 
flow, charged-particle lunar environment, and cold cathode 
gage. Weight and volume restrictions of the lunar module 
preclude carrying all eight experiment subsystems on any one 
flight. This ALSEP systems handbook deals with the ALSEP A2 
package containing the PSE, LSM, SWS, SIDE/CCGE, and HFE 
(Figure 2-l). 
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4.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
4.1.1 
4.1.2 
The electrical power subsystem provides the electrical power 
for lunar surface operation of the ALSEP. Primary electrical 
power is developed by thermoelectric action with thermal energy 
supplied by a radioisotope source. The primary power is con-
verted, regulated, and filtered to provide the six operating 
voltages for the ALSEP experiment and support subsystems. 
The components are a radioisotope thermoelectric generator 
assembly, a fuel capsule assembly, a power conditioning unit, 
and a power distribution unit. 
Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator (RTG) 
A. RTG commands - No command capability 
B. RTG telemetry- Six temperatures (refer to Drawing 4.1), 
one output voltage, and one output current (refer to Tables 
6-VII and 6-IX) 
C. Output - 68 watts, nominal (refer to Figure 4-l) 
Power conditioning Unit (PCU) 
The PCU performs three major functions: 
A. Voltage conversion 
B. Voltage regulation 
c. RTG protection 
Each power conditioner consists of a de-to-de power converter 
(inverter and rectifiers), which converts the RTG 16-volt input 
to the six operating voltages, and a shunt current regulator 
to maintain the output voltages within approximately ±l percent. 
The input voltage is also regulated by this action by main-
taining a constant load on the RTG. It is necessary to keep 
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a constant load on the generator to prevent overheating of 
the thermocouples in the RTG. 
The +16 volts from the RTG is applied through the switching 
circuit to the selected de-to-de converter, applying power to 
the inverter and completing the shunt regulation circuit. 
Applying power to the inverter permits it to supply ac power 
to the rectifiers that develop the de voltages applied to the 
filters. The outputs from the filters are the six operating 
voltages applied to the data subsystem and experiments. Out-
put and input voltages are regulated by feedback from the 
+12-volt output to the shunt regulator. The +12-volt feed-
back is also applied to the switching circuit for over or 
under voltage determination for automatic switching to the 
redundant inverter and regulator, if necessary. All the out-
put voltages are regulated by the 12-volt feedback. 
Power Distribution Unit (PDU) 
The PDU distributes power to experiment and central station 
subsystems and provides circuit overload protection and power 
switching of selected circuits. The PDU also provides signal 
conditioning of selected central station and RTG telemetry 
signals prior to input to the analog multiplexer for analog-
to-digital conversion and subsequent data transmission to earth. 
Power-off sequencer.- (Refer to Figure 4-2.) The power-off 
sequencer of the PDU detects minimum reserve power and sequen-
tially turns to standby up to three preselected experiments 
to bring the reserve power within acceptable limits. The 
reserve power parameter is not downlinked as such, but is 
calculated from TM parameters AE-3 (PCU IN VOLTS) and AE-5 
(PCU l SHUNT AMPS): 
(AE-3) (AE-5) = Reserve power 
ALSEP A2 
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(AE-3) (AE-6), when PCU 2 is operational. The minimum reserve 
power is detected by monitoring the voltage across the shunt 
regulator transistor. This voltage is applied to an operational 
amplifier used as a level detector. An RC delay network is 
employed at the output of the level detector. The output of 
the delay is applied to a second level detector which drives 
the power-off sequencer logic. This arrangement turns on the 
power-off sequencer logic input gate when the reserve power/ 
shunt current drops below the following levels: 
A. Reserve power/shunt current to start experiment turnoff 
(135-ms delay): ± watts (AE-3 assumed to 
be constant at 16.0 volts) 
B. SHUNT CURRENT (AE-5 or AE-6): ± 
---
___ amp 
Experiment turnoff sequence, via the power-off sequencer, is 
as follows: 
A. Experiment 4 (SIDE/CCGE) 
B. Experiment 3 (SWS) 
c. Experiment 1 (PSE) 
NOTE 
Experiment 2 (LSM) and 
Experiment 5 (HFE) are not 
in the turnoff sequence. 
The sequencer decoding gates are connected so that upon turn-
on of the logic input gate, an output ground level signal is 
provided during the count between 1 and 9 milliseconds to the 
SIDE/CCGE power standby relay driver. This relay removes 
experiment operate power and applies power to the standby 
line. If the overload persists, the ground level signal 
supplied to the SIDE/CCGE standby line is removed and a ground 
level signal is applied to the SWS power standby command input 
4-3 
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during the next 8-millisecond period (when the count is between 
9 and 17 milliseconds). If overloading persists, the sequencer 
could continue in the same manner until the passive seismic 
experiment (PSE) is in the standby mode. If, however, the 
overload is removed within the sequence, the counter will be 
reset in 2 milliseconds after a satisfactory power reserve 
signal is obtained, thus stopping the sequence. Note that the 
power-off sequencer action places the experiments to STBY ON 
from either an OPER ON condition or from a STBY OFF condition. 
Temperature sensor circuit.- Operational amplifiers are used 
to amplify the resistive bridge outputs for the RTG hot and 
cold junction temperatures. The temperature sensors located 
on the RTG are platinum wire sensors (see Drawing 4.1). Bridge 
excitation is 12 Vdc on both the hot and cold frame temperature 
circuits. 
Nickel wire temperature sensors are used in dividers to monitor 
exposed structural temperature, multilayer bag insulation 
temperatures, and sunshield temperatures. The circuit is a 
simple divider consisting of 12 Vdc supplied through 5900 ohms 
and the sensor to ground. The output analog signal is taken 
across the sensor, providing a linear response from -300° to 
+300° F. (Refer to Section 3 for sensor locations.) 
Thermistor sensors are provided to monitor temperatures within 
the central station and subsystems. The sensor ranges are 
between -50° and +200° F (See Drawing 3.2). 
Power control.- (Refer to Drawing 4.2.) Power control is 
provided by ground commands and/or astronaut switch functions 
causing the command lines to go to ground potential, thus 
actuating relay drivers and their associated relays. 
4-4 
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Four transistorized relay drivers, magnetic latching relays, 
and one magnetic latching relay acting as an overload sensor 
(circuit breaker) perform the control and circuit protection 
function for each experiment. The experiment standby power 
line is fused at 500 mA. Three command inputs are provided 
for each experiment power control circuit: 
A. Experiment operate select 
B. Experiment standby select 
c. Experiment standby off 
The three command inputs operate one or both of two power 
switching relays. One relay provides the selection of either 
standby power or operational power. The other interrupts the 
standby power line. The receipt of an experiment operate 
select command will transfer the relay to a position which 
provides power through the current sensing coil of the circuit 
breaker relay to the experiment electronics. A second com-
mand, standby off, operates the relay coil of the standby 
power interruption relay to open the circuit supplying power 
to the standby line. The standby select command, however, 
operates on both relays. The standby select command actuates 
both relays to the positions that supply power to the standby 
line. To place an experiment from operate to standby off, the 
standby select command must be executed prior to the standby 
off command. 
Circuit breaker resetting is provided by internally generating 
a standby select command using the contacts of a current 
sensing relay. Should an overcurrent condition exist through 
the sensing coil in series with the experiment operational 
power line, the contacts of the sensing relay break the 
standby select command line and apply a ground signal to each 
of two relay drivers. One relay driver operates the power 
4-5 
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The other driver 
operates the standby power interruption relay to close the 
contacts supplying power to· the standby power line. Operation 
of the standby power interruption relay provides power to the 
reset coil of the overload sensing relay thereby resetting 
its contacts to permit normal standby select command inputs. 
Transmitter power control and overload protection uses two 
power control relays, four overload sensing relays, and 
associated relay drivers. Four commands are required: 
A. Transmitter on 
B. Transmitter off 
C. Transmitter A select 
D. Transmitter B select 
The transmitter on and off commands operate the double-pole 
double-throw relay K-04, which switches both +12 Vdc and +29 Vdc 
. to the transmitter select relay K-05. When the transmitter 
is off, +29 Vdc is switched to the 8.4-watt transmitter heater. 
Of either transmitter A or transmitter B +29 Vdc power line is 
overloaded, the contacts of the overload sensing relay transfer 
the transmitter select relay to supply power to the alternate 
transmitter. When power is transferred to the alternate 
transmitter, the circuit overload sensing relays are both 
reset and the normal command inputs are restored. Diplexer 
switching power, required only when transmitter B is selected, 
is obtained directly from the +12 Vdc transmitter B power line. 
Note that the transmitters do not use +12 Vdc. 
The command receiver requires both +12 and -6 Vdc for operation. 
The -6 Vdc line is not provided with circuit protection. The 
+12 Vdc line is provided with overload protection which uses 
a magnetic latching circuit breaker relay. The circuit breaker 
will in turn actuate relay K~l9 and therefore interrupt +12 Vdc. 
4-6 
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Since no redundancy of receivers exists, a reset pulse from 
the timer is supplied to the circuit breaker every 18 hours. 
If the reciver is tripped off, +12 Vdc is switched to the 
1.25-watt receiver heater. 
For data processor power control, redundant electronics are 
switched using standard magnetic latching relays. These 
relays are controlled by ground commands. Overload protection 
is not provided. 
DSS heater 1, power dissipation resistor 2, and DSS heater 2 
are switched off and on by ground command only. 
Electronics for the DTREM (see Drawing 7.1) consist of the 
following three functional areas: 
A. Power switching 
B. Operational amplifiers 
C. Temperature measurement 
The power switching function switches +12 and -12 Vdc power 
to the amplifiers upon receiving a ground command. The 
switching function consists of a command flip-flop and power 
switching circuits. Power protection is provided by fuses. 
Note that power switching does not affect the temperature 
measurements. 
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TABLE 4-I.- PCU OVER AND UNDER VOLTAGE 
[Over and under voltage sensing circuit - an automatic 
switchover circuit in PCU 1 which operates when the 
+12 Vdc bus varies outside the following limits. 
The sensing circuit causes a switch from PCU 1 
to PCU 2] 
Sensing circuit Voltage level Time delay 
Over voltage +13 ± 0.25 Vdc 10 ms 
Under voltage +11 ± 0.25 Vdc 300 ms 
TABLE 4-II.- POWER CALCULATIONS 
TM symbol Resultant (watts) 
(AE-3)(AE-4) = RTG output power 
(AE-3)(AE-5) = Reserve power PCU 1 
(AE-3)(AE-6) = Reserve power PCU 2 
(RTG output power) - (Reserve power) = PCU input power 
(AE-3) (AE-5) (AE-5) 2(4.2 n) = Internal reg 1 dissipation 
(AE-3)(AE-6) (AE-6) 2(4.2 n) = Internal reg 2 dissipation 
4-8 
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[Initial condition is defined as the relay positions at time of activa-
tion on the lunar surface] 
Relay Function Monitor Initial condition 
K-01 PCU select AE-5 PCU 1 selected 
K-02, K-03 D/P select AB-6 D/P X selected 
K-04 Xmtr, xmtr htr select Downlink Xmtr on 
K-05 Xmtr A, xmtr B select AE-17 Xmtr A selected 
K-06, K-07 Exp 1 power control AB-4 Exp 1 in stby 
K-08, K-09 Exp 2 power control AB-4 Exp 2 in stby a 
K-10, K-11 Exp 3 power control AB-5 Exp 3 in stby 
K-12, K-13 Exp 4 power control AB-5 Exp 4 in stby 
K-14, K-15 Exp 5 power control AB-5 Exp 5 in stby 
K-16 DSS heater 2 on/off AE-5 Off 
K-17 PDR 2 on/off AE-5 Off 
K-18 DSS heater 1 on/off AE-5 Off 
K-19 Receiver protection Command capability Receiver on 
aExp 2 (LSM) has no standby heater. 
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3.0 
R. 
lilt 
2.0 
~------~------~--------._------~------~~------~------~ 1.0 
10 20 30 40 50 60 
Time in minutes from fueling 
3.6 5.2 6.7 7.4 7.7 7.9 8.0 
RTG short circuit current vs time from fueling 
Example: 
Short removed 30 minutes after fueling. Move horizontally from short circuit curve to open 
circuit curve. If Astronaut switch no. 1 is actuated 13 minutes later, the required 42.0 
watts will be available. 
Figure 4-1. - RTG warmup characteristics. 
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Figure 4-2. - RTG hot and cold frame temps vs RTG current. 
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::;; 
RTG o· 
CS1 = 
RTG 
1tput watts= CS1 
IAE -3HAE-4l -
Ext shunt dissip = 
IAE-51214. 2Ql 
Reserve PW 1 = CS2 = 
IAE-3l1AE-5l = int reg 1 
dlssip +ext shunt disslp------
~ 
( PCU-1 s\ Shunt Amps 
_ll_to_>Adc J 
-
~ 
~ PCU 2 sel 
( PCU in \ f Amps 0 to 5Adc -I ~ 
~ [ ( PCU in \ Volts 
\ Oto 20Vdc 1 
'\. IJI- / 
~ PCU 1 sel 
~ 
{ Sh~~p imps\ 
o to 3 5Adc 
\. .;t[-
.....___.,. 
Reserve PW 2 = CS4 = 
IAE-31 IAE-61 = int reg 2 
dissip +ext shunt dis sip--
Ext shunt dissip 
IAE -612 (4. 2QI 
-b 
-
Ext 4.2 shunt 
dis sip Q 
Central station thermal bag 
PCU 1 
internal lnt reg 1 dissip = CS3 = (A£-3l{AE-51-IAE-51214. 2QI reg 
dis sip 
t 
~ I nt reg dissip + PCU 1 conv loss = Y axis value on Figure 4·4 
PCU 1 PCU 1 conv loss shown on Figure 4-4 varies with PCU load 
conv ~ from 5 to 9 watts. 7 watts nominal 
loss 
PCU 2 
conv - PCU 2 conv loss shown on Figure 4-4 varies with PCU loss load from 4 to 8 watts. 6 watts nominal 
~ 1 nt reg dissip + PCU 2 conv loss = Y axis value on Figure 4-4 
PCU 2 
internal lnt reg 2 dissip = CS5 = IAE-3UAE-61-IAE-612(4. 2QI 
reg 
dissip 
Note: Ext 
shunt 4. 2 CS1 thru CS5 are calculations on central 
dissip Q station HSP format. All dissipations, outputs 
-:::- and converter losses are in watts 
Figure 4-3. - Power dissipation distribution. 
PCU load = RTG output-IRES PW + PCU conv loss) 
PCU load is the summation of all electrical loads 
on PCU outputs shown on X axis of Figure 4-4 
Central 
station data 
subsystem DSS htr 2 
13-15 watts 5 watts 
~ r--o--""' K -16 
• -
~K-17 DSS htr 1 10 watts POR 2-:!:-
• ST-Q1 14watts-
~K-18 
• -:: Oper 
HFE 
~K-14 refer to 
Silly PW profile 
K-15 
Fig 12-1 
• 
Oper PSE 
~K-Q6 PSE 1- sensor 
Stby 4.4 W Stby refer to 3.6 W Oper 1- PW profile K-07 Fig 8-1 
• Oper 
~ LSM K-D8 
~K-D9 refer to PW profile Fig 9-1 
Oper 
sws ~ K-10 refer to 
Stby PW profile 
K-11 
Fig 10-1 
• Oper 
SIDE 
~ K-12 refer to 
Stby PW profile 
K-13 
Fig 11-1 i 
[9. 
[9 Relays shown are actuated by commands. 
Refer to drawing 4. 2 for detai Is 
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Figure 4-4.- PCU load vs RTG power output vs central station dissipation. 
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Derived from: 
PCU 1 int reg diss = (AE-3HAE-5)- (AE-5)2 (4 .2m 
PCU 2 int reg diss = (AE-3)(AE-6)- (AE-6)2 (4.20) 
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Figure 4-5.- Internal regulator dissipation. 
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Number Rating 
CB-01 110 to 225 mA 
CB-02 110 to 225 mA 
CB-03 560 to 840 mA 
CB-04 llO to 225 mA 
CB-05 560 to 840 mA 
CB-06 450 to 550 mA 
CB-07 450 to 550 mA 
CB-08 450 to 550 mA 
CB-09 450 to 550 mA 
CB-10 450 to 550 mA 
F-01 250 mA 
F-02 250 mA 
F-03 500 mA 
F-04 500 mA 
F-05 500 mA 
F-06 500 mA 
F-07 500 mA 
F-08 1/32 A 
F-09 1/32 A 
AUlEP A2 
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TABLE 4-IV.- CIRCUIT BREAKER AND FUSE TABULATION 
Subsystem Circuit Effect 
Command receiver +12 Vdc Receiver overload causes breaker CB-01 to switch in 1.25-
watt receiver heater. No protection for heater~ BreaKer 
reset by 18-hour timer pulse. 
Transmitter A +12 Vdc The A2 transmitter A does not utilize the +12 Vdc bus. 
Breaker CB-02 is self-resetting. 
Transmitter A +29 Vdc Transmitter A +29 Vdc ove~1oad causes breaker CB-03 to 
switch transmitter Bon. Breaker CB-03 is self-resetting. 
Transmitter B +12 Vdc The A2 transmitter B does not utilize th~ +12 Vdc bus, 
+12 Vdc is applied to the diplexer switch via CB-04 when 
transmitter B is selected •. Breaker CB-04 is self-resetting. 
Transmitter B +29 Vdc Transmitter B +29 Vdc overload causes breaker CB-05 to 
switch transmitter A on. Breaker CB-05 is self-resetting. 
PSE operate +29 Vdc PSE instrument overload causes breaker CB-06 to place PSE 
in standby. Breaker CB-06 is. self-resetting. 
LSM operate +29 Vdc LSM instrument overload causes breaker CB-07 to place LSM 
to off. NOTE: LSM 
is self-r;;et"ting. 
has no standby heater. Breaker CB-07 
SWS operate +29 Vdc SWS instrument overload causes breaker CB-08 to place SWS 
in standby. Breaker CB-08 is self-resetting. 
SIDE/CCGE operate +29 Vdc SIDE/CCGE instrument overload causes breaker CB-09 to place 
SIDE/CCGE in standby. Breaker CB-09 is self-resetting. 
HFE operate +29 Vdc HFE instrument overload causes breaker CB-10 to place HFE 
in standby. Breaker CB-10 is self-resetting. 
DTREM -12 Vdc A blown fuse F-01 will permanently disable the DTREM, 
resulting in loss of photoelectric cell voltage TM para-
meters AX-4, AX-5, and AX-6. 
DTREM +12 Vdc A blown fuse F-02 will permanently disable the DTREM, 
resulting in loss of photoelectric cell voltage TM para-
meters AX-4, AX-5, and AX-6 and photoelectric cell temp TM 
parameters AX-1, AX-2, and AX-3. 
PSE standby +29 Vdc A blown F-03 will permanently disable the PSE standby 
capability. 
LSM standby +29 Vdc A blown F-04 will only affect TM parameter AB-4. Refer to 
Drawing 4. 2. 
SWS standby +29 Vdc A blown F-05 will permanently disable the SWS standby 
capability. 
SIDE/CCGE standby +29 Vdc A blown F-06 will permanently disable the SIDE/CCGE 
standby capability. 
HFE standby +29 Vdc A blown F-07 will permanently disable the HFE standby 
capability. 
Transmitter A +29 Vdc A blown F-08 will permanently disable all TM parameters 
from transmitter A. 
Transmitter B +29 Vdc A blown F-09 will permanently disable all TM parameters 
from transmitter B. 
4-16 
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TABLE 4-V. VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION AND BUS LOAD ANALYSIS 
Voltage bus 
+29 Vdc 
+15 Vdc 
+12 Vdc 
+5 Vdc 
-6 Vdc 
-12 Vdc 
"Rer Drawing 4. 2. 
bAt -10° F. 
cAt +140° .F. 
~ 
Experiment operational power is defined 
as maximum nighttime steady state (e.g., 
PSE oper). Experiment standby power is 
defined as maximum heater power (e.g., 
PSE stby). The voltage distribution 
and load analysis represent measurements 
at an ambient temperature of 70° F. 
~ 
PSE Oper 
Stby 
LSM Oper 
Stby. 
(No htr) 
SWS Oper 
Stby 
SIDE Oper 
Stby 
liFE O:per 
Stby 
Xmtr A 
Xmtr B 
Xmtr htr 
DSS htr 1 
DSS htr 2 
PDR 2 
PDU 
DSS/A 
Cmd dec 
Timer 
Diplexer sw 
DSS/A 
DDS/D 
DTRI!M 
PCU 
PDU 
Receiver 
Rcvr htr 
Temp sensors 
Cmd dec 
DSS/A 
DSS/D 
PDU 
Relay drivers 
Cmd dec 
PDU 
Receiver 
DSS/A 
DTRI!M 
PDU 
~ 
10.2 
5.0 
o.o 
6.2 
4.0 
10.5 
6.0 
10.0 
4.2 
lO.Ob-10.8° 
10. ob -10. Be 
8.4 
10.0 
5.0 
14.0 
0. 5 
0.05 
0.325 
0.24 
0.1 
0.14 
0.05 
0.15 
Negligible 
1.15 
0.79 
1.25 
Negligible 
0.775 
1.10 
0.450 
0.15 
Negligible 
0.15 
Negligible 
0.030 
o.u 
0.1 
o.6 
4-17 
!!'M.s. 
353 
173 
0 
215 
138 
360 
206 
345 
145 
345-375 
345-375 
8.5 
12.5 
66 
8.5 
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Circuit protectiona 
CB-06 500 mA ± 10% 
F-03 500 mA 
CB-07 500 mA ± 10% 
F-04 500 mA 
CB-08 500 mA ± 10% 
F-05 500 mA 
CB-09 500 mA ± 10% 
F-06 500 mA 
CB-10 500 mA ± 10% 
F-07 500 mA 
CB-03 560 to 840 mA 
CB-05 560 to 840 mA 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
CB-04 110 to 225 mA 
None 
None 
F-02 250 mA 
None 
None 
CB-01 110 to 225 mA 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
F-01 250 mA 
None 
• 
TABLE 4-VI.- COMMANDS CAUSING DELTA POWER DEMANDS 
Tabulation of 6P caused by command execution 
assuming the following conditions exist: 
Transmitter Off 
DSS heater 1 Off 
PDR 2 Off 
DSS heater Off 
DTREM Off 
PSE Off 
LSM Off 
sws Off 
SIDE/CCGE Off 
HFE Off 
The ALSEP sybsystems will demand electrical 
power from the PCU in the following amounts: 
Transmitter heater 
Receiver 
DSS/D 
DSS/A 
Cmd decoder 
PDU 
Timer 
PCU conversion loss 
Power (watts) 
8.40 
0.82 
0.50 
1.40 
1.25 
1.~0 
0.24 
....!±..:...22. 
Total 18.51 
ALSEP A2 
BASIC 
The 18.51 watts represents the mlnumum lo.ading on the PCU. Add the delta power of any of the following commands to 
obtain total loading. PCU conversion losses increase with loading. For detailed experiment power demands, refer to 
experiment power profiles. 
Command 
013 TRANSMITTER ON 
Delta power (watts) 
2.4 
017 DSS HTR 2 ON 
022 PDR 2 ON 
024 DSS !!EATER 1 ON 
027 DTREM ON 
036 EXP 1 OPER BEL (PSE) 
037 EXP 1 STBY SEL (PSE) 
042 EXP 2 OPER SEL ( LSM) 
04 3 EXP 2 STBY BEL ( LSM) 
04 5 EXP 3 OPER SEL ( SWS ) 
046 EXP 3 STBY SEL ( SWS) 
0 52 EXP 4 OPER SEL 
(SIDE/CCGE) 
05 3 EXP 4 STBY SEL 
055 EXP 5 OPER BEL (HFE) 
0 56 EXP 5 STBY BEL ( HFE) 
070 LEVEL POWER X MOTOR 
(PSE) 
071 LEVEL POWER Y MOTOR 
(PSE) 
072 LEVEL POWER Z MOTOR 
(PSE) 
2.5 
5.0 
14.0 
10.0 
0.25 
4.4 
10.1 
ll.6 
5.0 
5·5 
10.5 
10.2 
o.o 
6.2 
6.5 
ll.8 
4.0 
6.5 
10.5 
11.5 
6.0 
2.0 
4.2 
3.0 
4-18 
Notes 
Xmtr A selected by Cmd 012. 
Xmtr B selected by Cmd 015. 
Thermostatically controlled. 
Day scientific mode~ Above +127° F. 
Night scientific mode. Below +125° F. 
(5.70-watt difference due to heater. 
See Cmd 076). 
Turn on transient. 
Survival heaters. 
Day scientific mode. Above +35° C. 
Night scientific mode. Below +35° C. 
(5-watt difference due to heaters. 
See Cmd 134. ) 
Turn on transient. 
No survival heaters in the LSM. 
Day scientific mode. 
Night scientific mode. 
(0.3-watt difference due to heaters.) 
Turn on transient. 
Survival heaters. 
Day scientific mode. 
Night scientific mode. 
(4. 0-watt difference due to 
thermostatically controlled heater.) 
Turn on transient. 
Survival heater. Below 0° C. 
Survival heater. Above 0° c. 
Survival heater. 
Above PSE operate power (see Cmd 036). 
Exp 1 ( PSE) must be operational. 
Same as Cmd 070. 
Same as Cmd 070. 
* 
TABLE 4-VI.- COMMANDS CAUSING DELTA POWER DEMAND - Concluded 
Delta power (watts) 
076 THERMAL CONTROL MODE 
(PSE) 
AUTO 
FORCED 
OFF 
0.04 to 5.7 
5.8 
o.o 
Proportional heater (127° to 125° F). 
Heater on. 
Heater off, 
107· AND 110 REMOVE 
DUST COVER (SIDE) 
122 SWS DUST COVER 
REMOVAL 
131 FLIP/ CAL INITIATE 
(LSM) 
133 SITE SURVEY (LSM) 
134 TEMP CONTROL ( LSM) 
X OR Y 
OFF 
6.0 
5.5 
3.4 (day) 
1.0 (night) 
4_. 5 
5.0 
o.o 
Exp 1 (PSE) must be operational. 
Transient for 2. 5 seconds. 
Remove dust cove~ one time function 
(day only). 
Exp 4 (SIDE) must be operational. 
Transient for 4.0 seconds. 
Dust cover removal one time function 
(day only). 
Exp 3 (SWS) must be operational. 
Exp 2 (LSM) must be operational. 
Heaters switched off during flip-cal 
sequence. (1.0-watt above nominal 
night power demand of 10.9 watts.) 
Day only. 
Exp 2 (LSM) must be operational. 
Thermostatically controlled heaters. 
Heaters off. 
Exp 2 (LSM) must be operational. 
PCU conversion loss (4. 5-watt at 
minimum PCU loading) or shunt 
r~gulator dissipation not included. 
Conversion loss and shunt regulator 
dissipation dependent on PCU 
loading. Refer to Figures 4-4 
and 4-5. 
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Subsystem 
Xmtr A 
-----------
Xmtr B 
-----------
Xmtr 
Heater 
Receiver 
-----------
Receiver 
heater 
X or Y data 
processor 
-----------
X or Y 
analog mux 
& A/D conv 
Command 
decoder 
PDU 
DTREM 
PCU 1 
or 
PCU 2 
DSS 
heater 2 
PDR 2 
DSS 
heater 1 
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TABLE 4-VII.- CENTRAL STATION STEADY STATE·POWER DEMANDS ON EACH VOLTAGE BUS FROM THE PCU 
' +29 Vdc +15 Vdc +12 Vdc -12 Vdc -6 Vdc +5 Vdc Total Notes 
10.0 w"' 10.0 w Cmd 012 selects A xmtr. Xmtr A 
(+llll0 'F)) protection: +2'9 Vdc CB-03. 
10.8 wa 10.8 w Cmd 015 selects B xmtr. Xmtr B 
{+l40°F) l protection: +29 Vdc CB-05. 
------- ------ ------- ------ ------ 1------- ------ Cmd 013 turns on selected xmtr. 10.0 wa 0.1 w 10.0 w 
(-10° F) Cmd 014 turns off selected xmtr. 
10.8 w"' 10.8 w Overload on +29 Vdc bus ( 560 to 84o mA) 
(+l40°F) causes a swith to other xmtr. When 
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------ --------
xmtr is commanded off ( Cmd 014) xmtr 
8.4 w 8.4 w heater is automatically turned on. The 
+12 Vdc bus is switched to diplexer when 
xmtr B is operational. 
o. 79 w 0.03 w 0.82 w No ground commands to control receiver. 
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- --------
Overload on '+12 Vdc bus (110 to 225 mA) 
1.25 w 1.25 w disconnects +12 Vdc (via CB-01) from 
receiver and switches in receiver heater. 
Receiver is turned back on by 18-hour 
pulse from timer. -6 Vdc on continuously. 
0.05 w 0.45 w 0.50 w Cmd 034 selects X data proc, mux, and 
A/D converter. 
------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------- Cmd 035 selects y data and 
o;o5 w 0.14 w o.u·w 1.10 w 1.4W proc, mux, A/D converter. 
No overload protection. 
0.325 w 0.15 w o. 775 w 1.25 w Command decoder is on continuously with 
no overload protection. Redundant de-
coders A and B addressable from ground. 
0.5 w 1.15 w 0.6 w 0.008 w 0.15 w 2.4 w PDU controls distribution of power to the 
ALSEP subsystems. +12, -12, and +5 Vdc 
are for power sequencer logic. +29 and 
+5 Vdc are used for relay drivers located 
in PDU. 
0.153 w 0.100 w 0.253 w Cmd 027 turns DTREM on. +12 Vdc bus 
fuse F-01. -12 Vdc bus fuse F-02. 
250 mA each. 
Cmd 031 turns DTREM off. DTREM temps 
on continuously. 
4.5 to Cmd 060 turns on PCU 1, PCU 2 off. 
8.5 w Cmd 062 turns on PCU 2, PCU 1 off. 
Conversion loss is a function of loading 
on the PCU. See Figure 4-4. 
5.0 w 5.0 w Cmd 017 turns on DSS heater 2. 
Cmd 021 turns off DSS heater 2. 
14.0 w 14.0 w Cmd 022 turns on PDR 2. 
Cmd 023 turns off PDR 2. 
PDR 2 is located on the PDM and is exposed 
to the lunar environment. See Dwg 3.3. 
10.0 w 10.0 w Cmd 024 turns DSS heater 1 on. 
Cmd 025 tlirns DSS heater 1 off. 
aTransmitter power demand varies with temperature at AT-24 or AT-26. 
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TABLE 4-VIII.- RELAY DRIVER FUNCTIONS AND INPUT VOLTAGE REQUIREMENTS 
Relay +12 Input voltage +29 
drivers Relay Function Monitor Cmd Vdc ® ® ® Vdc 
RD- 01 K-01 PCU l SEL AE-5 o6o X 
02 K- 01 PCU 2 SEL AE-6 062 X 
03 K-06 EXP l OPER SEL * 036 X X 
04 K-06 EXP l STBY SEL AB-4 037 X X 
05 K-07 EXP l STBY SEL AB-4 037 X X 
06 K-07 EXP l STBY OFF * 041 X X 
07 K-08 EXP 2 OPER SEL * 042 X X 
08 K- 08 EXP 2 STBY SEL AB-4 043 X X 
09 K-09 EXP 2 STBY SEL AB-4 043 X X 
10 K- 09 EXP 2 STBY OFF * o44 X X 
11 K- 10 EXP 3 OPER SEL * 045 X X 
12 K-10 EXP 3 STBY SEL AB-5 o46 X X 
13 K-11 EXP 3 STBY SEL AB- 5 o46 X X 
14 K-11 EXP 3 STBY OFF * 050 X X 
15 K-12 EXP 4 OPER SEL * 052 X X 
16 K-12 EXP 4 STBY SEL AB-5 053 X X 
17 K-13 EXP 4 STBY SEL AB-5 053 X X 
18 K-13 EXP 4 STBY OFF * 054 X X 
19 K- 14 EXP 5 OPER SEL * 055 X X 
20 K-14 EXP 5 STBY SEL AB- 5 056 X X 
21 K- 15 EXP 5 STBY SEL AB-5 056 X X 
22 K-15 EXP 5 STBY OFF * 057 X X 
23 CB- 01 RECEIVER RESET 18 hr X X 
pulse 
24 K- 02 DSS/PROC Y SEL AB-6 035 X X 
K- 03 
25 K- 02 DSS/PROC X SEL AB-6 034 X X 
K-03 
26 K- 04 XMTR OFF 014 X X 
27 K- 04 XMTR ON 013 X X 
28 K- 05 XMTR A SEL AE-17 012 X X 
29 K- 05 XMTR B SEL AE-18 015 X X 
30 K-18 DSS HTR l ON * 024 X X 
31 K-18 DSS HTR l OFF * 025 X X 
32 K- 16 DSS HTR 2. 0N * 017 X X 
33 K-16 DSS HTR 2 OFF * 021 X X 
34 K-17 DISSIP R2 ON * 022 X X 
35 K-17 DISSIP R2 OFF * 023 X X 
*Function determined by monitoring PCU l shunt current AE- 5, or PCU 2 
shunt current AE-6. 
+5V 
+29V 
Relay driver I I 
0 or 0 Ref:r to T:ble 4-VIII 
for input voltage 
For reference only 
(typical relay driver} 
Relay 
+29V bus 
Refer to Table 4-VIII 
for input voltage 
Figure 4-6. - Relay driver voltages. 
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SECTION 5 
COMMAND SUBSYSTEM 
ALSEP A2. 
BASIC 
5.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
5.1.1 
5.1.2 
The ALSEP command subsystem receives, decodes, and supplies 
commands to applicable users to control prescribed operations. 
The delayed-command sequencer will generate fixed commands, 
at predetermined times under the control of the central station 
timer, to insure that critical enabling and calibration 
functions are implemented in the event of an uplink failure. 
The following units make up the ALSEP command subsystem: 
A. S-band antenna 
B. Diplexer filter 
c. Command receiver 
D. Command decoder 
S-Band Antenna 
The ALSEP antenna is a modified axial helix designed to receive 
and transmit right-hand circular polarized signals at the 
Apollo S-band frequency. 
The antenna has no command requirements, TM measurements, 
or power requirements. Antenna operating parameters are 
presented in the following table: 
Mode Antenna gain Frequency Beamwidth Polarization 
Transmit 15.2 dB S-band 27° Right-hand 
Receive 14.7 dB S-band 27° Right-hand 
Diplexer Filter 
The diplexer is used to couple the received RF from the antenna 
to the command receiver and to couple the RF signal from the 
ALSEP transmitter to the antenna. 
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The diplexer filter has no command requirements, TM measure-
ments, or power requirements. 
Command Receiver 
A. The command receiver is a narrow-band FM type, incorporating 
an FM discriminator for carrier phase modulation detection. 
Receiver characteristics are as follows: 
Frequency • • • • • 
Dynamic range • 
IF bandwidth 
. . 
Power • • • • . . . 
TM parameters • 
2119 MHZ ± 0.001% 
-101 to -61 dBm 
275 kHz at 3 dB 
820 mW 
5 
B. The receiver has redundant local oscillators which are 
controlled by a level sensor and switch module. When 
the output power of the local oscillator falls below a 
given threshold, the switching circuit will switch +12 Vdc 
to the redundant local oscillator. When power is applied 
to the receiver, the switching circuit will search between 
the redundant oscillators until one of the oscillators 
provides the necessary signal level, at which time the 
searching between local oscillators will be terminated. 
The seach interval is from 200 to 400 ms. The oscillator 
in use can be determined by AT-21 (RCVR XTAL A DEG F) or 
AT-22 (RCVR XTAL B DEG F). 
c. Receiver local oscillator switchover point - The receiver 
local oscillator level, TM measurement AE-14, will normally 
indicate 6.0 dbm. Local oscillator switchover will occur 
at approximately 1.0 dBm. 
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5.1.4 
5.1.4.1 
D. Receiver power requirements are presented in the following 
table: 
Voltage bus Watts mAde 
+12 Vdc ± 1% 0.79 66.0 
-6 Vdc ± 1% 0.03 
NOTE 
Receiver overload causes 
CB-01 to switch on the 
1.25-watt (104 mAde at 
+12 Vdc) receiver heater. 
CB-01 is reset by the 
18-hour timer pulse. 
Connnand Decoder 
Circuit 
protection 
CB-01 110 to 225 mA 
None 
The decoder consists of the following sections: 
A. Demodulator section 
B. Redundant digital decoder section 
C. Delayed command sequencer 
D. Resettable solid-state timer 
Command decoder power requirements are presented in the 
following table: 
Voltage bus Watts mAde Protection 
+12 Vdc ± 1% 0.325 27.1 None 
+5 Vdc ± 1% .775 155 None 
-6 Vdc + 1%' .230 38.4 None 
Demodulator section.- The demodulator section accepts the 
composite audio subcarrier from the command receiver. The 
composite audio subcarrier is the linear sum of the data and 
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sync subcarriers, where the 2-kc data subcarrier is modulated 
by a 1000 bit-per-second data stream and the sync signal is 
a 1-kc subcarrier. 
The 1-kc subcarrier is used to phase-lock a voltage controlled 
oscillator (VCO) in order to assure command bit synchronization 
during the decoding process. The detection and extraction of 
the command bits is accomplished by comparing the 2-kc sub-
carrier with a 2-kc synchronized signal produced by the VCO, 
which is phase-locked by the 1-kc subcarrier signal. 
Digital decoder section.-
A. A redundant digital decoder section is provided. The 
digital decoders are identical but require different 
decoder addresses. A command can be executed by either 
decoder by selecting the proper decoder address. The 
decoder addresses for ALSEP 1 are the following: 
1. ALSEP 1 decoder A 1001110 (octal 116) 
2. ALSEP 1 decoder B 0001110 (octal 016) 
The system is unique in that it does not use sub-bit 
encoding. 
The ALSEP command structure consists of 21 bits: 
1001110 
7 bits 
Decoder address 
1000100 
7 bits 
Command complement 
0111011 
MSB7 bits LSB 
Command 
A bit-by-bit comparison is made between the command 
complement and the command for error protection. A 
minimum of 20 bits must precede the command to insure phase 
lock, and a minimum of 20 bits follow the command to allow 
for command execution. 
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Upon receipt of a command, a command verification word 
is inserted in Word 46 of the TM downlink. The command 
verification word consists of ten bits. Seven bits in the 
downlink word are the command received and one bit, called 
the parity bit, indicates that the command and command 
complement did or did not compare. 
DA-7 
00 
MSB 
2 bits 
DA-5 
0111011 
7 bits 
Command received 
DA-6 
1 
LSB 
1 bit 
Filler bits Parity 
Parity Bit 111 11 : Command and command complement compared, 
and command was executed. 
Parity Bit 110 11 : Command and command complement did not 
compare, and command was not executed. 
B. Normal decoder operation - The redundant decoders A and B 
receive the command data, timing pulses, and the threshold 
signal simultaneously. The threshold signal is used to 
indicate to the decoders that phase lock has been achieved. 
Decoders A and B will search through the command data until 
one decoder receives a valid address, at which time the 
other decoder is inhibited. The decoder that received the 
valid address starts its programer at the count of 29. At 
a count of 36, the command complement is contained in the 
decoder shift register. At this time, a bit-by-bit 
comparison is made against the incoming command. At a 
programer count of 43, the command is contained in the 
shift register. If a compare was made, the command is 
executed for 20 ms, until the programer count is 63. 
Noncomparison will prevent execution of the command. The 
command can be downlinked as a command verification word 
(CVW) only after the count of 63 through 2047. 
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The seven bits of command information and the one bit 
that indicates compare or no compare are held in the 
shift register until a data demand signal from the data 
processor at Word 46 time is inputted, at which time the 
eight bits are shipped serially to the digital processor 
to be inserted into Word 46 of the PCM downlink. The end 
of the data demand signal generates a data end reset signal 
which returns the decoders to the search mode. 
c. Command-decoder reset capability 
1. Power reset - A separate power reset circuit is pro-
vided for decoders A and B. The purpose of this is to 
assure that both decoders will start in the search 
mode when power is applied to ALSEP. The reset circuits 
will also reset the decoders to the search mode in case 
of a momentary drop of approximately 3 Vdc on the 5-Vdc 
bus. The power reset circuit in decoder A will reset 
the timer inhibit circuit in the timer pulse-shaping 
section and allow the command decoder to accept the 
18-hour and the 1-minute pulses from the timer. If a 
power reset signal is received during the decoding 
process of a command, the decoding process will be 
terminated at that time, and the decoders will return 
to the search mode. If a power reset is received 
after the decoding process is complete, the command 
will be executed, but a CVW will not be received. A 
power reset will also reset the delayed-command 
sequencer logic to zero count. 
2. Demand override reset - In the event that the decoders 
did not receive a data end reset signal, the decoder 
programer will generate a reset signal 1984 ms 
(programer count 2047) after command execution. 
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5.1. 4. 3 
3. Threshold loss reset - Loss of phase-lock between the 
1-kc sync signal that is uplinked and the 1-kc signal 
derived from the 8-kc VCO during the decoding process 
of the command will generate a threshold loss reset 
signal. The decoding process will terminate at this 
time and the decoders will return to the search mode. 
If the decoding process has been completed, the command 
will be executed and a command verification will be 
received. 
Del~ed-command sequencer.- Provisions have been incorporated 
to automatically generate seven commands to provide a backup 
feature in the event of an uplink failure. 
The delayed-command sequencer receives 18-hour timing pulses 
and 1-minute timing pulses from the timer which advance the 
"hours" and "minutes" counters (see Drawing 5.1). The counters 
and gates of the delayed-command sequencer will be initialized 
to zero by a power reset (Para 5.1.4.2.C.l), that is, ALSEP 
activation at deployment or transients on·the 5-Vdc bus, and 
will be referred to as command sequencer reset. Note that 
this is not the reset circuitry associated with the timer. 
Through various combinations of sequence decoding gates connected 
to these counters, the delayed-command sequencer will output 
the following commands. The execute times are referenced to 
command sequencer reset. These commands can be initiated by 
RTC 1 s or by the delayed-command· sequencer, however, the CVW 
will be available only if the command was by RTC. 
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One-time commands 
SET CCIG SEAL BREAK 
( Cmd 105) and ARM PSE* 
UNCAGE CIRCUIT (Cmd 073) 
EXECUTE CCIG SEAL BREAK 
(Cmd 110) 
REMOVE SWS DUST COVER 
(Cmd 122) and SET SIDE 
REMOVE DUST COVER ( Cmd 107) 
EXECUTE SIDE REMOVE DUST 
COVER ( Cmd 110) 
Repetitive command 
MAGNETOMETER FLIP CALI-
BRATE ( Cmd 131) 
ALSEPA2. 
BASIC 
Normal time of execution 
after command sequencer reset 
Eight 18-hr pulses + 2 min 
Eight 18-hr pulses + 3 min 
Eight 18-hr pulses + 4 min 
Eight 18-hr pulses + 5 min 
Nine 18-hr pulses + 1 min 
and every 18 hours thereafter 
Command 033 inhibits the automatic commands generated by the 
delayed-command sequencer and the 18-hour timer (see note in 
Command 033, page 5-15). The 18-hour timer commands are 
listed below for reference. 
Timer.- (Refer to Drawing 5.1.) A solid-state, resettable, 
nonmechanical timer is incorporated in the ALSEP A2 central 
station. The input power required is +12 Vdc at 0.25 watts, 
which provides the following outputs to the delayed-command 
sequencer via the timer accept/inhibit logic: 
Rate 
One per minute 
One per 18 hours 
(Coincident with the 
1-minute pulse) 
Duration 
1 second 
1 second 
Level 
Ground 
Ground 
*Uncaging of the PSE will normally be accomplished by two successive 
ground commands 073. However, as a backup, two successive 18-hour timer 
pulses or one 18-hour timer pulse and the eighth 18-hour pulse + 2 
minute one-time command will effect uncaging. Arming the uncaging 
circuit and then placing the PSE to standby will also effect uncaging. 
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The 18-hour pulse also generates the following repetitive 
(every 18-hour pulse) commands which are inhibited by Command 
033. 
A. COMMAND RECEIVER RESET 
B. SHORT PERIOD CALIBRATE PSE (same as Command 065) 
C. UN CAGE PSE* 
1. ARM UNCAGE PSE (first 18-hour pulse) 
2. EXECUTE UNCAGE PSE (second 18-hour. pulse) 
The timer also provides a relay closure at the end of 
97 ± 5 days to terminate transmitter operations. 
Three TM parameters are provided to indicate the status of 
counters 1 and 2 and the 18-hour count. Activation (ALSEP 
deployment turnon or a loss of the +12 Vdc bus for longer 
than 30 seconds) will initialize counters 1 and 2 to zero. 
The counters can also be reset to zero by means of Command 150 
(TIMER RESET). The timer storage circuit will allow the counts 
contained in both counters to be retained for up to 30 seconds 
in the event of perturbations or transients on the +12 Vdc bus. 
The transmitter turnoff function will occur when counter 1 and 
counter 2, both containing counts of 8,388,608, are "anded" 
together to drive the relay to the closed position. The 
transmitter can be commanded to ON via Command 013 if the 
timer turnoff function has occurred. 
NOTE 
IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE 
THAT THE TIMER TRANSMITTER 
TURNOFF FUNCTION CAN OCCUR 
.Q!i! TIME ONLY DUE TO THE 
TIMER LATCHING RELAY AND 
NO RELAY RESET CAPABILITY •. 
*Uncaging of the PSE will normally be accomplished by two successive 
ground commands 073. However, as a backup, two successive 18-hour timer 
pulses or one 18-hour timer pulse and the eighth 18-hour pulse + 2 minute 
one-time command will effect uncaging. Arming the uncaging circuit and 
then placing the PSE to standby will also effect uncaging. 
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5.2 COMMAND FUNCTIONS· 
003 ASE HBR ON DATA PROCESSOR 
Command 003 disconnects the data processor from the modu-
lator and connects the modulator to the active seismic 
processor which supplies the high-bit-rate data (10,600 bps). 
The ASE HBR ON command takes effect at the scheduled end 
of the 64-word data-processor frame which is in progress 
at the time the mode change command is received. The 
downlink data are meaningless if this command is executed 
with no ASE in the flight configuration. 
005 ASE HBR OFF DATA PROCESSOR 
Command 005 disconnects the ASE processor from the modu-
lator and connects the modulator to the data processor 
which supplies data at 530 or 1060 bps, depending on the 
last bit-rate mode commanded. The ASE HBR OFF command takes 
effect at the scheduled end of the 64-word data processor 
frame which is in progress at the time the mode change 
command is received. Central station activation or power 
reset initializes ASE HBR to OFF. 
006 NORM BIT RT SEL DATA PROCESSOR 
Command 006 causes the data processor to operate at the 
normal bit rate (1060 bps). This command takes effect at 
the scheduled end of the 64-word frame which is in progress 
at the time the mode change command is received. Central 
station activation or power reset initializes the data 
processor to NORMAL BIT RATE. 
007 LOW BIT RT SEL DATA PROCESSOR 
Command 007 causes the data processor to operate at low 
bit rate (530 bps). This command takes effect at the 
scheduled end of the 64-word frame which is in progress at 
the time the mode change command is received. 
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011 NORM BIT RT RST DATA PROCESSOR 
Command 011 is a provision for returning the operational 
data processor (determined by Command 034 or 035) to the 
normal bit rate from either the high or low bit rate. This 
command does not reset the analog multiplexer or frame counter. 
This command takes effect immediately and does not wait 
until the scheduled end of the 64-word frame. 
NOTE 
Commands that switch bit rates, transmitters, 
or data processors are commands which will 
cause a loss of sync at the ground station 
and a loss or false readout of command 
verification word. 
012 XMTR A SEL POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 012 actuates relay K-05, in the PDU, to the 
position that selects transmitter A. XMTR A SEL is the 
lunar surface initial condition. 
013 XMTR ON POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 013 actuates relay K-04, in the PDU, which applies 
+29 Vdc to the transmitter selected by Command 012 or 015. 
This command simultaneously removes +29 Vdc from the 8.4-watt 
transmitter heater located on the thermal plate. XMTR ON 
is the lunar surface initial condition. 
014 XMTR B SEL POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 014 actuates relay K-04, in the PDU, to the posi-
tion that removes +29 Vdc from the transmitter selected by 
Command 012 or 015. This command simultaneously applies 
+29 Vdc to the 8.4-watt transmitter heater. 
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POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 015 actuates relay K-05, in the PDU, to the posi-
tion that selects transmitter B. Actuation of astronaut 
·switch 2 will select and turn on transmitter B. 
017 DSS HTR 2 ON POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 017 actuates relay K-16, in the PDU, to the posi-
tion that applies +29 Vdc to the 5-watt DSS heater 2. 
021 DSS HTR 2 OFF POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 021 actuates relay K-16, in the PDU, to the posi-
tion that removes +29 Vdc from the 5-watt DSS heater 2. 
022 DISSIP R2 ON POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 022 actuates relay K-17, in the PDU, to the posi-
tion that applies +29 Vdc to a 14-watt power dump resistor 
and is used to optimize the load on the PCU. 
023 DISSIP R2 OFF POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 023 actuates relay K-17, in the PDU, to the posi-
tion that removes +29 Vdc from the 14-watt power dump 
resistor. 
024 DSS HTR 1 ON POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 024 actuates relay K-18, in the PDU, to the posi-
tion that applies +29 Vdc to the 10-watt heater located on 
the central station thermal plate. 
025 DSS HTR 1 OFF POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 025 actuates relay K-18, in the PDU, to the posi-
tion that removes the +29 Vdc from the 10-watt central 
station heater. 
027 DUST CELLS ON POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 027 is a one-state command that activates the DTREM 
photo cell amplifiers. 
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POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 031 is a one-state command that deactivates the 
DTREM photo cell amplifiers. 
032 TIMER OUTPUT ACCPT COMMAND DECODER 
Command 032 enables the 18-hour and the 1-minute timer 
output pulses, thus allowing automatic commands to be 
generated by the timer and the delayed-command sequencer. 
This command cancels the effect of Command 033. Central 
station activation or power reset initializes the TIMER 
OUTPUT ACCPT. 
033 TIMER OUTPUT INHIB COMMAND DECODER 
Command 033 inhibits the 18-hour and the 1-minute timer 
output pulses which in turn will disable the following 
automatic commands generated in the delayed-command 
sequencer: 
One-time commands 
SET CCIG SEAL BREAK 
and ARM PSE UNCAGE CIRCUIT 
EXECUTE CCIG SEAL BREAK 
REMOVE SWS DUST COVER and 
SET SIDE REMOVE DUST COVER 
EXECUTE SIDE REMOVE 
DUST COVER 
Repetitive command 
MAGNETOMETER FLIP CALI-
BRATE 
Normal time of execution 
after command sequencer reset 
Eight 18-hr pulses + 2 min 
Eight 18-hr pulses + 3 min 
Eight 18-hr pulses + 4 min 
Eight 18-hr pulses + 5 min 
Nine 18-hr pulses + 1 min 
and every 18 hours 
Command 033 will also disable the following automatic commands 
generated by the timer. These are repetitive (every 18-hour 
pulse commands) : 
A. COMMAND RECEIVER RESET 
B. SHORT PERIOD CALIBRAGE PSE 
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C. UNCAGE PSE 
1. ARM UNCAGE PSE (first 18-hour pulse) 
2. EXECUTE UNCAGE PSE (second 18-hour pulse) 
NOTE 
SINCE THIS COMMAND INHIBITS 
THE RECEIVER RESET, IT IS 
CONSIDERED HIGHLY CRITICAL. 
This command will input level 
changes to the hours and min-
utes counters of the delayed-
command sequencer and advance 
the counters by 18 hours and 
1 minute. This may change the 
execution times of the auto-
matic commands from the delayed-
command sequencer and the timer. 
This command does not inhibit 
or affect the 3-month trans-
mitter turnoff command gene-
rated by the timer. 
034 DSS/PROC X SEL POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 034 actuates relays K-02 and K-03, in the PDU, to 
the position that applies operational power to the X 
digital data processor, X 90-channel analog multiplexer, 
and X A/D converter. The digital data processor will 
initialize in the normal bit rate. Command 034 simul-
taneously deselects the Y system. DSS/PROC X SEL is the 
lunar surface initial condition. 
035 DSS/PROC Y SEL POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 035 activates relays K-02 and K-03, in the PDU, to 
the position that applies operational power to the Y 
digital data processor, Y 90-channel analog multiplexer, 
and Y A/D converter. The digital data processor will 
initialize in the normal bit rate. Command 035 simul-
taneously deselscts the X system. Activation of astronaut 
switch 2 provides the same function as Command 035. 
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POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 036 actuates rel~ K-06, in the PDU, applying +29 Vdc 
to the PSE instrument an~ the heater circuitry in the 
deployed PSE sensor assembly. It simultaneously removes 
+29 Vdc from the standby heater in the PSE electronics 
package in the central station. 
037 EXP 1 STBY SEL (PSE) POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 037 actuates relays K-06 and K-07, in the PDU, applying 
+29 Vdc to the standby heater in the PSE electronics 
package and to the heater in the deployed sensor assembly. 
It simultaneously deactivates the PSE by removing +29 Vdc 
from the instrument. EXP 1 STBY SEL (PSE) is the lunar 
surface initial condition. 
041 EXP 1 STBY OFF (PSE) POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 041 actuates relay K-07, in the PDU, to the position 
that removes +29 Vdc from both PSE heater circuits. If the 
PSE operating power is on, transmission of this command will 
have no effect. 
042 EXP 2 OPER SEL (LSM) POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 042 actuates rel~ K-08, in the PDU, applying +29 Vdc 
to activate the LSM. 
043 EXP 2 STBY SEL (LSM) POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 043 actuates relays K-08 and K-09, in the PDU, to 
the position that deactivates the LSM instrument but does 
~ apply standby power. EXP 2 STBY SEL (LSM) is the lunar 
surface initial condition. 
044 EXP 2 STBY OFF (LSM) POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 044 actuates relay K-09, in the PDU, to the posi-
tion that removes +29 Vdc from the resistive summing network 
to TM parameter AB-4. The LSM uses no standby power. If 
the LSM operating power is on, transmission of this command 
will have no effect. 
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POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 045 actuates relay K-10, in the PDU, applying 
+29 Vdc to activate the S.WS instrument. This command 
simultaneously deactivates the SWS standby heater. 
046 EXP 3 STBY SEL (SWS) POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command o46 actuates relays K-10 and K-11, in the PDU, 
applying +29 Vdc to the SWS standby heater. This command 
simultaneously deactivates the SWS instrument. EXP 3 
STBY SEL (SWS) is the lunar surface initial condition. 
050 EXP 3 STBY OFF (SWS) POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 050 actuates relay K-11, in the PDU, to the 
position that removes +29 Vdc from the SWS standby 
heater. If the SWS operating power is on, transmission 
of this command will have no effect. 
153 EXP 4 OPER SEL (SIDE/CCGE) POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 153 actuates relay K-12, in the PDU, applying 
+29 Vdc to the SIDE instrument and the SIDE heater. 
053 EXP 4 STBY SEL (SIDE/CCGE) POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 053 actuates relays K-12 and K-13, in the PDU, 
applying +29 Vdc to the SIDE heater. It simultaneously 
deactivates the SIDE by removing +29 Vdc from the instru-
ment. EXP 4 STBY SEL (SIDE) is the lunar surface initial 
condition. 
054 EXP 4 STBY OFF (SIDE/CCGE) POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 054 actuates relay K-13, in the PDU, to the 
position that removes +29 Vdc from the SIDE heater. If 
the SIDE operating power is on, transmission of this 
command will have no effect. 
055 EXP 5 OPER SEL (HFE) POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 055 actuates relay K-14, in the PDU, applying 
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+29 Vdc to the HFE instrument and the heater circuitry 
in the deployed HFE electronics assembly. It simul-
taneously removes +29 Vdc from the standby heater in 
the HFE electronics package. 
056 EXP 5 STBY SEL (HFE) POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 056 actuates relays K-14 and K-07, in the PEU, 
applying +29 Vdc to the standby heater in the HFE 
electronics package. It simultaneously deactivates the 
HFE by removing +29 Vdc from the instrument. EXP 5 
STBY SEL (HFE) is the lunar surface initial condition. 
057 EXP 5 STBY OFF (HFE) POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 057 actuates relay K-15, in the PDU, to the 
position that removes +29 Vdc from the HFE heater 
circuit. If the HFE operating power is on, transmission 
of this command will have no effect. 
060 PCU 1 SEL POWER CONDITIONING UNIT 
Command 060 actuates relay K-01, in the PCU, which applies 
+16 Vdc from the RTG to PCU 1 and simultaneously de-
energizes PCU 2. PCU 1 is preset to be energized at 
at initial lunar activation. Note that there is an 
automatic switchover feature to PCU 2 in the event the 
+12 Vdc bus varies more than ±1 Vdc. Adding or removing 
electrical loads (via ground commands) on PCU 1 can 
prevent the +12 Vdc bus from varying out of limits. 
NOTE 
IN THE EVENT AUTOMATIC SWITCHOVER TO PCU 2 HAS 
OCCURRED, THIS COMMAND MUST BE FLAGGED AS HIGHLY 
CRITICAL. THE CAUSE OF THE SWITCHOVER MUST BE 
DETERMINED BEFORE THIS COMMAND IS EXECUTED. 
SWITCHOVER FROM PCU 1 TO PCU 2 1·1AY GENERATE A 
POWER RESET SIGNAL TO THE DELAYED COMMAND 
SEQUENCER COUNTERS, RESETTING THE COUNTERS 
BACK TO ZERO. PCU SWITCHING WILL CAUSE SYNC 
LOSS AT GROUND STATION. 
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062 PCU 2 SEL POWER CONDITIONING UNIT 
Command 062 actuates relay K-01, in the PCU, which applies 
+16 Vdc from the RTG to PCU 2 and simultaneously 
de-energizes PCU 1. 
NOTE 
AT THE TIME OF LUNAR ACTIVATION, PCU 2 IS 
DE-ENERGIZED WITH NO MEANS TO DETERMINE ITS 
CONDITION. FURTHER, NOTE THAT THERE IS NO 
AUTOMATIC SWITCHOVER FROM PCU 2 TO PCU l. 
THIS SITUATION, THEREFORE, MAKES THIS COMMAND 
HIGHLY CRITICAL. THIS COMMAND SHOULD BE EXECUTED 
ONLY AFTER DETERMINING THAT PCU 1 IS ON THE 
VERGE OF FAILING. 
SWITCHOVER FROM PCU 2 TO PCU 1 MAY GENERATE 
A POWER RESET SIGNAL TO THE DELAYED-COMMAND 
SEQUENCER COUNTERS, RESETTING THE COUNTERS 
BACK TO ZERO. PCU SWITCHING WILL CAUSE 
SYNC LOSS AT GROUND STATION. 
063 PSE/XY GAIN CH EXP l (PSE) 
Command 063 switches different attenuator values into the 
LPX and LPY amplifier circuits to allow gain control of 
the long period X- andY-axis signals. Repeated trans-
mission of the command will cause the attenuators to step 
through values of 0, -10, -20, and -30 dB in a repeating 
sequence. In addition, this command controls the cali-
bration current of these two axes. Pse activation 
initializes the attenuators to -30 dB. 
064 PSE/Z GAIN CH EXP 1 (PSE) 
Command 064 switches different attenuator values into the 
LPZ amplifier circuit to allow gain control of the long 
period Z-axis signal. Repeated transmission of the command 
will cause the attenuator to step through values of.O, -10, 
-20, and -30 dB in a repeating sequence. In addition, this 
command controls the calibration current of this axis. PSE 
activation initializes the attenuator to -30 dB. 
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C~mmand 065 activates logic that will apply a current, via 
the SP calibration attenuator, to the SP calibration coil. 
The amount of current from the calibration attenuator is 
determined by Command 067. In addition, the SP calibration 
is automatically performed every 18 hours by means of the 
timer unless specifically inhibited by Command 033. This 
is a sequential on/off command. PSE activation initializes 
SP calibration to OFF. 
066 PSE/LP CAL CH EXP 1 (PSE) 
Command 066 activates logic that applies current, via the 
LP calibration attenuators, to the LP damping coils (all 
three axes simultaneously). The amount of current from 
the calibration attenuators is determined by Command 063 
and Command 064. This is a sequential on/off command. PSE 
activation initializes LP calibration to OFF. 
067 PSE/SP GAIN CH EXP 1 (PSE) 
Command 067 switches different attenuator values into the 
SPZ amplifier circuit to allow gain control of the SP axis 
signal. Repeated transmission of the command will cause 
the attenuator to step through values of 0, -10, -20, and 
-30 dB in a repeating sequence. In addition, this command 
controls the calibration current of this axis. PSE 
activation initializes the attenuator to -30 dB. 
070 LVL MTRX ON/OFF EXP 1 (PSE) 
Command 070 activates logic which applies power to the X-axis 
drive motor. This is a sequential on/off command. PSE 
activation initializes X motor to OFF. Note that the X 
motor consumes power in either leveling mode (AUTOMATIC/ 
FORCED) until commanded OFF. 
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Command 071 activates logic which applies power to the 
Y-axis drive motor. This is a sequential on/off command. 
PSE activation initializes Y motor to OFF. Note that the 
Y motor consumes power in either leveling mode (AUTOMATIC/ 
FORCED) until commanded OFF. 
NOTE 
Do not turn on more than one 
leveling motor at a time. 
De-energize sensor heater via 
Command 076 during time any 
level motor is on. 
072 LVL MTRZ ON/OFF EXP l (PSE) 
Command 072 activates logic which applies power to the Z-axis 
drive motor. This is a sequential on/off command. PSE 
activation initializes Z motor to OFF. Note that the Z motor 
consumes power in either leveling mode (AUTOMATIC/FORCED) 
until commanded OFF. 
NOTE 
DO NOT TURN ON Z LEVELING MOTOR 
WHILE PSE IS CAGED. Do not turn 
on more than one leveling motor 
at a time. De-energize sensor 
heater via Command 076 during 
time any level motor is on. 
073 UNCAGE ARM/FIRE EXP l (PSE) 
A. Command 073 is a two-state command (ARM/FIRE). First. 
transmission will arm the actuator circuit. Second 
transmission of this command is sent to fire the 
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actuator circuit and uncage all spring mass systems 
simultaneously. This command is an irreversible 
function and is necessary to obtain PSE scientific 
data. 
B. The ARM and FIRE commands are also automatically 
generated by the timer every 18 and 36 hours, 
respectively, after PET-zero. 
C. Conditions to ARM: 
1. First transmission of Command 073 
2. First 18-hour timer pulse 
3. Eight 18-hour pulses + 2 minutes 
D. Conditions to FIRE (after ARM, above): 
1. Next transmission of Command 073 
2. Next 18-hour timer pulse 
3. If armed, placing PSE to standby (Command 037 or 
operational overload) 
NOTE 
THE UNCAGE CIRCUITRY WILL NOT 
FUNCTION BELOW 30° F. 
074 LVL DIR POS/NEG EXP 1 (PSE) 
Command 074 is a two-state command (POS/NEG) which controls 
the direction of the level motors for LPX, LPY, and LPZ 
axes when in the forced leveling mode (see Command 103). 
PSE activation initializes leveling direction to POS. 
075 LVL SPEED HI/LO EXP 1 (PSE) 
Command 075 is a two-state command (HI/LO) which controls 
the speed of the leveling motors for LPX, LPY, and LPZ axes 
when in the forced leveling mode (see Command 103). PSE 
activation initializes leveling speed to LO. 
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Command 076 is a four-state command that can be sequentially 
stepped through the following modes to control the heater 
in the deployed PSE sensor: 
A. OFF - +29 Vdc disconnected from the heater 
B. FORCED - +29 Vdc applied to heater and automatic 
thermostat control disabled 
c. OFF - +29 Vdc disconnected from the heater 
D. AUTOMATIC - +29 Vdc applied to heater and automatic 
thermostat control enabled 
PSE activation initializes thermal control mode to AUTOMATIC. 
NOTE 
This command does not control 
the heater in the PSE electronics 
package in the central station. 
Also, the PSE sensor heater is 
not controlled by this command 
when the experiment is in EXP 1 
STBY SEL. 
101 PSE FILT IN/OUT EXP 1 (PSE) 
Command 101 is a two-state command (IN/OUT) which effectively 
removes the feedback loop filters from the LPX, LPY, and 
LPZ axes. PSE activation initializes the feedback filter 
to OUT. The feedback filter has to be in the following 
modes for the PSE to operate properly: 
A. Leveling (all modes) - filter OUT 
B. Calibration - filter IN 
C. Normal operational mode - filter IN 
102 LVL SNSR IN/OUT EXP 1 (PSE) 
Command 102 is a two-state command (IN/OUT) which activates 
logic that enables the coarse level sensors to control the 
LPX and LPY axis drive motors when an off level condition 
exists. The coarse level sensors are used only in the 
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automatic leveling mode. PSE activation initializes the 
coarse level sensor to OUT. 
103 PSE LVL MDE A/F EXP 1 (PSE) 
Command 103 is a two-state command (AUTOMATIC/FORCED) 
which controls the leveling mode of LPX, LPY, and LPZ 
axes. PSE activation initializes the leveling mode to 
AUTOMATIC. 
NOTE 
Only one axis motor is to be on at a time. 
SIDE/CCGE COMMANDS EXP 4 (SIDE/CCGE) 
The following commands are encoded by the SIDE into two 
one-time commands and 15 operational commands: 
104 SIDE LOAD 1 
105 SIDE LOAD 2 
106 SIDE LOAD 3 
107 SIDE LOAD 4* 
110 SIDE EXECUTE* 
Encoding is as follows: 
Function 
SIDE command register encoding 
104 105 106 107 110 
l BREAK CCIG SEAL REMOVE DUST COVER 
1. GND PLANE STEP PROGRAMER 
ON/OFF 
2. RESET SIDE FRAME COUNTER 
AT 10 
3. RESET SIDE FRAME COUNTER 
AT 39 
4. RESET VELOCITY FILTER 
AT 9 
5. RESET SIDE FRAME COUNTER 
AT 79 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
*Refer to Note 1, Figure 11-1. 
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SIDE command register encoding 
104 Function 105 106 107 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
RESET SIDE FRAME COUNTER X X 
AT 79 AND VELOCITY 
FILTER AT 9 
XlO ACCill~LATION INTERVAL X X X 
ON/OFF 
MASTER RESET 
VELOCITY FILTER VOLTAGE X 
ON/OFF 
LECPA HIVOLTAGE ON/OFF X 
HECPA HIVOLTAGE ON/OFF X X 
FORCE CONTINUOUS CALI- X 
BRATION (RESET TO 120) 
CCIG HIVOLTAGE ON/OFF X X 
CHANNELTRON HIVOLTAGE X X 
ON/OFF 
RESET COMMAND REGISTER X X X 
NOTE 
Commands to break CCIG seal and reset 
SIDE frame counter at 10 are identical. 
The first transmission of Commands 105 
and 110 causes both functions to occur 
but not thereafter. Commands to remove 
dust cover and master reset are also 
identical. The first transmission of 
Commands 107 and 110 causes both functions 
to occur but not thereafter. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
110 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
The SIDE/CCIG commands are functionally divided into two types: 
on/off commands and mode commands. Initiation of a mode command 
changes the operational data format characteristics. 
Operationally executing any mode or on/off command will elimi-
nate the existing operational mode. Operationally executing 
any of on/off commands 1, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, or 14 will reset the 
SIDE frame counter (DI-1) to zero if any of the mode commands 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 12 is present in the mode register, whereas 
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execution of mode commands will not affect the status of any 
on/off commanded functions. 
A brief description of SIDE commands follows: 
A. One-time commands: 
BREAK CCIG SEAL 
Command 105 followed by 110 causes the one-time 
function of CCIG seal break. It simultaneously resets 
the SIDE FRAME COUNTER AT 10 (described later). This 
command is an irreversible function and is necessary 
to obtain CCGE scientific data. This command is also 
generated by the delayed-command sequencer (see 
Command 033). 
REMOVE DUST COVER 
Command 107 followed by 110 causes the one-time 
function of blowing the SIDE dust cover. It 
simultaneously resets the SIDE MASTER RESET (described 
later). This command is an irreversible function and 
is necessary to obtain SIDE scientific data. This 
command is also generated by the delayed-command 
sequencer (see Command 033). REMOVE DUST COVER 
command may cause a heater interrupt. (Refer to 
Figure 11-l. ) 
B. On/off commands and mode commands: 
1. GROUND PLANE STEP PROGRAMER ON/OFF EXP 4 (SIDE/CCGE) 
Command 104 followed by 110 is a two-state command 
(ON/OFF) that controls the operation of the ground 
plane step programer. SIDE activation initializes 
the programer to ON. The ground plane voltage is then 
stepped through 24 levels (one level/SIDE cycle). 
Transmission of this command will cause the step 
programer to stop. Retransmission will start step 
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programer and does not reset voltage level to zero but 
continues to step from level where last stopped. 
2. RESET SIDE FRAME COUNTER AT 10 EXP 4 (SIDE/CCGE) 
Command 105 followed by 110 is a mode command. 
(Initiation of a mode command changes the operational 
data format characteristics.) Upon receipt of the 
command, the experiment resets to SIDE frame zero 
and then steps to SIDE frame 10 before resetting again 
to zero. The velocity filter and the high- and low-
energy curved-late analyzers step through the values 
obtained for these SIDE frames in the normal mode of 
operation. The ground plane voltage steps through the 
normal 24-step sequence, one step per 11-frame cycle. 
(See Figure 11-3.) 
3. RESET SIDE FRAME COUNTER AT 39 EXP 4 (SIDE/CCGE) 
Commands 104 and 105, followed by 110, is a mode 
command. Upon receipt of the command, the experiment 
operates in a similar fashion to the reset at 10 mode 
except that it resets at SIDE frame 39. (See Figure 
11-4.) 
4. RESET VELOCITY FILTER COUNTER AT 9 EXP 4 (SIDE/CCGE) 
Command 106 followed by 110 is a mode command. The 
experiment, in this mode, executes the normal 128 SIDE 
frame cycle. The velocity filter voltage only executes 
the first 10 of it normal 20-step program. That is, 
at SIDE frame 10, instead of completing the 20 steps, 
the velocity filter assumes the value of SIDE frame 
20 in the normal mode. Similarly at SIDE frame 20, 
the filter adopts the normal mode value of SIDE frame 
4o. This operation continues for the complete 128 
SIDE frames. The low-energy curved-plate analyzer, 
instead of maintaining its value for 20 SIDE frames, 
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st·eps to the next value every 10 SIDE frames. This 
means that the six values are repeated from SIDE frame 
60. (See Figure 11-5.) 
5. RESET SIDE FRAME COUNTER AT 79 EXP 4 (SIDE/CCGE) 
Commands 104 and 106, followed by 110, is a mode command. 
Upon receipt of the command, the experiment operates 
in a similar fashion to the reset at 10 mode except 
that it resets at SIDE frame 79. (See Figure 11-4.) 
6. RESET SIDE FRAME COUNTER AT 79 
AND VELOCITY FILTER COUNTER AT 9 EXP 4 (SIDE/CCGE) 
Commands 105 and 106, followed by 110, is a mode 
command. Upon receipt of the command, the experiment 
performs the functions of command RESET VELOCITY 
FILTER COUNTER AT 9, but the sequence stops at SIDE 
frame 79 and repeats. All other functions are un-
changed from the normal operational mode. 
7. XlO ACCUMULATION INTERVAL ON/OFF EXP 4 (SIDE/CCGE) 
Commands 104, 105, and 106, followed by 110, is a two-
state command (ON/OFF). The accumulation time period 
is increased from a normal 1.2 seconds (Xl) to 12 
seconds (XlO). Each SIDE frame is downlinked 10 times 
before advancing to the next SIDE frame. The XlO mode 
can be used with any counter reset mode. 
8. MASTER RESET EXP 4 (SIDE/CCGE) 
Command 107 followed by 110 is a mode command. Upon 
receipt of the command, the experiment will return to 
the normal operational mode. The master reset performs 
the following: 
a. Defeats all short cycles 
b, Resets SIDE frame counter, velocity counter, HECPA 
and LECPA counters 
c. Does not disturb any on/off commands or the XlO 
accumulation interval 
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EXP 4 (SIDE/CCGE) 
Commands 104 and 107, followed by 110, is a two-state 
command (ON/OFF). Transmission of this command removes 
velocity filter voltage (i.e., filter voltage equals 
0 Vdc). However, the velocity filter programer is not 
inhibited, and upon retransmission of this command, 
the velocity filter assumes the appropriate voltage 
level of that SIDE frame in process. 
10. LOW ENERGY CPA HIGH VOLTAGE ON/OFF EXP 4 (SIDE/CCGE) 
Commands 105 and 107, followed by 110, is a two-state 
command (ON/OFF). Transmission of this command removes 
LECPA voltage (i.e., LECPA equals 0 Vdc). However, 
the LECPA programer is not inhibited, and upon re-
transmission of this command, the LECPA assumes the 
appropriate voltage level of that SIDE frame in process. 
With zero voltage, no low-energy data is transmitted. 
11. HIGH ENERGY CPA HIGH VOLTAGE ON/OFF EXP 4 (SIDE/CCGE) 
Commands 104, 105, and 107, followed by 110, is a two-
state command (ON/OFF). Transmission of this command 
removes HECPA voltage (i.e., HECPA equals 0 Vdc). 
However, the HECPA programer is not inhibited, and 
upon retransmission of this command, the HECPA assumes 
the appropriate voltage level of that SIDE frame in 
process. With zero voltage, no high-energy data is 
transmitted. 
12. FORCE CONTINUOUS CALIBRATION EXP 4 (SIDE/CCGE) 
(RESET TO 120) 
Commands 106 and 107, followed by 110, is a mode 
command. Upon receipt of the command, the experiment 
resets to SIDE frame 120 and then steps through SIDE 
frame 127 before resetting again to SIDE frame 120. 
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EXP 4 (SIDE/CCGE) 
Commands 104, 106, and 107, followed by 110, is a two-
state command (ON/OFF). Transmission of this command 
turns off high voltage to the CCIG sensor, thereby 
disabling all CCGE scientific data. 
14. CHANNELTRON HIGH VOLTAGE ON/OFF EXP 4 (SIDE/CCGE) 
Commands 105, 106, and 107, followed by 110, is a two-
state command (ON/OFF). Transmission of this command 
removes high voltage from the Channeltron multipliers, 
thus disabling SIDE scientific data. 
15. RESET COMMAND REGISTER EXP 4 (SIDE/CCGE) 
Commands 104, 105, 106, and 107, followed by 110, are 
commands used to clear the command register of any 
command awaiting execution. Note that SIDE power on 
will cause the following: 
a. A power reset will force the instrument into the 
normal mode, which does the following: 
(1) Removes all short cycles 
(2) Resets SIDE frame counter, velocity counter, 
HECPA and LECPA counter 
(3) Resets ground plane counter 
b. Resets all command flip-flops 
c. Turns on all the internal voltages of the system 
(velocity filter, HECPA, LECPA, Channeltron high 
voltage, CCIG high voltage) 
122 SWS CVR GO EXP 3 (SWS) 
Command 122 causes the one-time function of removing the 
SWS dust covers. This command is an irreversible function 
and is necessary to obtain SWS scientific data. 
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Command 122, when sent three times within 10 seconds, 
places the high voltage amplifiers in the high-gain mode. 
SWS activation presets the amplifiers to be low-gain mode. 
The low-gain mode of operation causes the 21 voltage steps 
applied to the Faraday cup sensors during proton and 
electron measurements to be scaled such that the highest 
level will be 6 kilovolts. The high-gain mode increases 
the gain of the amplifiers by a factor of 1.68, with the 
highest level going to 10 kilovolts. STBY SEL command 
(046) followed by an OPER SEL command (045) presets the 
amplifiers to the low-gain mode. 
123 LSM RANGE STEPS EXP 2 (LSM) 
Command 123 is a three-state command that determines the 
range of the X-, Y-, and Z-axis sensors of the LSM. LSM 
activation initializes the range to ±200 gamma. Repeated 
application of this command sequences the range through 
±50, ±100, ±200 gamma. The selected range is common to all 
three sensors. 
124 LSM FLD 0/S CH EXP 2 (LSM) 
Command 124 is a seven-state command that controls field 
offset of the X-, Y-, and Z-axes. LSM activation initializes 
the offset to 0 percent. Repeated application of this 
command sequences the offset through +25, +50, +75, -75, 
-50, -25, and 0 percent of the range selected by Command 
123. Example: With Command 123 set to ±100 gamma and 
Command 124 set to +25 percent, the effective range of the 
addressed sensor would be +125 to -75 gamma (sensor heads 
in 0° or 90° position). 
125 LSM 0/S ADD CH EXP 2 (LSM) 
Command 125 is a four-state command used to address the 
X-, Y-, and Z-axes for offsetting. LSM activation 
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initializes the offset address to neutral. Neutral is 
defined as no axis addressed. Repeated application of 
this command sequences the offset address from X to Y 
to Z to neutral. Example: With this command set to the 
X-axis, Command 124 controls the offset of the X-axis 
only, with Y- and Z-axes unaffected. 
127 FLIP/CAL INHIB EXP 2 (LSM) 
Command 127 is a two-state command (IN/OUT) used to in-
hibit the flip/calibrate sequence of the LSM. LSM 
activation initializes the logic to inhibit IN. 
NOTE 
SINCE THIS COMMAND WILL INHIBIT 
THE FLIP/CAL COMMAND FROM THE 
AUTOMATIC DELAYED-COMMAND SEQUENCER 
(SEE COMMAND 033) AND GROUND COM-
MAND 131, THIS COMMAND MUST BE CON-
SIDERED CRITICAL BECAUSE OF A POSSI-
BILITY OF UPLINK FAILURE. 
131 FLIP/CAL GO EXP 2 (LSM) 
Command 131 is a one-state command that initiates the 
flip/calibration cycle. Execution of this command 
activates the flip/cal sequencer, and upon completion 
of the sequence, the LSM is returned to the normal 
operating mode and places the sequencer in OFF. 
NOTE 
THERE MUST BE EXACTLY FOUR FLIP/ 
CALIBRATE CYCLES BEFORE PERFORMING 
A SITE SURVEY. In addition to 
ground Command 131, the flip/ 
calibrate delayed-command sequencer 
(see Command 033) will generate 
flip/cal commands. 
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Command 132 is a two-state command (IN/OUT). LSM activation 
initializes the filter to IN. Application of the command to 
OUT will cause a major portion of the digital filter to be 
bypassed. 
133 SITE SURVEY XYZ EXP 2 (LSM) 
Command 133 is a one-state command that activates the site 
survey sequence generator. The first application of this 
command will initiate the sequence to survey the X-axis. 
Upon completion of the X-axis survey, the LSM instrument will 
return to the normal scientific mode. The second and third 
application of this command will initiate the sequence gene-
rator to survey the Y- and Z-axes, respectively, returning 
the LSM to the normal mode of operation upon completion of 
the respective axis survey. 
NOTE 
THE SITE SURVEY MUST BE PERFORMED ONLY AFTER 
FOUR FLIP/CALIBRATE CYCLES HAVE BEEN COMPLETED. 
134 LSM T CTL XYO EXP 2 (LSM) 
Command 134 is a three-state command (X, Y, OFF) which is 
used to select the X- or Y-axis sensor heater thermostat or 
to deactivate all LSM heater power. LSM activation initia-
lizes the temperature control to the X-axis thermostat. 
Repeated application of this command sequences the temper-
ature control through Y-axis thermostat, off, and X-axis 
thermostat. The selected axis therfuostat (X or Y) controls 
heater power to all LSM heaters. In the off position, all 
LSM heater power is removed. Note that there is no ther-
mostat in the Z-axis sensor. 
135 HFE MODE/G SEL EXP 5 (HFE) 
This command (Cl) is a one-state command. It places the 
HFE in the normal or gradient mode of operation (Mode l) 
such that data is obtained from the gradient sensors and 
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cable thermocouples under the control of the measurement 
sequence programer. It also turns off the probe heater 
current supply. At turnon, the HFE is initialized in 
this condition. 
136 HFE MODE/LK SEL EXP 5 (HFE) 
This command (C2) is a one-state command. It places the 
HFE in the low conductivity or ring source mode of 
operation (Mode 2) such that data is obtained from the 
gradient sensors and cable thermocouples under the 
control of the measurement sequence programer. It also 
turns on the probe heater current supply in the low (or 
ring source) mode allowing heaters to be activated via 
Command 152. 
140 HFE MODE/HK SEL EXP 5 (HFE) 
This command (C3) is a one-state command. It places the 
HFE in the high conductivity or heat pulse mode of 
operation (Mode 3) such that data is obtained from the 
ring (or remote) sensors under the control of the heater 
excitation programer. It also turns on the probe heater 
current supply in the high (or heat pulse) mode allowing 
heaters to be activated by Command 152. 
141 HFE SEQ/FUL SEL EXP 5 (HFE) 
This command (C4) is a one-state command. It cancels the 
effect of measurement Commands 142 through 146 and thereby 
causes the measurement sequence programer to perform its 
full 16-state cycle of operation. If transmitted during 
operation in MODE/HK, this command will cause invalid data. 
At turnon, the HFE is initialized in this condition. 
142 HFE SEQ/Pl SEL EXP 5 (HFE) 
This command (C5) is a one-state command and alternates 
with Command 143 to select only one probe for measurement. 
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In MODE/G and MODE/LK it causes the measurement sequence 
programer to lock the second flip-flop (P2 ) in the clear 
state and bypass that step; that is, act as an eight-state 
counter if Command 141 was previously executed or as a 
two-state counter if Command 144, 145, or 146 was previously 
executed. In MODE/HK this command is meaningless. It is 
cleared by subsequent execution of Command 141. 
143 HFE SEQ/P2 SEL EXP 5 (HFE) 
This command (c6) is a one-state command and alternates 
with Command 142 to select only one probe for measurement. 
In MODE/G and MODE/LK it causes the measurement sequence 
programer to lock the second flip-flop (P2) in the set 
state and bypass that step; that is, act as an eight-state 
counter if Command 141 was previously executed or as a 
two-state counter if Command 144, 145, or 146 was 
previously executed. In MODE/HK this command is meaning-
less. It is cleared by subsequent execution of Command 141. 
144 HFE LOAD 1 EXP 5 (HFE) 
This command (C7) is a one-state command and is used 
alone or in combination with either Command 145 or 146 to 
position and lock the measurement sequence programer's 
third and fourth flip-flops (P4P3). It places these two 
flip-flops in the clear position (OO) and bypasses those 
steps; thus the MSP acts as a four-state counter if 
Command 141 was previously executed and as a two-state 
counter if either Command 142 or 143 was previously executed. 
In MODE/HK this command must be executed, otherwise the 
data will be invalid. Subsequent execution (in MODE/G 
or MODE/LK) of Command 145 or 146 locks P4P3 in the 01 or 
10 state respectively. All positioning and locking of 
P4P3 is cleared by subsequent exectution of Command 141. 
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This command (C8) is a one-state command and is used in 
combination with either Command 144 (preceding 145) or 
Command 146 (preceding or subsequent to 145) to position 
and lock P4P3 (see 144). It sets P3 ; therefore, 144 
followed by 145 placed P4P3 in the 01 state. In 
combination with 146, it places P4 P3 in the 11 state. 
Depending on whether Command 141 was previously executed 
or one of Commands 142 or 143, the MSP acts as a four-state 
or two-state counter. Execution of this command in MODE/HK 
causes invalid data until Command 144 is executed. It is 
cleared by subsequent execution of Command 141. 
146 HFE LOAD 3 EXP 5 (HFE) 
This command (C9) is a one-state command operating 
essentially the same as Command 145 except that it sets 
P4 • Therefore, when preceded by 144 it places P4P3 in 
the 10 state. 
150 TIMER RESET TIMER 
Command 150 is a one-state command that will reset timer 
counters 1 and 2 to a zero count (clear). The 1-minute 
and the 18-hour output pulses and the timer transmitter 
turnoff function (at 97 ± 5 days) is referenced to 
the timer reset. Note that this command does not affect 
the hours or minutes counters or the sequence decoding 
gates in the delayed command sequencer or the timer 
accept/inhibit logic. 
NOTE 
SINCE THE TIMER TRANSMITTER TURNOFF 
FUNCTION CAN ONLY OCCUR ONE TIME, IT 
IS MANDATORY THAT COMMAND 150 BE SENT 
PRIOR TO TIMER TURNOFF. 
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This command (ClO) is a 16-state command which advances 
the heater excitation programer (H4H3H2H1 ) each time the 
command is executed. In MODE/G the programer advances 
but there is no other effect since the probe heater 
current supply is off. In MODE/LK the execution of 
Command 152 alternates the heater status between on and 
off, simultaneously stepping through the eight heaters 
(current supply in on full time, and heater elements are 
switched in and out of circuit). In MODE/HK the heater 
excitation programer (advanced by Command 152) also 
selects the data to be sampled. 
NOTE 
HFE commands are executed at the ALSEP 90 
frame mark; therefore, there must be 
54 seconds delta time between transmission 
of commands to the HFE. 
153 EXP 4 OPER SEL (SIDE/CCGE) POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT 
Command 153 actuates relay K-12, in t~e PDU, applying 
+29 Vdc to the SIDE instrument and the SIDE heater. 
NOTE 
Command 153 is also listed out of numeric 
sequence following Command 050. 
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TABLE 5-I.- PRESET AND LUNAR INITIAL CONDITIONS OF SUBSYSTEMS 
Command Function Initializes to Lunar initial condition 
006 NORM BIT RT SEL Normal 
012 XMTR A SEL Xmtr A selected 
013 XMTR ON Xmtr is on 
021 DSS HTR 2 OFF DSS heater 2 off 
023 DISSIP R2 OFF Dissip R2 off 
025 DSS HTR 1 OFF DSS heater 1 off 
027 DUST CELLS ON On or off (Random state) 
034 DSS/PROC X SEL D/P X selected 
037 EXP 1 STBY SEL Exp 1 in standby 
043 EXP 2 STBY SEL Exp 2 in standby 
046 EXP 3 STBY SEL Exp 3 in standby 
053 EXP 4 STBY SEL Exp 4 in standby 
056 EXP 5 STBY SEL Exp 5 in standby 
060 PCU 1 SEL PCU 1 selected 
032 TIMER OUT ACCPT Accept 
063 PSE/XY GAIN CH -30 dB 
064 PSE/Z GAIN CH -30 dB 
065 PSE/SP CAL CH Off 
066 PSE/LP CAL CH Off 
067 PSE/SP GAIN CH -30 dB 
070 LVL MTRX ON/OFF Off 
071 LVL MTRY ON/OFF Off 
072 LVL MTRZ ON/OFF Off 
074 LVL DIR POS/NEG Positive 
075 LVL SPEED HI/LO Low 
076 PSE T CTL CH Automatic 
101 PSE FILT IN/OUT Out 
102 LVL,SEN IN/OUT Out 
103 PSE i:..VL MDE A/M Automatic 
123 LSM RANGE STEPS ±200 gamma 
124 LSM FLD 0/S CH Zero percent 
125 LSM O/S ADD CH Neutral 
127 FLIP/CAL INHIB Inihibit 
131 FLIP/CAL GO No-go 
132 LSM FILT IN/OUT In 
133 SITE SURVEY XYZ No-go 
134 LSM T CTL XYO X 
--- ------
Low gain mode 
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TABLE 5-I.- PRESET AND LUNAR INITIAL CONDITIONS OF SUBSYSTEMS - Concluded 
Subsystem Command Function Initializes to Lunar initial condition 
SIDE/CCGE VEL FILT V On 
SIDE/CCGE HECPA HV On 
SIDE/CCGE LECPA HV On 
SIDE/CCGE See CHAN HV On 
SIDE/CCGE SIDE CCIG HV On 
SIDE/CCGE cmd CMD REG Zero 
SIDE/CCGE list, MODE REG Zero 
SIDE/CCGE pages 0/T CMD REG Preset 
SIDE/CCGE 5-24 FRAME CNTR Zero 
SIDE/CCGE to VEL FILT CNTR Zero 
SIDE/CCGE 5~30 HECPA CNTR Zero 
SIDE/CCGE LECPA CNTR Zero 
SIDE/CCGE GND PL PROGRAMER On 
SIDE/CCGE GND PL VOLTAGE LEVEL Zero 
SIDE/CCGE XlO ACCUM Off 
SIDE/CCGE Outputs normal mode 
HFE 135 HFE MODE/G SEL Gradient mode 
HFE 141 HFE SEL/FUL SEQ Full 16-step 
meas seq 
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SECTION 6 
TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM 
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6.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
6.1.1 
6.1.2 
The telemetry subsystem consists of central station sensors, 
experiment sensors, two analog multiplexers, two analog-to-
digital converters, two digital data processors, two S-band 
transmitters, one diplexer switch, one diplexer filter, and 
a common S-band transmit/receive helix antenna. 
Sensors (Transducers) 
Analog sensors convert such parameters as temperature, voltage, 
current, and status into 0- to +5-volt signals and input these 
signals to the 90-channel analog multiplexers as engineering 
(housekeeping) data to indicate the condition of the central 
station, RTG, PSE, and HFE. 
Scientific measurements from the experiment sensors and 
experiment status, calibration, and temperature data are 
converted within each experiment to digital data and applied 
to the X and Y digital data processors at the proper demand 
time in serial form. 
Analog Multiplexers 
Analog engineering (housekeeping) data are applied to the 
redundant 90-channel analog multiplexers. Selection of the 
redundant multiplexer can be accomplished by Command 034 
or 035. Actuation of astronaut switch 2 provides the same 
function as ground Command 035 (DSS/PROC Y SEL). The multi-
plexer is divided into 15 groups of six column gates each, 
and the group outputs are further gated through a tier of 
eight row gates. The channel advance pulse generated in the 
digital data processor (occurs at the time of the sixty-fourth 
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main frame· word) is applied to the analog multiplexer 
sequencers to advance the multiplexers to the next channel 
after each A/D conversion. The sequencers generate a ninetieth-
channel output pulse that is used to reset the frame counter 
located in the digital data processor. The output of the ana-
log multiplexer is buffered by amplifiers at the input to 
each A/D converter. 
A/D Converters 
The A/D converters encode the analog signal from the multi-
plexer into an 8-bit digital word when an encode pulse from 
the digital data processor occurs (once every digital data 
processor main frame). The 8-bit digital word is input 
parallel to the digital data processor at Word 33 time of the 
ALSEP main frame. Selection of the redundant A/D converter 
is accomplished by Command 034 or 035. 
Digital Data Processor 
Redundant digital data processors (X and Y) are provided. 
The redundant processors are selectable by ground Command 
034 or 035. The processor that is selected receives data 
in a parallel form from the A/D converter and in a serial form 
from the command decoder and experiments. The data are for-
matted into a serial NRZC format and then encoded into a split-
phase signal and applied to the transmitter. 
As a backup capability, the data processor provides a low-bit-rate 
mode at one-half the normal data rate. The normal or low data rate 
rate can be selected by ground Commands 006 and 007 respectively. 
The first three words of the ALSEP main frame are used for the 
sync code. 
Figure 6-3. 
The bit assignment for the sync word is shown in 
Bits 23 through 29 are provided for channel 
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identification for l through 90 channels for correlation of 
the analog multiplexer data. These bits are derived from a 
ripple-through counter which is advanced one step whenever 
Word l of the ~EP main frame occurs and is reset by a nine-
tieth-frame signal generated by the analog multiplexers. 
When power is applied to the data processor, these seven bits 
will be a random count between 0 and 127 and cannot be used 
to determine the position of the multiplexers until the 
ninetieth-frame reset signal is received from the analog 
multiplexers. 
Each of the redundant processors has a power reset circuit. 
This circuit will reset the processor to the normal data rate 
if there is a momentary drop in the +5 Vdc line. 
The data processor will generate and provide all necessary 
timing signals to the experiments, command decoder, A/D con-
verter, and the 90-channel analog multiplexers (see Table 6-III). 
Transmitter 
There are two S-band transmitters (A and B) which are selec-
table by ground commands. The active transmitter accepts split-
phase telemetry data from the data processor and phase-modulates 
the carrier which is applied to the helix antenna at a 1-watt 
level on a downlink frequency of 2278.0 MHz. Ground commands 
are also used to turn the selected transmitter on or off. If 
the transmitter is commanded off, an 8.4-watt heater is simul-
taneously activated to provide electrical and thermal balance. 
Overload protection is provided for both transmitters. The 
circuit breaker associated with the overloaded transmitter will 
switch the operating voltage (+29 Vdc) to the other transmitter. 
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The diplexer switch is utilized to couple the selected 
transmitter (A or B) output through the diplexer filter to 
the antenna. The direction of the diplexer switch (thus the 
selection of transmitter A or B output) is controlled by 
activating a ferrite device, within the circulator, by a 
magnetic field from a coil which is energized by +12 Vdc. 
The +12 Vdc is applied when transmitter B is on. 
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TABLE 6-I.- ANALOG MULTIPLEXER, A/D CONVER'l'ER CI!ARAC'l'ERIS'l'ICS 
Analog multiplexer (subcommutated l 
Input (from sensors or signal conditioners). 
Channels/frame • • • • • • • • • 
Seconds/ frame (normal bit rate l 
Seconds/frame (low bit rate) 
Redundancy , 
A/D converters 
Input (from analog mux) 
Conversion 
Data to D/P 
Time slot ir> main frame 
Redundancy 
Input from 0 to +5 volts 
Input from +5 to +8 volts 
Input from +8 to +12 volts 
Input above +12 volts . . 
0 to +5 Vdc · 
90 ms.x 
54.34 
108.68 
X or Y multiplexer 
0 to +5 Vdc 
8 bits 
Parallel 
Word 33 
X or Y converter 
Outputs 0 to 225 
PCM count 
Outputs 255 decimal 
PCM count 
Outputs ambiguous counts 
(0-255) 
Detrimental to the 
analog mux 
TABLE 6-II.- DIGITAL DATA PROCESSOR CHARACTERISTICS 
Parameter Low bit rate Normal bit rates 
Data rate (bps) 530 1060 
Bits/word • 10 10 
Words/frSl!\e . 64 64 
Frame/second 53/64 1-21/32 
Seconds/frame 1.2075 0.6038 
Bits/sync word 22 22 
Redundancy X or y 
processor 
Words 1, 2, and 3 are control words, Word 33 of tne 
main frame contains housekeeping data from the s.n!l--
log mux/ A/D converter. Word 46 contains the com-
mand verification word. The two MSB's of Words 33 
and 46 are filler bits inserted by the digital data 
processor. All main frame words are downlinked 
MSB first. 
DA-4 (Bit 10 of Word 3) contains the data processor 
serial number . 
Frame 3 
Frame 4 
Frame 
!91! 
0 MSB 
1 
1 
Either of the two systems, X or Y (redundant 
analog multiplexers, A/D converters, and 
digital data processors) are selected by Com• 
mand 034 (DSS/PROC X SEL) or Command 035 
(DSS/PROC Y SEL). 
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Word 
--· 
1 2 3 4 5 b 7 8 
X X X X 0 X s X 
9 10 11 12 P-3 l 15 16 
-
X 
-
X 
-
X I X 
tn 18 19 20 121 22 23 24 
0 X 0 X 0 X s HF 
D5 20 27 28 29 30 31 32 
-
X 
-
X 
-
X I X 
t33 34 35 36 37 38 39 140 
H X • X 
-
• X s X ~1 142 143 144 145 14b 147 14B 
-
X - X - cv I X 
~9 50 51 52 53 54 55 5b 
0 X 0 X 0 X s I 
57 51l 59 60 61 102 o3 o1T 
-
X - X - X I X 
totals Legend 
3 X = Sync 
28 X Passive seismic short period 
12 
- - Passive seismic long period 
2 • Passive seismic long period tidal 
and one temperature 
7 0 = Magnetometer experiment 
4 s = Solar wind spectrometer experiment 
5 I = Supra thermal ion detector experiment 
1 HF Heat flow experiment 
1 cv = Command verification 
1 H = Housekeeping 
Each box contains one 10-bit word 
Total bits per frame = 10 x 64 = 640 bits 
Data rate = 1060 bits/second or 530 bits/second 
Figure 6-2.- Main frame format. 
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CONTROL GROUP FORMAT 
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I ALSEP ALSEP ALSEP 1--•o-----WORD #1--.----t------ WORD #2 -------t-----WORD #3--------, 
1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
111100010 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 
1-Bar,ker Code -----·!•----Complement of Barker 1~ F3 F4 F5~6 F7 M Code Frame Counter Mode 
1, 2, •• , 89, 0) Bit 
Symbol 
DA-1 
DA-2 
DA-3 
DA-4 
DA-5 
DA-6 
DA-7 
Name 
Barker Code and 
Complement 
Frame Count 
Bit Rate ID 
ALSEP ID 
Received Command 
Message 
Command MAP 
Filler Bits 
Bits/ Samples/ 
ALSEP Words Range Sample Second 
1, 2, and Bits 1 NA 22 1.67 
and 2 of Word 3 
Bits 3 to 9 in- 0-127 (Frame count 7 1.67 
elusive of reads all zero's 
Word 3 on channel 90) 
Bit 10 of 1 1.67 
Word 3 
~ ~ Meaning 
1 1 Normal data rate 
2 1 Low data rate 
Bit 10, LSB, of 3 1/54 
Word 3 
Frame ~ 
3 0 (MSB) } Data processor 4 1 Serial number 5 1 ALSEP A2 
Bits 3 to 9 in- 1 to 127 7 * 
elusive of 
Word 46 
Bit 10, LSB, of "o" no parity 1 * 
Word 46 "1" parity 
May be used to determine:bi~ error rate during off line processing. 
Bits 1 and 2 of Word 46. 
*One word sample is sent· for each command received; other samples are all zeros. 
Figure 6-3.- Control and command verification word format. 
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TABLE 6-III.- TIMING FROM DIGITAL PROCESSOR 
Signal to -
Signals from Cmd Analog PSE LSM sws SIDE HFE mux and data processor decoder A/D conv 
Shift pulse X X X X X X 
Data gate X X 
Even frame mark X X 
Frame mark X X 
Data demand X X X X X X 
A/D encode X 
Advance pulse X 
90th frame mark X 
TABLE 6-IV.- TIMING AND CONTROL PULSE CHARACTERISTICS 
Duration a Pulse type (11sec) Repetion rate 
Frame mark 118 Once per ALSEP frame 
Even frame 118 Once every other frame 
mark 
90th frame 118 Once every 90th frame 
mark· 
Data gate 118 64, once per each 10-bit 
(word mark) word in frame 
Data demand 9434 Once per word in ALSEP frame 
Shift pulse 47 640 pulses per frame 
1060 pulses per second 
Command 20,000 Asynchronous 
ain low bit rate, duration is twice the normal mode. 
AI.SEP A2 
BASIC 
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TABLE 6-V.- TELEMETRY SUBSYSTEM POWER REQUIREMENTS AND OVERLOAD PROTECTION 
Component Voltage bus Watts mAde Circuit protection 
Digital data +12 Vdc ± 1% 0.05 None 
processor, 
X or Y +5 Vdc ± 1% 0.450 None 
+15 Vdc ± 1% 0.05 None 
Analog multiplexer 
+12 Vdc ± 1% 0.140 None 
and A/D converter, 
X or Y +5 Vdc ± 1% 1.10 None 
-12 Vdc ± 1% O.ll None 
Transmitter 
+29 Vdc ± 1% 10.8 375.0 CB-03 Xmtr A 560 to A or B CB-05 Xmtr B 560 to 
Transmitter heater +29 Vdc ± 1% 8.4 None 
Diplexer switch +12 Vdc ± 1% 0.15 12.5 CB-04 llO to 225 mA 
TABLE 6-VI.- TRANSMITTER CHARACTERISTICS 
Frequency • . • . • • 
Modulation • • • • . 
Stability (long-term) 
Power output 
Power input • • 
TM parameters 
• 2278.0 MHz 
PM ± 1.25 radian, phase-modulated carrier 
±0.0025 percent/year 
1 watt minimum 
10.0 to 10.8 watts 
. 4 
6-10 
840 mA 
840 mA 
TABLE 6-VII.- CHANNEL AND MEASUREMENT ASSIGNMENTS FOR ANALOG MULTIPLEXER (ALSEP WORD 33) 
Channel Channel 
~ Symbol Location/Name ~ Symbol Location/Name 
1 AE-3 Converter Input Voltage 46 AT-29 Digital D/P, Base Temp 
2 AE-1 0.25 Vdc Calibration 47 AT-30 Digital D/P, In~ernal Temp 
3 AE-2 4. 75 Vdc Calibration 48 AT-31 Command Decoder Base Temp 
4 AT-3 Thermal Plate Temp 1 49 AT-32 Command Decoder Internal Temp 
5 AE-4 Converter Input Current 50 AE-9 PCU Output Voltage 3 (12 V) 
6 AR-1 RTG Hot Frame 1 Temp 51 AE-15 Transmitter A, RF Power 
7 AR-4 RTG Cold Frame 1 Temp 52 AR-3 RTG Hot Frame 3 Temp 
8 AE-5 Shunt Regulator 1 Curr,nt 53 AL-3 Level Direction and Speed 
9 AB-1 Command Demodulator 1 kHz Present 54 AL-7 Calibration and Status LP and SP 
10 AZ-1 Timer 18 Hr Status 55 AR-3 · HFE Supply Voltage No. 3 (15 V) 
ll AZ-2 Timer Counter No. 1 Status 56 AX-3 DTREM Outer Temp 
12 AB-4 Power Distribution Exper 1 and 2 Standby Status 57 AH-6 HFE Low Conductivity Htr Status 
13 AE-6 Shunt Regulator 2 Current 58 AT-6 The~ Plate Temp 4 
14 AB-5 Power Distribution Exper 3, 4, 5 Standby Status 59 AT-8 Primary Structure Wall Temp 1 (Left) 
15 AT-10 Primary Structure Bottom Temp 1 60 AT-12 Insulation Inner Temp 
16 AT-21 Local Oscillator Crystal A Temp 61 AT-33 Command Demodulator, VCO Temp 
17 AT-22 Local Oscillator Crystal B Temp 62 AT-34 Power Distribution, Base Temp 
18 AT-23 Transmitter A Crystal Temp 63 AT-35 Power Distribution, Internal Temp 
19 AT-24 Transmitter A Heat Sink Temp 64 AT-36 PCU, Power Oscillator 1 Temp 
20 AE-7 PCU Output Voltage 1 ( 29 V) 65 AE-10 PCU Output Voltage 4 (5 V) 
21 AE-13 Receiver Prelimiting Level 66 AE-16 Transmitter B, R.F. Power. 
22 AE-18 Transmitter B Current 67 AR-5 RTG Cold Frame 2 Temp 
23 AL-l LP Amplifier Gain (X and Y) 68 AL-4 SP Amplifier Gain (Z) 
?' 24 AL-5 Leveling Mode and Coarse Sensor Mode 69 AL-8 Uncage Status 
.... 25 AB-6 D/P X On/Off Status 70 AI-l SIDE LE Count Rate 
.... 26 AX-5 DTREM Cell 2 Output 71 AT-7 Thermal Plate Temp 5 
27 AT-1 Sunshield Temp 1 72 AT-13 Insulation Outer Temp 
28 AT-4 Thermal Plate Temp 2 73 BLANK 
29 AH-1 HFE Supply Voltage No. 1 ( 5 V) 74 AH-4 HFE Supply Voltage No. 4 (-15 V) 
30 AX-2 DTREM Cell Temp 75 AH-7 HFE High Conductivity Htr Status 
31 AT-25 Transmitter B Crystal Temp 76 AT-37 PCU, Power Oscillator 2 Temp 
32 AT-26 Transmitter B Heat Sink Temp 77 AT-38 PCU, Regulator 1 Temp 
33 AT-27 Analog DP, Base Temp 78 AT-39 PCU, Regulator 2 Temp 
34 AT-28 Analog DP, Internal Temp 79 AE-ll PCU Output Voltage 5 (-12 V) 
35 AE-8 PCU Output Voltage 2 (15 V) 80 AE-12 PCU Output Voltage 6 (-6 V) 
36 AE-14 Receiver Local Oscillator Level 81 AE-17 Transmitter A·Current 
37 AR-2 RTG Hot Frame 2 Temp 82 AR-6 RTG Cold Frame 3 Temp 
38 AL-2 LP Amplifier Gain ( Z) 83 AX-1 DTREM Inner Temp 
39 AL-6 Thermal Control Status 84 AX-4 DTREM Cell 1 Output 
40 AE-6 Shunt Regulator 2 Current 85 AI-2 SIDE HE Count Rate 
41 AX-6 DTREM Cell 3 Output 86 AZ-3 Timer Counter No- 2 Status 
42 AT-2 Sunshield Temp 2 87 AT-9 Primary Structure Wall Temp 2 (Right) 
43 AT-5 Thermal Plate Temp 3 88 AT-ll Primary Structure. Wall Temp 3 (Back) 
44 AE-5 Shunt Regulator l Current 89 BLANK 
45 AH-2 HFE Supply Voltage No. 2 (-5 V) 90 BLANK 
~~ 
~~ 
> 1\) 
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TABLE 6-VIII.- EXPERIMENT OFF DOWNLINK STATUS 
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observed conditions with experiment operating power OFF 
experiment standby power either OFF or ON, are as follows: 
PSE I All l's in the digital data words 
LSM All l's in the digital data words 
sws All l's in the digital data words 
SIDE All O's in the digital data words 
HFE All l's in the digital data word 
Central station housekeeping (90 channel mux, word 33) 
PSE Channels (AL-l- AL-8), either 000 or 001 
SIDE Channels (AI-l and AI-2), either 000 or 001 
HFE Channels (AH-1- AH-7), either 000 or 001 
With the experiments disconnected from the central station, all 
l's are present in the digital data words. Open circuit channels 
to the analog multiplexer can read anywhere between 000 and 255 
decimal PCM. 
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TABLE 6-IX.- ANALOG CHANNEL USAGE 
CEII'l'RAL STATION: 
Nominal 
Operating Nom Limits Oper 
ll]mbo1 Location/Name Channel Low High Value 
StructuralLThermal TemEeratures 'Fahrenheit) 
.AT-1 Sunshie1d Tenip 1 27 -245° 165° -80° 
.AT-2 S1mshield Temp 2 42 -245° 165° -80° 
.AT-3 Thermal Plate Temp 1 4 -20° 140° 83°· 
.AT-4 Thermal Plate Temp 2 28 -20° 140° 83° 
.AT-5 Thermal Plate Temp 3 43 -20° 140° 83° 
.AT-6 Thermal Plate Temp 4 58 -20° 140° 83° 
.AT-7 Thermal Plate Temp 5 71 -20° 140° 83° 
.AT-8 Primary Structure Wall Temp 1 (Lei't) 59 -210° 236° oo 
.AT-9 Primary Structure Wall Temp 2 (Right) 87 -210° 236° oo 
.AT-10 Primary Structure Bottom Temp 1 15 -210° 258° 60 
.AT-ll Primary Structure Wall Temp 3 (Back) 88 -300° 315° 28° 
AT-12 Insulation Inner Temp 60 -20° 157° 64° 
.AT-13 Insulation Outer Temp 72 -135° 210° 26° 
Electronic Tem~eratures (Fahrenheit) 
.AT-21 Local Oscillator Crystal A Temp*** 16 -10° 140° 144° 
AT-22 Local Oscillator Crystal B Temp 17 oo 140° 75° 
.AT-23 Tranamitter A Ccystal Temp 18 -10° 140° 75° 
.AT-24 Tranami tter A Heat. Sink Temp 19 -10° 145° 75° 
.AT-25 Tranamitter B Crystal Temp*** 31 -10° 140° 75° 
.AT-26 Tranamitter B Heat Sink Temp*** 32 -10° 145° 75° 
.AT-27 Analog D/P, Base Temp 33 -20° 140° 83° 
.AT-28 Analog D/P, Internal Temp 34 -7· 130° go• 
AT-29 Digital D/P, Base Temp 46 -ro• 125° 83° 
.AT-30 Digital D/P, Internal Temp 47 -12° 148° 87° 
AT-31 Command Decoder, Base Temp 48 -10° 140° 83° 
AT-32 Command Decoder, Internal Temp 49 -ro• 145° 86° 
AT-33 Command Demodulator, VCO Temp 61 -10° 145° 86° 
AT-34 Power Distribution Unit, Base Temp 62 -ro• 14o• 83° 
AT-35 Power Distribution Unit, Internal Temp 63 10° 150° 100° 
AT-36 PCU, Power Oscillator 1 Temp 64 -ro• 165° 94° 
AT-37 PCU, Power Oscillator 2 Temp 76 -10° 165° 94° 
AT-38 PCU, Regulator 1 Temp 77 -10° 195° 103° 
AT-39 PCU, Regulator 2 Temp 78 -10° 195° 103° 
Central Station Electrical 
AE-1 0.25 Vdc Calibration 2 .24V .26V .25V 
AE-2 4. 75 Vdc Calibration 3 4. 72V 4. 78V 4.75V 
AE-3 Converter Input Vol.tage 1 15.4V 16.9V 16,2V 
AE-4 Converter Input Current 5 3.9A 4.7A 4.2A 
AE-5 Shunt Regulator 1 Current 8 & 44 0.3A 2.7A l.lA 
AE-6 Shunt Regulator 2 Current*** 13 & 40 0,3A 2.7A l.lA 
AE-7 PCU Output Voltage 1 (29 V) 20 28,0V 30.0\' 29,0V 
AE-8 PCU Output Voltage 2 (15 V) 35 14.5V 15.6V 15.0V 
AE-9 PCU Output Voltage 3 (12 V) 50 11. 75V 12,25V 12,0V 
AE-10 PCU Output Voltage 4 (5 V) 65 4.75V 5.3V 5.0V 
AE-11 PCU Output Voltage 5 (-12 V)* 79 -12. 75V -11.9V -12.0V 
AE-12 PCU Output Vol.tage 6 (-6 V)* eo -6.2V -5.9V -6.ov 
AE-13** Receiver, Prelimi ting Level 21 -350dbm -5 dbm -88 dbm 
AE-14** Receiver, Local Oscillator Level 36 4.5dbm 7.5dbm 6,ldbm 
AE-15 Tranami tter A, RF Power 51 
AE-16 Transmitter B, RF Power*** 66 
AE-17** Transmitter A Current 81 
AE-18** Transmitter B Current*** 22 
*AE-11 and AE-12 values also vary with changes of PCU output voltage 1 (29V), AE-7, 
**T~perature dependent. 
***Redundant functions, not noraally active. 
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Redline 
Limits 
Low 
-300° 
-300° 
-25° 
-25° 
-25° 
-25.0 
-25° 
-300° 
-300° 
-300° 
-300° 
-25° 
-300° 
-15° 
-15° 
-15° 
-15° 
-15° 
-15° 
-25° 
-15° 
-25° 
-20° 
-25° 
-20° 
-20° 
-25° 
-10° 
-20° 
-20° 
-20° 
-20° 
.22V 
4.70V 
15.0V 
3.25A 
0.05A 
o.05A 
27 ,5V 
14,2V 
ll,OV 
4.ov 
-12,9V 
-6.3V 
-450 dbm 
1.8dbm 
High 
300° 
300° 
150° 
150° 
150° 
150° 
150° 
300° 
300° 
300° 
llil50 
167° 
300° 
170° 
145° 
145° 
150° 
145° 
150° 
150° 
163° 
150° 
158° 
150° 
155° 
155° 
150° 
reo• 
172° 
172° 
210° 
210° 
,28V 
4.8ov 
17.5V 
4.8A 
3.18A 
3.18A 
30,5V 
16,1V 
13,0V 
5.8v 
-n.ev 
-5,85V 
0 dbm 
7,6dbm 
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TA&LE 6-lX·- ANALOG CHANNEL USAGE - Concluded 
Symbol Location/Name 
RTG Temperatures (Fahrenheit) 
AR-1 Hot Frame 1 Temp 
AR-2 Hot Frame 2 ·Temp 
AR-3 Hot Frame· 3 Temp 
AR-4 Cold Frame 1 Temp 
AR-5 Cold Frame 2 Temp 
AR-6 Cold Frame 3 Temp 
AX-1 DTREM Inner Temp (Centigrade) 
AX-2 DTREM Cell Temp (Centigrade) 
AX-3 DTREM Outer Temp (Centigrade) 
AX-4 DTREM Cell 1 Output (No Filter) 
AX-5 DTREM Cell 2 Output (Irradiated/Filter) 
AX-6 DTREM Cell 3 Output (Filter) 
Central Station Discretes 
AR-1 
AR-4 
AR-5 
AR-6 
AZ-1 
AZ-2 
AZ-3 
Command Demodulator 1 kHz Present 
Power Distribution Experiment 1 and 2 
Standby Status 
Power Distribution Experiment 3, 4, 5 
Standby Status 
Data Processor X On/Off Status 
Timer 18 Hr Status 
Timer Counter 1 Status 
Timer Counter 2 Status 
EXPERIMENTS: 
Symbol Location/Name 
I 
Passive Seismic 
AL-l LP Amplifier Gain (X and Y) 
AL-2 LP Amplifier Gain ( Z) 
AD-3 Level Direction and Speed 
AL-4 SP Amplifier Gain (Z) 
AL-5 .Leveling Mode and Coarse Sensor Mode 
AL-6 Thermal Control Status 
AL-7 Calibration Status LP and SP 
AL-8 Uncage Status 
SIDE/CCGE 
AI-l I LECount Rate 
AI-2 HE Count Rate 
Heat Flow 
AH-1 Supply Voltage 1 (5 V) 
AH-2 Supply Voltage 2 (-5 V) 
AH-3 Supply Voltage 3 (15 V) 
AH-4 Supply Voltage 4 (-15 V) 
AH-5 Not Assigned 
AH-6 Low Cond Heater Power Status 
AH-7 High Cond Heater Power Status 
Nominal 
Operating 
Limits 
Redline 
Limits 
Channel Low High 
.Nom 
Oper 
Value Low High 
6 
37 
52 
7 
67 
82 
83 
30 
56 
84 
26 
41 
9 
12 
14 
25 
10 
11 
86 
Channel 
23 
38 
53 
68 
24 
39 
54 
69 
70 
85 
29 
45 
55 
74 
57 
75 
6-14 
1060° 1150° 9lmoyo 980° 
1060° 1150° 1107° 980° 
1060° 1150° 1107° 980° 
415° 500° 450° 401° 
400° 470° 430° 401° 
415° 500° 450° 401° 
N/A N/A N/A -150 
37 125 110 37 
N/A N/A N/A -150 
0 mV 75 mV 65 mV 0 mV 
0 mV 75 mV 65 mV 0 mV 
0 mV 75 mV 65 mV 0 mV 
Value in Decimal PCM 
No modulation 0 to 76, no carrier 128 to 255 
Modulation 77 to 127 
Exper 1 ~ 
Standby-off Standby-off 
Standby-on Standby-off 
Standby-off Standby-on 
Standby-on Standby-on 
Exper 3 Exper 4 
Standby-off Standby-off 
Standby-off Standby-off 
Standby-off Standby-on 
Standby-off Standby-on 
Standby-on Standby-off 
Standby-on Standby-off 
Standby-on Standby-on 
Standby-on Standby-on 
X processor on PCM > 128 
X processor off FCM < 32 
1 ± 1 
72 ± 10 
131 ± 10 
192 ± 12 
Exper 5 
Standby_.off 
Standby-on 
Standby-off 
Standby-on 
Standby"- off 
Standby-on 
Standby- off 
Standby-on 
1160° 
1160° 
1160° 
500° 
500° 
500° 
135 
125 
135 
75 mV 
75 mV 
75 mV 
1 ± 1 
35 ± 10 
69 ± 10 
100 ± 10 
131 ± 10 
160 ± 10 
188 ± 10 
214 ~ 10 
0 to 18 hrs PCM < 32 } 
18 to 36 hrs PCM > 128 Alternates every 18 hours 
0 to 1-1/2 months PCM < 32 } Alternates every 1-1/2 
1-1/2 to 3 months PCM > 128 months 
0 to 1-1/2 months PCM < 32 } Alternates every 1-1/2 
1-1/2 to 3 months PCM > 128 months 
Nominal Operating Limits 
Discrete 
Discrete See 
Discrete Table 
Discrete 6-x 
Discrete (PSE) 
Discrete Page 
Discrete 6-15 
Discrete 
0 to 1.4 X 106 counts/second 
0 to 1.4 X 106 counts/second 
4.9 to 5.1 Vdc 
-4.9 to -5.1 Vdc 
14.7 to 15.3 Vdc 
-14.7 to -15.3 Vdc 
Discrete 
Discrete 
• 
TABLE 6-X.- PSE MEASUREMENTS 
Scientific Measurements 
ALSEP 
Symbol Location/Measurement ALSEP Word Frame Sensor Range 
pr.- 1 Long Period·X Seismic 9, 25, 41, 57 Every 1m~ to 10~ 
nr.- 2 Long Period Y Seismic 11, 27, 43, 59 Every 1 m~ to 10~ 
IlL- 3 Long Period Z Seismic 13, 29, 45, 61 Every 1 m~ to 10~ 
pr.- 4 Long Period X Tidal 35 Even ±24 ~radians 
~L- 5 Long Period Y Tidal . 37 Even ±24 ~radians 
~L- 6 Long Period Z Tidal 35 Odd ±4 mgal 
~L- 7 Instrument Temp 37 Odd 107 - 143°F 
~L- 8 Short Period Z Seismic Every Even Every 1 m~ to 10~ 
Word Except 
2, 24, 46, 56 
Engineering Measurements 
8 channels of Engineering Measurements included in ALSEP Word 33 
Symbol Location/Measurement Analog Channel Sensor Range 
AL- 1 LP Ampl Gain (X and Y) 23 0 db 
-lOdb 
-20db 
-30db 
AL- 2 LP Ampl Gain ( Z) 38 0 db 
-lOdb 
-20db 
-30db 
AL- 3 Level Direction and Speed 53 +low 
-low 
+high 
-high 
AL- 4 SP Ampl Gain (Z} 68 0 db 
-lOdb 
-20db 
-30db 
lu.-5 Leveling Mode and Coarse 24 Automatic, coarse ·sensor out 
Sensor Mode 
Forced, coarse sensor out 
Automatic, coarse sensor in 
Forced, coarse sensor in 
AL- 6 Thermal Control 39 Automatic Mode ON 
Automatic Mode OFF 
Forced Mode ON 
Forced Mode OFF 
AL-7 Calibration Status LP & S 54 All ON 
LP - ON, SP - OFF 
LP- OFF, SP- ON 
All OFF 
AL- 8 Uncage Status 69 Caged 0-0.4V 
Arm 0.6-l. 4 
Uncage 1.6-2.4 
6-15 
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0-0.4V 
0.6-1.4 
1.6-2.4 
2.6-4.0 
0-0.4V 
0.6-1.4 
1.6-2.4 
2.6-4.0 
o-o.4v 
0.6-1.4 
1.6-2.4 
2.6-4.0 
0-0.4V 
0.6-1.4 
1.6-2.4 
2.6-4.0 
0-0.4V 
0.6-1.4 
1.6-2.4 
2.6-4.0 
o-o. 4v 
0.6-1.4 
1.6-2.4 
2.6-4.0 
o-o. 4v 
0.6-1.4 
1.6-2.4 
2.6-4.0 
Decimal PCM 
0-21 
31-72 
82-122 
133-204 
0-21 
31-72 
82-122 
133-204 
0-21 
31-72 
82-122 
133-204 
0-21 
31-72 
82-122 
133-204 
0-21 
31-72 
82-122 
133-204 
0-21 
31-72 
82-122 
133-204 
0-21 
31-72 
82-122 
133-204 
0-21 
31-72 
82-122 
* 
TABLE 6-XI.- LSM MEASUREMENTS 
Scientific Measurements 
ALSEP 
Symbol Location/Measurement Word Frame Ran.o:e 
DM-25 LSM X-Axis Field 17,49 Every ±50,±100,±200 gamma 
DM-26 LSM Y-Axis Field 19,51 Every ±50,±100,±200 gamma 
DM-27 LSM Z-Axis Field 21,53 Every ±50,±100,±200 gamma 
These data are in Words 17, 19, 21, 49, 51, 53 and have the following format: 
29 28 I 27 I 26 J 2 5 I 24 I 23 Ol 22 I 21 I 20 
*Polarity Science Data Bit 
*O Plus 1~ 1 Minus 
Engineering Measurements 
Housekeeping is located in ALSEP Word 5 whic~ is subcammutated over 16 frames as follows: 
Bit in Word 5 29 28 I 27 I 26 I 25 I 24 I 23 I 22 21 I 20 
Meaning F Al A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 Bl B2 
Engineering Data Status Bits 
Where Bl, B2 are bistable status data 
Al, ... , .... , A7 are bits derived from analog measurements 
AISEP A2 
BASIC 
F locates the subcommutation start, F = 1 is Frame 1 of the subcommutation and F 0 elsewhere, 
Symbol Location/Measurement ALSEP Frame Sensor Range Word 
DM-1 Sensor X Temp 5 1,9 -30°C to +65°C 
DM-2 Sensor Y Temp 5 2,10 -30°C to +65°C 
DM-3 Sensor Z Temp Eng. 5 3,11 -30°C to +65°C 
DM-4 &·· ,~, r Data 5 4,12 -30°C to +65°C DM-5 Internal Temp 5 5,13 -30°C to +65°C 
DM-6 Level Sensor 1 5 6,14 -15° to +15° (arc) 
DM-7 Level Sensor 2 5 7,15 -15° to +15° (arc) 
DM-8 Supply Voltage ~ 8,16 0 to +6.25Vdc 
DM-9 X Flip Position 5 1 Discrete 2 status bits 
DM-10 Y Flip Position 5 2 Discrete 2 status bits 
DM-11 Z Flip Position 5 3 Discrete 2 status bits 
DM-12 X Gimbal Position 5 4 Discrete 1 status bit 
DM-13 Y Gimbal Poai tion 5 4 Discrete l status bit 
DM-14 Z Gimbal Position 5 5 Discrete 1 status bit 
DM-15 Thermal Control State 5 5 Discrete 1 status bit 
DM-16 Measurement Range 5 7 Discrete 2 status bits 
DM-17 X Offset Field 5 9,10 Discrete 3 status bits 
DM-18 Y Offset Field 5 10,11 Discrete > See Table 6-XII 3 status bits 
DM-19 Z Offset Field 5 12,13 Discrete (LSM) Page 6-17 3 status bits 
DM-20 Scientific/Calibrate Mode 5 13 Discrete 1 status bit 
DM-21 Offset Axis Address 5 14 Discrete 2 status bits 
DM-22 Filter ON/OFF Status 5 15 Discrete l status bit 
DM-23 Flip/Cal Inhibit Status 5 15 Discrete l status bit 
DM-24 Filler Bite 5 16 Discrete 2 status bits 
DM-28 Heater ON/OFF 5 6 Discrete l status bit 
DM-29 Filler Bits 5 6,8 Discrete 3 status bits 
DM-30 Frame Number 5 (Derived from 
F in Frame l) 
6-16 
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Frame 
Mark Bit 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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TABLE 6-XII.- LSM 16 POINT ENGINEERING SUBCOMMUTATION FORMAT AND ENGINEERING STATUS 
BIT STRUCTURE LOCATED IN ALSEP MAIN FRAME, WORD 5 
Engineering Status Subcommutation 
Bi B2 Status Parameter Parameter Frame 
Sensor X Temp X-a.xis Flip Position 1 0 0 Not at 0°, 90°, or 180° position 
X-axis Flip Position 1 0 1 0° position 
X-a.xis Flip Position l 1 0 90° position 
X-a.xis Flip Position 1 1 1 180° nosi tion 
Sensor Y Temp Y-a.xis Flip Position 2 0 0 Not at 0 , 90u, or 180° position 
Y-a.xis Flip Position 2 0 1 0° position 
Y-a.xis Flip Position 2 l 0 90° position 
Y-axis Flin Position 2 1 1 180° position 
Sensor Z Temp Z-a.xis Flip Position 3 0 0 Not at 0°, 90°, or 180° position 
Z-a.xis Flip Position 3 0 1 0° position 
Z-a.xis Flip Position 3 l 0 90° position 
Z-a.xis Flip Position 3 1 1 180° position 
Base Temp X-axis Gimbal Position ~ 1 Pre Site Survey Position X-a.xis Gimbal Position 0 Post Site Survey Position 
Y-axis Gimbal Position 4 1 Pre Site Survey Position 
Y-a.xis Gimbal Position 4 0 Post Site Survey Position 
Internal Temp Z-a.xis Gimbal Position 5 1 Pre Site Survey Position 
Z-a.xis Gimbal Position 5 0 Post· Site Survey Position 
Temp Control State 5 1 X-axis Control 
Temp Control State 5 0 Y-axis Control/OFF 
Level Sensor 1 Heater Power Status ~ 1 1 Heater ON Heater Power Status 1 0 Heater OFF 
Level Sensor 2 Measurement Range 7 0 0 50 y Range 
Measurement Range 7 1 0 100 y Range 
Measurement Range 
+ 
1 1 200 y Range 
Measurement ijange 0 1 Error 
Sunnlv VoltW<e 1 Filler Bits 8 l l Not used 
Sensor X Temp X-a.xis Field Offset 9 0 1 Ho~ offset 
Sensor Y Temn X-axis Field Offset 10 l O% offset 
X-a.xis Field Offset 9 l 0 }----{ -25% offset 
X-a.xis Field Offset 10 0 -25% offset 
X-a.xis Field Offset 9 1 0 }----{-50% offset 
X-axis Field Offset 10 l -50% offset 
X-a.xis Field Offset 9 l l ·}----{ -75% offset 
X-axis Field Offset 10 0 -75% offset 
X-a.xis Field Offset 9 0 0 }----{ +75% offset 
X-a.xis Field Offset 10 0 +75% offset 
X-axis Field Offset 9 0 0 }---{+50% offset 
X-a.xis Field Offset 10 1 +50% offset 
X-a.xis Field Offset 9 0 l H~25% offset 
X-a.xis Field Offset 10 0 +25% offset 
Y-a.xis Field Offset 10 0 Ho:& offset 
Sensor Z Temn Y-a.xis Field Offset ll l l o% offset 
Y-a.xis Field Offset 10 l }----{ -25% offset 
Y-a.xis Field Offset ll 0 0 -25% offset 
Y-a.xis Field Offset 10 l }----{ -50% offset 
Y-a.xis Field Offset ll 0 l -50% offset 
Y-a.xis Field Offset 10 1 }---{ -75% offset 
Y-axis Field Offset ll l 0 
-75% offset 
Y-axis Field Offset 10 0 }---{ +75% offset 
Y-axis Field Offset ll 0 0 +75% offset 
Y-a.xis Field Offset 10 0 
r------1 +50% offset Y-a.xis Field Offset ll 0 1 +50% offset 
Y-a.xis Field Offset 10 0 ~ +25% offset Y-axis Field Offset ll 1 0 +25% offset 
Base Temp Z-a.xis Field Offset 12 0 l ~ O% offset Internal Temn Z-a.xis Field Offset 13 l o% offset 
Z-a.xis Field Offset 12 l 0 H-25% offset 
Z-axis Field Offset 13 0 -25% offset 
Z-a.xis Field Offset 12 l 0 H-50% offset 
Z-a.xis Field Offset 13 l -50% offset 
Z-axis Field Offset 12 l l H-75% offset 
Z-axis Field Offset 13 0 -75% offset 
Z-a.xis Field Offset 12 0 0 H+75% offset 
Z-axis Field Offset 13 0 +75% offset 
Z-axis Field Offset 12 0 0 H+50% offset 
Z-axis Field Offset 13 l +50% offset 
Z-exis Field Offset 12 0 1 H+25% offset 
Z-a.xis Field Offset 13 0 +25% offset 
Scientific/Cal Mode 13 0 Calibrate ON 
13 l Calibrate OFF 
Level Sensor 1 Offset Axis Address 14 0 0 Not at X, Y, or z 
Offset Axis Address 14 l 0 X-a.xis position 
Offset Axis Address 14 0 l Y-axis position 
Offset Axis Address 14 l l Z-a.xis position 
Level Sensor 2 Filter Status 15 1 Filter bypassed 
Filter Status 15 0 Filter not bypassed 
Fli~~~al Inhibit Status 15 l Calibration Inhibited 
Flip, Cal Inhibit Status 15 0 Calibration not inhibited 
Sunnlv Volt BJ<e l Filler Bits lb 0 0 Not used 
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NOTE: The SWS uses ALSEP Words 7, 23, 39 and 55 (in that order) to convey experiment data. The data 
is organized into 16 sequences of 186 words per sequence. Since the position of any element 
of data (Word) is indeterminate with respect to ALSEP Frames and Words, the channel designation 
is determined internally from information carried in the data. Therefore, in the following 
data,· channel designation is not used but the data is identified by the SWS Word and by the 
first two bits (FB) which have been provided for Word identification within the sequence; and 
the sequence is identified by the Least Significant Bits (LSB) of Word 184 lying in the sequence 
being identified. 
Basic Seguence, Repeated 16 times ·per cycle 
186 Words ~ 
112 Words -j-a Words-J-8 Words-!- 56 Words---1-w~s 
184 185 
-
0 Thru 111 112 Thru 119 120 Thru 127 128 Thru 183 s c 
E 0 
A/D Q u 
Plasma Magnitude Conv Electrometer Plasma Magnitude u N 
(Protons) Calib Calib (Electrons) E T N & Temp 
c 
E 
Typical Data Word Cycle - Sequence Count Words 
~+--word 0 to 183-------- ... ---Word - 184 ----------- Word - 185 --------
LFlag~•-li..,., ___ Data -'-' --•1 
fBits Bits ·. 
Flag Bits: 00 Scientific Data Word 
01 Calibration Data Word 
10 Sequence Counter Word 
Flag I. Cycle~l_sequence_I_Flag--~··------------ -----------• Bits rcount I Count jBits r Cycle Count 
Figure 6-4.- SWS word format. 
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sws 
Sequences Symbol 
Science 
0-15; de DY- 1 
HiV Cal DY- 2 
and ac HiV DY- 3 
Cal in Se- DY- 4 
quence 14 DY- 5 
and 15 DY- 6 
DY- 7 
DY- 8 
DY- 9 
DY-10 
DY-11 
DY-12 
DY-13 
DY-14 
DY-15 
DY-16 
DY-17 
DY-18 
DY-19 
DY-20 
DY-21 
DY-22 
DY-23 
DY-24 
DY-25 
DY-26 
DY-27 
DY-28 
DY-29 
DY-30 
DY-31 
DY-32 
DY-33 
DY-34 
DY-35 
DY-36 
DY-37 
DY-38 
DY-39 
DY-40 
DY-41 
DY-42 
DY-43 
DY-44 
DY-45 
DY-46 
DY-47 
DY-48 
DY-49 
DY-50 
DY-51 
DY-52 
DY-53 
DY-54 
DY-55 
DY-56 
DY-57 
DY-58 
DY-59 
DY-60 
DY-61 
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TABLE 6-XIII.- SWS MEASUREMENTS 
!'lag Bit Sensor 
Location/Name (!'B) SWS Word Range 
Data 
Plasma Magnitude 
(Positive Ions) 
Subcommutated as follows: a reading is made of the sum of the 
outputs of the 7 Faraday cups and then there are 7 consecutive 
readings of the individual Faraday cups. This set of 8 is re-
peated for 14 different settings of the analyzer plate voltage. 
SWS Proton !'lux 
Positive Ions - Sum- Lev 1 00 0 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 1 - Lev 1 00 1 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions 
- Cup 2 - Lev 1 00 2 ·Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions 
- Cup 3 - Lev 1 00 3 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions 
- Cup 4 - Lev 1 00 4 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions 
- Cup 5 - Lev 1 00 5 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions 
- Cup 6 - Lev 1 00 6 Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 7 - Lev 1 00 7 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Sum- Lev 2 00 8 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions -Cup 1 -Lev 2 00 9 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ion_s - Cup 2 - Lev 2 00 10 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions 
- Cup 3 - Lev 2 00 11 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions 
- Cup 4 - Lev 2 00 12 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 5 -Lev 2 00 13 Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions 
- Cup 6 - Lev 2 00 14 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 7 - Lev 2 00 15 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Sum- Lev3 00 16 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions 
- Cup 1 - Lev 3 00 17 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 2 -Lev 3 00 18 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 3 - Lev 3 00 19 Log o:4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions 
- Cup 4 - Lev 3 00 20 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions 
- Cup 5 - Lev 3 00 21 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions -Cup6- Lev 3 00 22 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions 
- Cup 7 - Lev 3 00 23 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Sum- Lev 4 00 24 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 1 - Lev 4 00 25 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 2 - Lev 4 00 26 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 3 - Lev 4 00 27 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions 
- Cup 4 - Lev 4 00 28 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions 
- Cup 5 - Lev 4 00 29 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 6 - Lev 4 00 30 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions 
- Cup 7 - Lev 4 00 31 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions -Sum- Lev 5 00 32 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 1 - Lev 5 00 33 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 2 - Lev 5 00 34 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 3 - Lev 5 00 35 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 4 - Lev 5 00 36 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 5 - Lev 5 00 37 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions 
- Cup 6 - Lev 5 00 38 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 7 -Lev 5 00 39 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Sum- Lev 6 00 40 Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 1 - Lev 6 00 41 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 2 - Lev 6 00 42 Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions 
- Cup 3 - Lev 6 00 43 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 4 - Lev 6 00 44 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions 
- Cup 5 - Lev 6 00 45 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 6 - Lev 6 00 46 Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions 
- Cup 7 - Lev 6 00 47 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions 
- Sum- Lev 7 00 48 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 1 - Lev 7 00 49 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 2 - Lev 7 00 50 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions 
- Cup 3 - Lev 7 00 51 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 4 - Lev 7 00 52 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 5 ~ Lev 7 00 53 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 6 - Lev 7 00 54 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 7 - Lev 7 00 55 Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions 
- Sum- Lev8 00 56 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 1 - Lev 8 00 57 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 2 - Lev 8 00 58 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions 
- Cup 3 - Lev 8 00 59 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Positive Ions - Cup 4 -Lev 8 00 60 Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
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sws 
Sequences 
0-15; de 
HiV Cal 
and ac HiV 
Cal in Se-
quence 14 
and 15 
Symbol 
DY-62 
DY-63 
DY-64 
DY-65 
DY-66 
DY-67 
DY-68 
DY-69 
DY-70 
DY-71 
DY-72 
DY-73 
DY-74 
DU-75 
DY-76 
DY-77 
DY-78 
DY-79 
DY-80 
DY-81 
DY-82 
DY-83 
DY-84 
DY-85 
DY-86 
DY-87 
DY-88 
DY-89 
DY-90 
DY-91 
DY-92 
DY-93 
DY-94 
DY-95 
DY-96 
DZ- 1 
DZ- 2 
DZ- 3 
DZ- 4 
DZ- 5 
nz- 6 
nz- 7 
nz- 8 
nz- 9 
nz-10 
Dz-11 
nz-12 
DZ-13 
DZ-14 
DZ-15 
DZ-16 
nz-17 
Dz-18 
nz-19 
Dz-20 
Dz-21 
Dz-22 
Dz-23 
DZ-24 
DZ-25 
Dz-26 
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TABLE 6-XIII.- SWS MEASUREMENTS - Continued 
Location/Name 
Positive Ions - Cup 5 - Lev 8 
Positive Ions - Cup 6 - Lev 8 
Positive Ions - Cup 7 - Lev 8 
Positive Ions - Sum - Lev 9 
Positive Ions - Cup 1 - Lev 9 
Positive Ions - Cup 2 - Lev 9 
Positive Ions - Cup 3 - Lev 9 
Positive Ions - Cup 4 - Lev 9 
Positive Ions - Cup 5 - Lev 9 
Positive Ions - Cup 6 - Lev 9 
Positive Ions - Cup 7 - Lev 9 
Positive Ions - Sum - Lev 10 
Positive Ions - Cup 1 - Lev 10 
Positive Ions - Cup 2 - Lev 10 
Positive Ions - Cup 3 - Lev 10 
Positive Ions - Cup 4 - Lev 10 
Positive Ions - Cup 5 - Lev 10 
Positive Ions - Cup 6 - Lev 10 
Positive Ions - Cup 7 - Lev 10 
Positive Ions - Sum - Lev 11 
Positive I oris - Cup 1 - Lev 11 
Positive Ions - Cup 2 - Lev 11 
Positive Ions - Cup 3 - Lev 11 
Positive Ions - Cup 4 - Lev 11 
Positive Ions - Cup 5 - Lev 11 
Positive Ions - Cup 6 - Lev 11 
Positive Ions - Cup 7 - Lev 11 
Positive Ions - Sum - Lev 12 
Positive Ions - Cup 1 - Lev 12 
Positive Ions - Cup 2 - Lev 12 
Positive Ions - Cup 3 - Lev 12 
Positive Ions - Cup 4 - Lev 12 
Positive Ions - Cup 5 - Lev 12 
Positive Ions - Cup 6 - Lev 12 
Posi t.i ve Ions - Cup 7 - Lev 12 
Positive Ions - Sum - Lev 13 
Positive Ions - Cup 1 - Lev 13 
Positive Ions - Cup 2 - Lev 13 
Pesiti ve Ions - Cup 3 - Lev 13 
Positive Ions - Cup 4 - Lev 13 
Positive Ions - Cup 5 - Lev 13 
Positive Ions - Cup 6 - Lev 13 
Positive Ions - CUp 7 - Lev 13 
Positive Ions - Sum - Lev 14 
Positive Ions - Cup 1 - Lev 14 
Positive Ions - Cup 2 - Lev 14 
Positive Ions - Cup 3 - Lev 14 
Positive Ions - Cup 4 - Lev 14 
Positive Ions - Cup 5 - Lev 14 
Positive Ions - Cup 6 - Lev 14 
Positive Ions - Cup 7 - Lev 14 
Plasma Magnitude 
(Electrons) 
Flag Bit 
(FB) 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
oo 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
Sensor 
SWS Word Range 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
128-183 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Log o.4 to '6200 pA 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
.Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6290 pA 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Subcommutated in a manner similar to above except that here the set of 8 
is repeated for 7 different settings of the analyzer plate voltage. 
SWS Electron Flux 
Electrons -
Electrons 
Electrons 
Electrons 
Electrons 
Electrons 
Electrons 
Electrons -
Electrons 
Electrons 
Sum - Lev 15 
Cup 1 - Lev 15 
Cup 2 - Lev 15 
Cup 3 - Lev 15 
Cup 4 - Lev 15 
Cup 5 - Lev 15 
Cup 6 - Lev 15 
Cup 7 - Lev 15 
Sum - Lev 16 
Cup 1 - Lev 16 
6-20 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log o.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
• 
sws 
!Sequences Symbol 
~-15; de DZ-27 
~iV Cal and DZ-28 
"-c HiV Cal DZ-29 
in Sequence DZ~30 
4 and 15 'DZ-31 
DZ-32 
DZ-33 
DZ-34 
DZ-35 
DZ-36 
DZ-37 
DZ-38 
DZ-39 
DZ-40 
DZ-41 
DZ-42 
DZ-43 
DZ-44 
DZ-45 
DZ-46 
DZ-47 
DZ-48 
DZ-49 
DZ-50 
DZ-51 
DZ-52 
DZ-53 
DZ-54 
DZ-55 
DZ-56 
DZ-57 
DZ-58 
DZ-59 
DZ-60 
DZ-61 
DZ-62 
DZ-63 
DZ-64 
DZ-65 
DZ-66 
DZ-67 
DZ-68 
DZ-69 
DZ-70 
DZ-71 
DZ-72 
TABLE 6-XIII.- SWS MEASUREMENTS - Continued 
Flag Bit 
Location/Name (FB) sws Word 
Electrons 
- Cup 2 - Lev 16 00 138 
Electrons 
- Cup 3 - Lev 16 00 139 
Electrons 
- Cup 4 - Lev 16 00 140 
Electrons - Cup 5 - Lev 16 00 141 
Electrons - Cup 6 - Lev 16 00 142 
Electrons 
- Cup 7 - Lev 16 00 143 
Electrons - Sum- Lev 17 00 144 
Electrons 
- Cup 1 - Lev 17 00 145 
Electrons 
- Cup 2 - Lev 17 00 146 
Elect roils 
- Cup 3 - Lev 17 00 147 
Electrons - Cup 4 - Lev 17 00 148 
Electrons 
- Cup 5 - Lev 17 00 149 
Electrons 
- Cup 6 - Lev 17 00 150 
Electrons 
- Cup 7 - Lev 17 00 151 
Electrons 
- Sum - Lev 18 00 152 
Electrons - Cup 1 - Lev 18 00 153 
Electrons - Cup 2 - Lev 18 00 154 
Electrons - Cup 3 - Lev 18 00 155 
Electrons - Cup 4 - Lev 18 00 156 
Electrons -.Cup 5- Lev 18 00 157 
Electrons - Cup 6 - Lev 18 00 158 
Electrons - Cup 7 - Lev 18 00 159 
Electrons 
- Sum- Lev 19 00 160 
Electrons -Cupl-Levl9 00 161 
Electrons - Cup 2 - Lev 19 00 162 
Electrons -Cup3-Levl9 00 163. 
Electrons - Cup 4 - Lev 19 00 164 
Electrons - Cup 5 - Lev 19 00 165 
Electrons - Cup 6 - Lev 19 00 166 
Electrons - Cup 7 - Lev 19 00 167 
Electrons - Sum - Lev 20 00 168 
Electrons - Cup 1 - Lev 20 00 169 
Electrons - Cup 2 - Lev 20 00 170 
Electrons - Cup 3 - Lev 20 00 171 
Electrons - Cup 4 - Lev 20 00 172 
Electrons - Cup 5 - Lev 20 00 173 
Electrons - Cup 6 - Lev 20 00 174 
Electrons 
- Cup 7 - Lev 20 00 175 
Electrons - Sum - Lev 21 00 11<> 
Electrons - Cup 1 - Lev 21 00 177 
Electrons -Cup 2 - Lev 21 00 178 
Electrons -Cup 3 - Lev 21 00 179 
Electrons -Cup 4 - Lev 21 00 180 
Electrons -Cup5-Lev21 00 181 
Electrons - Cup 6 - Lev 21 00 182 
Electrons - Cup 7 - Lev 21 00 183 
6-21 
ALSEP A2 
BASIC 
Sensor 
Range 
Log 0.4 to 
Log 0.4 to 
6200 pA 
6200 pA 
Log 0;4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to. 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Leg 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Leg 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Leg 0,4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0,4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0,4 to 6200 pA 
Leg 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Leg o.4 to 6200 pA 
Leg 0,4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Leg 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0,4 to 6200 pA 
Leg 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0,4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0,4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Leg 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0,4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0,4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0, 4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Leg 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Leg 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
Log 0.4 to 6200 pA 
* 
TABLE 6-XIII.- SWS MEASUREMENTS - Continued 
sws f· Flag Bit 
~equence Symbol Location/Name· (FB) SWS Word 
Ensineerins Data 
·Sequ[nce Counter 
0-15 {DW- 1 LSB (1 bit per sequence) 10 184 
DW- 2 MSB (1 bit per 256 sequences) 10 185 
A/D Converter Calibration, Repeated Every Other SWS Sequence 
0 
j 2 4 DW- 3 9 mV + 2% 01 112, ll7 6 DW- 4 90 mV-~ 2% 01 113 8 DW- 5 900 mV + 2% 01 114, n8 10 DW- 6 3000 mV-+ 2% 01 ll5 12 DW- 7 9000 mV !: 2% 01 116,n9 
14 
1 
1 
DW-ll Temperature Sensor Mod 100 01 ll2 
3 DW-12 Temperature Sensor Mod 200 01 113 
5 DW-13 Temperature Seljsor Mod 300 01 H4 
7 DW-14 Temperature Sensor Cup Assembly 01 ll5 
9 DW-15 Sun Angle Sensor 01 n6 
ll DW-16 Programer Voltage 01 ll7 
13 DW-17 Step Generator Voltage 01 n8 
15 DW-18 Modulation Monitor 01 ll9 
Current Calibrate, Repeated Every Fourth sws Sequence 
j 
DW-19 0 Ampere 01 120 
DW-20 0 Ampere Cup l 01 121 
0 DW-21 0 Ampere Cup 2 01 122 
4 DW-22 0 Ampere Cup 3 01 123 
8 DW-23 0 Ampere Cup 4 01 124 
12 DW-24 0 Ampere. Cup 5 01 125 
DW-25 0 Ampere Cup 6 01 126 
DW-26 0 Ampere Cu~ 7 01 127 
i DW-27 
7x5. 76x1o-l Ampere 01 120 
DW-28 5.76x10-12 Ampere Cup l 01 121 
l DW-29 5. 76xlo-l2 Ampere Cup 2 01 122 
5 DW-30 5. 76x1o-12 Ampere Cup 3 Ol 
123 
9 DW-31 5. 76x1o-12 Ampere Cup 4 01 
124 
13 DW-32 5. 76xlo-12 Ampere Cup 5 01 125 
DW-33 5. 76xro-l2 Ampere Cup 6 01 126 
DW-34 5. 76xlo-12 Ampere Cup 7 01 127 
1 
DW-35 7x5. 76xlo-ll Ampere 01 120 
DW-36 5. 76xlo-ll Ampere Cup 1 01 121 
2 DW-37 5. 76x10-H Ampere Cup 2 01 122 
6 DW-38 5. 76xlo-ll Ampere Cup 3 01 123 
10 DW-39 5,76x1o-ll Ampere Cup 4 01 
124 
14 DW-40 5. 76xlO-ll Ampere Cup 5 01 125 
DW-41 5. 76x1o-ll Ampere Cup 6 01 126 
DW-42 5. 76xlO-ll Ampere Cup 7 01 127 
1 
DW-43 7x5.76x10-9 Ampere 01 120 
DW-44 5. 76xlo-9 Ampere Cup 1 01 121 
3 DW-45 5. 76xlo-9 Ampere Cup 2 
01 122 
7 DW-46 5. 76x1o-9 Ampere Cup 3 
01 123 
11 DW-47 5. 76xl0-9 Ampere Cup 4 01 
124 
15 DW-48 5. 76x1o-9 Ampere Cup 5 
01 125 
DW-49 5.76x10-9 Ampere Cup 6 01 126 
DW-50 5.76xro-9 Ampere Cup 7 01 127 
de HiV Calibrate, Repeated Once Every 16 sws Sequences 
) DW-51 Level #1 (Proton) 
01 0 
DW-52 Level #2 01 
8 
DW-53 Level #3 01 
16 
14 DW-54 Level #4 
01 24 
6-22 
LSB 1 s 
Word 
184 
All 
All 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
1 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
01 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
ll 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
lllO 
1110 
1110 
1110 
ALSEP A2 
BASIC 
Sensor 
Range 
0-256 
0-256 
Log 0.6 to 10,000 mV 
Log 0.6 to 10,000 mV 
Log 0.6 to 10,000 mV 
Log 0.6 to 10,000 mV 
Log 0,6 to 10,000 mV 
-50 to +l50°C 
-50 to +l50°C 
-50 to +l50°C 
-185 to + l50°C 
One Value 
0 to 9 V 
0 to 9 V 
PCM counts 
PCM Count 
014 + 6 
016 + 4 
016 + 4 
016 + 4 
016 + 4 
016 + 4 
016 + 4 
016 + 4 
037 + 6 
019 !: 4 
019 + 4 
019 + 4 
019 I 4 
019 + 4 
019 + 4 
019 !: 4 
ll9~4 
050 ~ 4 
050 + 4 
050 !: 4 
050 ~ 4 
050 + 4 
050 !: 4 
050 ~ 4 
254 ~ 1 
246 + 3 
246 + 3 
246 + 3 
246 + 3 
246 + 3 
246 + 3 
246 :t 3 
PCM Count 
Low Gain Hillh Gai 
11 + 10 30 + 10 
13 + 7 43 + 7 
31 :; 5 60 :; 5 
51:; 4 78 + 4 
• 
TABLE 6-XIII.- SWS MEASUREMENTS - Concluded 
sws Flag Bit 
Sequences Symbol Location/Name (FB) SWS Word 
DW-55 Level #5 01 32 
DW-56 Level #6 01 40 
DW,-57 Level #l 01 4B 
DW-5B Level #8 01 56 
DW-59 Level #9 01 64 
DW-60 Level #10 01 72 
DW-61 Level #11 01 80 
DW-62 Level #12 01 88 
DW-63 Level #13. 01 96 
DW-64 Level #14 01 104 
14 DW-65 Level #15 (Electron) 01 12B 
DW-66 Level #16 01 136 
DW-67 Level #17 01 144 
DW-68 Level #lB 01 152 
DW-69 Level #19 01 160 
DW-70 Level #2o 01 168 
DW-71 Level #21 01 176 
aa Hi V Calibrate, Repeated Once Every 16 sws Sequence 
DW-72 Level #1 (Proton) 01 0 
DW-73 Level #2 01 8 
DW-74 Level #3 01 16 
DW-75 Level #4 01 24 
DW-76 Level #5 01 32 
DW-77 Level #6 01 40 
DW-7B Level #7 01 4B 
DW-79 Level #B 01 56 
DW-80 Level #9 01 64 
15 DW-Bl Level #10 01 72 
DW-82 Level #11 01 80 
DW-83 Level #12 01 88 
nw-84 Level #13 01 96 
DW-B5 Level #14 01 104 
DW-B6 Level #15 (Electron) 01 12B 
DW-B7 Level #16 01 136 
DW-8B Level #17 01 144 
DW-B9 Level #18 01 152 
DW-90 Level #19 01 160 
DW-91 .Level #20 01 16B 
DW-92 Level #21 01 176 
TABLE 6-XIV.- LIMITS OF SWS ENGINEERING DATA 
Symbol Location/Name Red Line Nominal Nominal Low Low 
DW-3 9mV A/D Calibration lmV BmV 9mV 
DW-4 90mV A/D Calibration 50mV BOmV 90mV 
DW-5 900mV A/D Calibration 500mV BOOmV 900mV 
DW-6 3000mV A/D Calibration 1650mV 2650mV 3000mV 
W-7 9000mV A/D Calibration 5000mV BoOOmV 9000mV 
W-11 Temperature, Mod 100 -25aC -1oac +25aC 
DW-12 Temperature, Mod 200 -25aC -roac +25aC 
DW-13 Temperature, Mod 300 -25aC -loac +25aC 
DW-14 Temperature~ Sensor Cup Assembly -l50ac -l01°C +25°C 
DW-15 Sun Angle Sensor -lV -.lV ov 
DW-16 Programer Voltage 4.ov 4.6v 4.95V 
DW-17 Step Generator Voltage , .6ov .B5V .BBV 
DW-lB Modulation Monitor 120 PCM 144 PCM 152 PCM 
6-23 
-r;mr s 
PCM Wore> 
184 Low Gain 
1110 68 + 4 
1110 B6 + 4 
1110 103-+ 4 
1110 119·+ 4 
1110 136 + 4 
1110 153 + 4 
1110 170 + 4 
1110 188 + 4 
1110 205 + 4 
1110 223 + 4 
1110 016 + 10 
1110 o46 + 7 
1110 082 + 5 
1110 117 + 4 
1i1o 152 + 4 
1110 187 + ~ 
1110 222 !: 4 
1111 031 + 3 
1111 044 + 3 
1111 055 + 3 
1111 069 + 3 
1111 082 + 3 
1111 095 :!: 3 
1111 111 + 3 
1111 126 + 3 
1111 141 + 3 
1111 157 :!: 3 
1111 173 + 3 
1111 190 + 3 
1111 207 + 3 
1111 224 + 3 
1111 03B + 3 
1111 063 + 3 
1111 092 + 3 
1111 123 + 3 
1111 155 I 3 
1111 189 + 3 
1111 224 I 3 
ALSEP A2 
BASIC 
Count 
High Gain 
95 + 4 
112-+ 4 
130 + 4 
163 + 4 
163 + 4 
180 + 4 
197 + 4 
215 + 4 
231 + 4 
247 + 4 
047 :!: 10 
075 + 7 
110 + 5 
144 + 4 
nB+4 
214 + 4 
250 :!: 4 
052 + 3 
o64 + 3 
076 + 3 
090 :!: 3 
104 + 3 
119 :!: 3 
135 :!:. 3 
150 + 3 
166 + 3 
1B2 + 3 
199 + 3 
211' + 3 
233 + 3 
24B + 3 
05B:!: 3 
oB6 + 3 
116 + 3 
l4B + 3 
181 + 3 
215 I 3 
249 :!:. 3 
Nominal Redline 
High High 
lOmV 20mV 
100mV 150mV 
lOOOmV 1500mV 
3300mV 5000mV 
9BOOmV 10,500mV 
+Boac +looac 
+Boac +looac 
+Boac +looac 
+93°C +120°C 
5.0V 9.BV 
5.1V 6.ov 
.91V 1.2V 
15B PCM lB7 PCM 
SIDE 
Word 1 
Data 
address 
counter 
ALSEP 
Word 15 
One SIDE frame 
SIDE SIDE SIDE SIDE SIDE 
Word 2 Word 3 Word 4 Word 5 Word 6 
A/D A/D Digital Digital Status 
SIDE SIDE· 
Word 7 Word 
A/D A/D 
8 
ALSEP A2 
BASIC 
SIDE 
Word 9 
Digital 
converter converter count count subcom converter converte'r count 
voltage voltage data data voltage voltage data 
MSD LSD MSD 
ALSEP ALSEP ALSEP ALSEP ALSEP ALSEP ALSEP ALSEP 
Word 31 Word 47 Word 56 Word 63 Word 15 Word 31 Word 47 Word 56 
ALSEP even frame ALSEP odd frame 
SIDE Word 1 - Provides identification of selected step in measurement 
program (SIDE frame count), a parity check of SIDE data in 
previous ALSEP frame, and even frame identification 
Word 2 - CCGE data and housekeeping data, subcommutated 
Word 3 - Voltage on high-energy curved-plate analyzer 
Word 4 and Word 5 - Count data from high-energy curved-plate 
analyzer 
Word 6 - Various data subcommutated, such as command mode, 
command waiting for execution, range of electrometer, 
and ground plane grid voltage step; also, parity check 
of SIDE data in previous ALSEP frame and odd frame identification 
Word 7 - Velocity filter voltage 
Word 8 - Voltage on low-energy curved-plate analyzer 
Word 9 and Word 10 - Count data from low-energy curved-plate analyzer 
Figure 6-5.- SIDE word format. 
6-24 
~ 
SIDE 
Word 10 
Digital 
count 
data 
LSD 
ALSEP 
Word 63 
• 
Symbol Location/Name 
Following measurements ·Carried in 
DI-1 I *SIDE Frame Counter 
TABLE 6-XV.- SIDE/CCGE MEASUREMENTS 
SIDE Frames 
ALSEP A2 
BASIC 
Sensor 
Range 
ALSEP Word 15 even, SIDE Word 1 and in indicated SIDE Frames. I All I 0-127 *7 bits 4 to 10 inclusive 
Following measurements carried in ALSEP Word 31 even, SIDE Word 2 and in indicated SIDE Frames, 
DI-2 +5 volts analog 
DI-3 CC.GE Science Data 
DI-4 Temp l (CCIG) 
DI-5 Temp 2 (200 Blivet) 
DI-6 Temp 3 (500 Blivet) 
DI-7 4.5 kY 
DI-8 CCGE Range 
DI-9 Temp 4 (100 Blivet) 
DI-10 Temp 5 ( 300 Bli vet ) 
DI-ll GND Plane voltage 
DI-12 Solar Cell 
DI-13 +60 volts 
DI-14 +30 volts 
DI-15 +5 volts digital 
DI-16 Ground 
DI-17 -5 volts 
DI-18 -30 volts 
DI-19 Temp 6 (Boo Blivet) 
DI-20 
-3.5 kY 
DI-21 +1.0 volt cal. 
DI-22 +30 mY cal. 
DI-23 +A/D Ref, voltage 
DI-24 Dust Cover and Seal 
DI-25 -A/D Ref. volt 
DI-26 -1.0 volt cal. 
DI-27 -12 volt cal. 
DI-28 +12 volt cal. 
DI-29 Pre Reg Duty Factor 
DI-30 -30 mV cal. 
DF-29 One Time Command 
Register Status 
0,32,64,96 
1 ,3,5 ,7 ,9 ,41 '73 ,105,121-127 
2,34 ,66,98 
4,36,68,100 
6,38,70,102 
8,40,72,104 
10,24,42 ,56, 74,88,106,120 
11,43, 75 ,107 
12,44,76,108 
13,15 ,29 ,31 ,45 ,47 ,61 ,63 ,69 
77,79,93,95,109,111 
14,78 
16,48,80,112 
17,49,81,113 
18,50,82,114 
19,51,83,115 
20,52,84 ,116 
21,53,85,117 
22,54,86,118 
23,55,87,119 
27,59,91 
25,57,89 
26,58,90 
67,71 
30,62,94 
37,101 
39,103 
28,60,92 
65 
46,110 
33,35,97,99 
*See note on Page 6-27 for measurement content. 
6-25 
5 y :t. 0.15 y 
100 to 400°K 
-90 to +l25°C 
-90 to +l25°C 
3.72 to 5.45 kY 
Range l 6.9 
Range 2 4.2 
Range 3 2.2 
-50 to +90°C 
-50 to +90°C 
15 mY to 6oo mY 
.15 to 150 v 
.15 to 150 v 
15 mY to 15 y 
0 to 18 mY 
-15 mY to -15 Y 
-.15 to -150 Y 
-50 to +90°C 
-2.9 to -4.25 kV 
15 mV to 15 Y 
15 mY to 15 V 
15 mV to 15 V 
to 9.0 y 
to 5.7 y 
to 3.2 y 
Preset 3.125 to 5.5 Y 
Seal Only 1.875 to 3.125 
Dust Cover Only . 625 to l. 875 
Cover and Seal 0 to .625 
-15 mV to -15 V 
-15 mV to -15 V 
-15 mV to -15 V 
15 mY to 15 V 
68% to 100% 
-15 mV to -15 V 
Preset 0 to .625V 
Seal Only .625 to l.875V 
Dust Cover 1.875 to 3.125Y 
Dust Cover and Seal 3.125 to 
5.5V 
* 
AISEP A2 
BASIC 
TABLE XV.- SIDE/CCGE MEASUREMENTS - Continued 
Symbol Location/Name SIDE Frame Nominal Value 
Following measurements carried in AISEP Word 47 even, SIDE Word 3 and in indicated SIDE Frames. 
Voltage 
DI-40 HECPA Stepper Voltage 1,21,41,61,81,101 +437.5V 
DI-41 HECPA Stepper Voltage 2,22,42,62,B2,102 4o6.25V 
DI-42 HECPA Stepper Voltage 3,23,43,63,83,103 375.0V 
DI-43 HECPA Stepper Voltage 4,24,44,64,84,104 343.75V 
DI-44 HECPA Stepper Voltage 5,25,45,65,85,105 312.5V 
DI-45 HECP A Stepper Voltage 6,26,46,66,86,106 281.25V 
DI-46 HECPA Stepper Voltage 7,27,47,67,87,107 250. ov 
DI-47 HECPA Stepper Voltage 8,28,48 ,68,88 ,108 218.75V 
DI-48 HECPA Stepper Voltage 9,29,49,69,89,109 187.5V 
DI-49 HECPA Stepper Voltage 10,30,50,70,90,110 l56.25V 
DI-50 HECPA Stepper Vo;Ltage ll,31,51,71,9l,lll l25.0V 
DI-51 HECPA Stepper Voltage 12,32,52, 72,92,112 93.75V 
DI-52 HECPA Stepper Voltage 13,33,53,73,93,113 62.5V 
DI-53 HECPA Stepper Voltage . 14,34,54,74,94,114 3l.25V 
DI-54 HECPA Stepper Voltage 15,35,55,75,95,115 l2.5V 
DI-55 HECPA Stepper Voltage 16,36,56,76,96,116 8.75V 
DI-56 HECPA Stepper Voltage 17,37,57,77,97,117 6.25V 
DI-57 HECPA Stepper Voltage 18,38,58,78,98,118 3.75V 
DI-58 HECPA Stepper Voltage 19,39,59,79,99,119 2.5V 
DI-59 HECPA Stepper Voltage 20,40,60,80,100,120 l.25V 
DI-60 HECPA Stepper Voltage 0,121,122,123,124,125 
126,127 0 v 
Following measurements carried in ALSEP Word 56 even, SIDE Word 4 and in indicated SIDE Frames. 
DI-61 I HE Data - MSD* I All I 0 to 999 
decimal 
*MSD - Most significant data. 
I Following measurements carried in AISEP Word 63 even, SIDE Word 5 and in indicated SIDE Frames. 
DI-62 I HE Data ..; LSD** All 0 to 999 decimal 
**LSD - Leasl significant data. 
Calibration counts are downlinked in the following SIDE frames: 
SIDE Calibration SIDE Word SIDE Word 4 5 9 10 Frame Rate Number (DI-61) (DI-62) (DF-5) (DF-6) 
120 l Science data 000 002 ±2 
121 2 000 002 ±2 000 154 ±4 
122 3 000 154 ±4 019 775 ±400 
123 4 019 775 ±400 632 800 ±1400 
124 1 632 800 ±1400 000 002 ±2 
125 2 000 002 ±2 000 154 ±4 
126 3 000 154 ±4 019 775 ±400 
127 4 019 775 ±400 632 800 ±1400 
000 632 800 ±1400 Science data 
6-26 
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TABLE 6-XV.- SIDE/CCGE MEASUREMENTS - Continued 
Symbol. Location/Name SIDE Frame Decimal Count 
AUlEP A2 
BASIC 
Fol.lowing measurement~ carried in ALSEP Word 15 odd, SIDE Word 6, and in indicated SIDE Frames, bits 4 to 10 
incl.usi ve. * 
DI-63 Ground Plane Step 
DI-64 Command Register 
DI-65 Mode Register 
DI-66 Dust Cover and Seal 
DI-67 CCGE Electrometer Range 
DI-68 Cal Rate Ill. 
DI-69 Cal. Rate #2 
DI-70 Cal. Rate 113 
DI-71 Cal. Rate #4 
DF-7 SIDE Parity 
DF-8 SIDE Frame ID 
0,2 ,4 ,6 ,8,10 ,12,14 ,16 
18,20,22 ,24,26 ,28 ,30 
32,34,36,38,40,42,44,46,48 
50,52 ,54,56,58 ,60 ,62 ,64. 
66,68, 70.72. 74.76. 78,80 
82,84,86,88,90,92,94,96, 
98,100,102 ,104,106,108,110 
112 ,114 ,116 ,118 
1,5,13,17,21,29,33,37,45,49 
53,61,65,69. 77,81,85,93 ,97 
101,109,113,117,125 
3,11,15,19,23,27 ,31,35,43,47 
51,55,59,63 ,67. 75.79,83,87 
91,95,99 ,107 ,111,115,119 
7,39, 71,103 
. 9,25,41,57,73,89,105 
120,124 
121 
122,126 
123,127 
In SIDE Word 1 and 6, 
all frames 
In SIDE Word 1 and 6, 
all frames. 
6-27 
24 steps 
0 - 11 
16 - 27 
0 to 15 
0 to 14 
Dust Cover and Seal 
Bl.own -0 
Seal Onl.y -1 
Dust Cover Only -2 
Reset -3 
Range /11 - 0 
Range /12 - 2 
Range 113 - 3 
0 
l 
2 
3 
P Parity 
F Frame ID 
A Data (LSB in A7) 
"1" odd nwnber of ones 
in previous ALSEP frame. 
"O" even number of ones 
in previous ALSEP frame. 
00 even ALSEP frame. 
11 odd ALSEP frame. 
TABLE 6-XV.- SIDE/CCGE.MEASUREMENTS- Continued 
I Location/Name I I Nominal Svmbol SIDE Frame Value 
Followin! measur"ements carried 
I 1. 
in ALSEP Word 31 odd, SIDE Word 7 and in indicated ·siDE Frames. 
Normal Mode Reset @9 Voltage 
DI-72 Velocity Filter Voltage 0 o,6o 111.5 v 
DI-73 Velocity Filter Voltage 1 1,61 13.2 
DI-74 Velocity Filter Voltage 2 2,62 11.9 
DI-75 Velocity Filter Voltage 3 3,63 10.7 
DI-76 Velocity Filter Voltage 4 4,64 9.6 
DI-77 Velocity Filter Voltage 5 5,65 8,5 
DI-78 Velocity Filter Voltage 6 6,66 7.25 
DI-79 Velocity Filter Voltage 7 7,67 6.65 
DI-80 Velocity Filter Voltage 8 8,68 5.8 
DI-81 Velocity Filter Voltage 9 9,69 5.0 
DI-82 Velocity Filter Voltage 10 4.3 
DI-83 Velocity Filter Voltage 11 3.65 
DI-84 Velocity Filter Voltage 12 3.2 
DI-85 Velocity Filter Voltage 13 2.57 
DI-86 Velocity Filter Voltage 14 2,12 
DI-87 Velocity Filter Voltage 15 1.75 
DI-88 Velocity Filter Voltage 16 1.45 
DI-89 Velocity Filter Voltage 17 1.20 
DI-90 Velocity Filter Voltage 18 1,04 
DI-91 Velocity Filter Voltage 19 0.94 
DI-92 Velocity Filter Voltage 20 10,70 8.35 
DI-93 Velocity Filter Voltage 21 11,71 7.6 
DI-94 Velocity Filter Voltage 22 12,72 6.85 
DI-95 Velocity Filter· Voltage 23 13,73 6.2 
DI-96 Velocity Filter Voltage 24 14,74 5·5 
DI-97 Velocity Filter Voltage 25 15,75 4.93 
DI-98 Velocity Filter Voltage 26 16,76 4.18 
DI-99 Velocity Filter Voltage 27 17,77 3.83 
DJ-0 Velocity Filter Voltage 28 18,78 3.34 
DJ-1 Velocity Filter Voltage 29 19,79 2.8 
DJ-2 Velocity Filter Voltage 30 2.48 
DJ-3 Velocity Filter Voltage 31 2,HJ 
DJ-4 Velocity Filter Voltage 32 1.85 
DJ-5 Velocity Filter Voltage 33 1.48 
DJ-6 Velocity Filter Voltage 34 1.23 
DJ-7 Velocity Filter Voltage 35 1,01 
DJ-8 Velocity Filter Voltage 36 o.84 
DJ-9 Velocity Filter Voltage 37 o.695 
DJ-10 Velocity Filter Voltage 38 o.6o 
DJ-11 Velocity Filter Voltage 39 0.54 
DJ-12 Velocity Filter Voltage 4o 20,80 4,82 
DJ-13 Velocity Filter Voltage 41 21,81 4.39 
DJ-14 Velocity Filter Voltage 42 22,82 3.97 
DJ-15 Velocity Filter Voltage 43 23,83 3.57 
DJ-16 Velocity Filter Voltage 44 24,84 3.19 
DJ-17 Velocity Filter Voltage 45 25,85 2.85 
DJ-18 Velocity Filter Voltage 46 26,86 2,44 
--. 
6-28 
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Symbol 
DJ-19 
DJ-20 
DJ-21 
DJ-22 
DJ-23 
DJ-24 
DJ-25 
DJ-26 
DJ-27 
DJ-28 
DJ-29 
DJ-30 
DJ-31 
DJ-32 
DJ-33 
DJ-34 
DJ-35 
DJ-36 
DJ-37 
DJ-38 
DJ-39 
DJ-40 
DJ-~1 
DJ-42 
DJ-43 
DJ-44 
DJ-45 
DJ-46 
DJ-47 
DJ-48 
DJ-49 
DJ-50 
DJ-51 
IJJ -52 
DJ-53 
IJJ -54 
DJ-55 
DJ-56 
IJJ -57 
DJ-58 
DJ-59 
DJ-60 
DJ-61 
DJ-62 
DJ-63 
DJ-64 
DJ-65 
DJ-66 
TABLE 6-XV.- SIDE/CCGE MEASUREMENTS - Continued 
Location/Name SIDE Frame 
Normal Mode . Reset @9 
Velocity Filter Voltage 47 27,87 
Velocity Filter Voltage 48 28,88 
Velocity Filter Voltage 49 29,89 
. Velocity Filter Voltage 50 
Velocity Filter Voltage 51 
Velocity Filter Voltage 52 
Velocity Filt.er Voltage 53 
Velocity Filter Voltage 54 
Velocity Filter Voltage 55 
Velocity Filter Voltage 56 
Velocity Filter Voltage 57 
Velocity Filter Voltage 58 
Velocity Filter Voltage 59 
Velocity Filter Voltage 60 30,90 
Velocity Filter Voltage 61 31,91 
Velocity Filter Voltage 62 32,92 
Velocity Filter Voltage 63 33,93 
Velocity Filter Voltage 64 34,94 
Velocity Filter Voltage 65 35,95 
Velocity Filter Voltage 66 36,96 
Velocity Filter Voltage 67 37,97 
Velocity Filter Voltage 68 38,98 
Velocity Filter Voltage 69 39,99 
Velocity Filter Voltage 70 
Velocity Filter· Voltage 71 
Velocity Filter Voltage 72 
Velocity Filter Voltage 73 
Velocity Filter Voltage 74 
Velocity.Filter Voltage 75 
Velocity Filter Voltage 76 
Velocity Filter Voltage 77 
Velocity Filter Voltage 78 
Velocity Filter Voltage 79 
Velocity Filter Voltage 60 40,100 
Velocity Filter Voltage 81 41,101 
Velocity Filter Voltage 82 42,102 
Velocity Filter Voltage 83 43,103 
Velocity Filter Voltage 84 44,104 
Velocity Filter Voltage 85 45,105 
Velocity Filter Voltage 86 46,106 
Velocity Filter Voltage 67 47,107 
Velocity Filter Voltage 88 48,108 
Velocity Filter Voltage 69 49,109 
Velocity Filter Voltage 90 
Velocity Filter Voltage 91 
Velocity Filter Voltage 92 
Velocity Filter Voltage 93 
Veloti ty Filter Voltage 94 
6-29 
Nominal 
Value 
Voltage 
2,21 v 
1,93 
1.67 
1.43 
1.22 
1~07 
0.85 
0.71 
0.59 
0,464 
0,402 
0.345 
0.312 
2.78 
2.53 
2,29 
2,06 
1,85 
1.65 
1.40 
1.76 
1,12 
0,965 
0.625 
0.70 
0.615 
0.494 
0,409 
0,337 
0.278 
0.232 
0,20 
0,16o 
1.61 
1.46 
1,32 
1.19 
1.07 
0.95 
0,81 
0,74 
0.65 
0.55 
0.477 
0.405 
0.355 
0,285 
0.236 
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TABLE 6-XV.- SIDE/CCGE MEASUREMENTS - Continued 
Nominal 
Symbol Location/Name SIDE Frame Value 
Normal Mode Reset @9 Voltage 
JJJ-67 Velocity Filter Voltage 95 0.195 
JJJ-68 Velocity Filter Voltage 96 0,160 
JJJ-69 Velocity Filter Voltage 97 0,134 
JJJ-70 Velocity Filter.Voltage 96 0.115 
JJJ-71 Velocity Filter Voltage 99 0,104 
JJJ-72 Velocity Filter Voltage 100 50,110 0,93 
DJ-73 Velocity Filter Voltage 101 51,111 0,85 
JJJ-74 Velocity Filter Voltage 102 52,112 0,765 
DJ-75 Velocity Filter Voltage 103 53,113 0.685 
JJJ-76 Velocity Filter Voltage 104 54,114 0.615 
DJ-77 Velocity Filter Voltage 105 55,115 0.55 
DJ-78 Velocity Filter Voltage 106 56,116 0,465 
JJJ-79 Velocity Filter Voltage 107 57,117 0,425 
JJJ-80 Velocity Filter Voltage 108 58,118 0.372 
JJJ-81 Velocity Fi~ter Voltage 109 59,119 0.321 
JJJ-82 Velocity Filter Voltage 110 0.275 
DJ-83 Velocity Filter Voltage 111 0,234 
JJJ-84 Velocity Filter Voltage 112 0,205 
JJJ-85 Velocity Filter Voltage 113 0,165 
JJJ-86 Velocity Filter Voltage 114 0,136 
DJ-87 Velocity Filter Voltage 115 0.112 
JJJ-88 Velocity Filter Voltage 116 0.093 
JJJ-89 Velocity Filter Voltage 117 0.077 
JJJ-90 Velocity Filter Voltage 118 0,067 
JJJ-91 Velocity Filter Voltage 119 0,060 
JJJ-92 Velocity Filter Voltage 120 120 14.5 
JJJ-93 Velocity Filter Voltage 121 121 13.2 
DJ-94 Velocity Filter Voltage 122 122 11.9 
JJJ-95 Velocity Filter Voltage 123 123 10.7 
JJJ-96 Velocity Filter Voltage 124 124 9.6 
JJJ-97 Velocity Filter Voltage 125,126,127 125,126,127 >16,1 
Following measurements carried in ALSEP Word 47 odd, SIDE Word 8 and in indicated SIDE Frames. 
Normal Mode Reset Vel Filter Voltage 
!2. 
DJ-98 LECPA Stepper Voltage 0-19 0-9,60-69 12.15 v 
DJ-99 LECPA Stepper Voltage 20-39 10-19,70-79 4.050 
DF-0 LECPA Stepper Voltage 40-59 20-29,80-89 1.35 
DF-1 LECPA Stepper Voltage 60-79 30-39,90-99 0.450 
DF-2 LECPA Stepper Voltage 80-99 40-49,100-109 0.150 
DF-3 LECPA Stepper Voltage 100-119 50-59,110-119 0.050 
DF-4 LECPA Stepper Voltage 120-127 120-127 0 v 
Following measurements carried in ALSEP Word 56 odd, SIDE Word 9 and in indicated SIDE Frames. 
DF-5 I LE Data - MSD I All 0 to 999 decimal 
Following measurements carried in ALSEP Word 63 odd, SIDE Word 10 and in indicated SIDE Frames. 
DF-6 I LE Data - LSD 
Two SIDE measurements are included 
l LE Count Rate AI-2 HE Count Rate AI-l 
I All 
in IALSEP H~~l:!~~fing Word 33 
70 
85 
6-30 
0 to 999 decimal 
0 to 1.4 x 106 counts/se~ 
0 to 1.4 x 106 counts/sec 
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Heat Bit Position 
Flow 
Word 1 2 3 4 5 6 
R2 R1 0 p4 p3 p2 
0 
29 28 27 26 25 24 
R2 R1 M1 M2 M3 0 
1 
29 28 27 2 b 25 24 
R2 R1 H4 H3 H2 H1 
2 
29 28 27 26 25 24 
R2 R1 0 0 0 0 
3 
29 28 27 26 25 24 
Notes: 
7 8 
p1 2 1'2 
23 22 
0 212 
23 22 
0 212 
23 2 
2 , 
0 212 
23 22 
9 10 
211 210 
21 20 
211 210 
21 20 
211 210 
21 20 
211 210 
21 20 
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ALSEP 
Frames 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1. It takes two ALSEP main frames to downlink one heat flow word. It takes 
four heat flow words to obtain one measurement except in Thermocouple 
Group Probe 1 and 2. In Thermocouple Group Probe 1 and 2 each heat 
flow word contains a single measurement. 
2. Measurement DH-90: M1, M2 , and M3 identifies mode. 
3. Measurement DH-91: 
P4 , P3 , P2 , and P1 are measurement identification in gradient 
mode and low conductivity mode. 
4. Measurement DH-9 2: 
R2 and R1 are the binary equivalent of heat flow word and identify 
the analog parameters (13-bits) that are used in the calculation 
to derive the engineering units for a measurement number. 
5. Measurement D H-9 3: 
H4 , H3 , H2 , and H1 identify the conductivity heater status. In 
the high conductivity mode it identifies the measurement numbers 
also. 
6. Measurement DH-94: 
Filler bits (shown as zeros in above chart). 
Figure 6-6. - HFE word format. 
~-31 
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TABLE 6-XVI.- HFE MEASUREMENTS, MODE 1 AND 2 GRADIENT AND LOW CONDUCTIVITY 
SYMBOL LOCATION/MEASUREMENT FRAME RANGE 
DH-1 L'lT11 H Temp Grad High Sens 0-7 +2°C 
DH-2 L'lT12 H Temp Grad High Sens 8-15 +"2°C 
DH-3 L'lT21 H Temp Grad High Sens 90-97 +"2°C 
DH-4 L'lT22 H Temp Grad High Sens 98-105 +"2°C 
-
DH-5 L'lTll L Temp Grad Low Sens 180-187 +20°C 
DH-6 L'lT12 L Temp Grad Low Sens 188-195 +20°C 
DH-7 4T21 L Temp Grad Low Sens 270-277 +"20°C 
DH-8 4T22 L Temp Grad Low Sens 278-285 +"20°C 
-
DH-9 Tll Probe, Ambient Temp 360-367 200 to 250°K 
DH-10 T12 Probe, Ambient Temp 368-375 200 to 250°K 
DH-11 T21 Probe, Ambient Temp 450-457 200 to 250°K 
DH-12 T22 Probe, Ambient Temp 458-465 200 to 250°K 
DH-13 Ref T1, Temp Ref Junction 540-547 -20 to +60°C 
DH-14, 24, 34, 44 TC1 Group Probe Cable Temp 548-555 90 to 350°K 
DH-15 Ref T2, Temp Ref Junction 630-637 -20 to +60°C 
DH-16, 26, 36, 46 TC2 Group Probe Cable Temp 638-645 90 to 350°K 
*See Table 8-1 for these measurements. 
6-32 
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TABLE 6-XVII,- HFE MEASUREMENTS, MODE 3, HIGH CONDUCTIVITY 
SYMBOL LOCATION/MEASUREMENT FRAME RANGE H-BITS PROBE BRIDGE 
DH-50 Differential Temp 0-7 0000 1 l 
DH-51 Ambient Temp 8-15 0000 1 l 
DH-52 Differential Temp 0-7 0001 l l 
DH-53 Ambient Temp 8-15 0001 l l 
DH-60 Differential Temp 0-7 0010 1 2 
DH-61 Ambient Temp 8-15 0010 l 2 
DH-62 Differential Temp 0-7 0011 l 2 
DH-63 Ambient Temp. 8-15 0011 1 2 
DH-56 Differential Temp 0-7 0100 l l 
DH-57 Ambient Temp 8-15 0100 l l 
DH-58 Differential Temp 0-7 0101 1 1 
DH-59 Ambient Temp 8-15 0101 l l 
DH-66 Differential Temp 0-7 0110 1 2 
DH-67 Ambient Temp 8-15 OllO l 2 
DH-68 Differential Temp 0-7 Olll 1 2 
DH-69 Ambient Temp 8-15 Olll l 2 
DH-70 Differential Temp 0-7 1000 2 1 
DH-71 Ambient Temp 8-15 1000 2 1 
DH-72 Differential Temp 0-7 1001 2 1 
DH-73 Ambient Temp 8-15 1001 2 1 
DH-80 Differential Temp 0-7 1010 2 2 
DH-81 Ambient Temp 8-15 1010 2 2 
DH-82 Differential Temp 0-7 1011 2 2 
DH-83 Ambient Temp 8-15 1011 2 2 
DH-76 Differential Temp 0-7 1100 2 1 
DH-77 Ambient Temp 8-15 1100 2 1 
DH-78 Differential Temp 0-7 1101 2 1 
DH-79 Ambient Temp 8-15 1101 2 l 
DH-86 Differential Temp 0-7 1110 2 2 
DH-87 Ambient Temp 8-15 1110 2 2 
DH-88 Differential Temp 0-7 llll 2 2 
DH-89 Ambient Temp 8-15 llll 2 2 
TABLE 6-XVIII.- HFE MEASUREMENTS, ANALOG 
SYMBOL LOCATION/MEASUREMENT CHANNEL RANGE 
AH-1 Supply Voltage #1 29 0 to +5 Volts 
AH-2 Supply Voltage #2 45 0 to -5 Volts 
AH-3 Supply Voltage #3 55 0 to +15 Volts 
AH-4 Supply Voltage #4 74 0 to -15 Volts 
AH-5 Not Assigned 
AH-6 Low Cond Heater Power Status 57 2 to 2.5 Volts On 
otherwise Off 
AH-7 High Cond Heater Power Status 75 2 to 2.5 Volts On 
otherwise Off 
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HEATER 
Off 
Off 
H12 
H12 
Off 
Off 
H14 
H14 
Off 
Off 
Hn 
Hn 
Off 
Off 
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STATUS 
On 
On 
On 
On 
On 
On 
H13 On 
Hl3 On 
Off 
Off 
H22 On 
H22 On 
Off 
Off 
H24 On 
H24 On 
Off 
Off 
H21 On 
H21 On 
Off 
Off 
H23 On 
H23 On 
DECIMAL 
PCM 
102-128 Htr On 
3-101 Htr Off 
102-128 Htr On 
3-101 Htr Off 
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SECTION 7 
DTREM SUBSYSTEM (M-515 
ALSEP A2 
BASIC 
7.1 SYSTEM OBJECTIVES 
The dust, thermal, and radiation engineering measurements 
package (DTREM.) is used for the following: 
A. . To measure radiation damage to three solar cells by 
monitoring the degr.adation in their voltage output 
B. To measure dust accumulation caused by the LM ascent 
C. To measure reflected infrared energy to obtain the 
lunar surface "brightness11 temperature 
7.2 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION 
The DTREM sensor package is mounted on the top surface of. the 
central station sunshield with the outer temperature sensor 
. (AX-3) nominally facing west. Three solar cells are mounted 
on a cell mounting plate facing vertical (refer to Figure 7-1). 
Number one cell has no filter; the second cell, intentionally 
damaged by radiation (irradiated) preflight, has a 6-mil blue 
filter; and the third cell has a 6-mil blue filter installed. 
The temperature (AX-2) of the cells is monitored by a sensor 
mounted on the underside of the cell mounting plate. An inner 
temperature sensor (AX-1) and an outer temperature sensor 
(AX-3) are mounted on a vertical wall of the sensor package 
. 
and are used to determine the lunar surface temperature. 
The solar cells and temperature sensors are connected to a 
printed circuit board in the PDU through an H-film cable. The 
circuit board contains three amplifiers for signal conditioning 
the solar cell outputs, logic circuits necessary to switch 
7-1 
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power (by ground commands) to the cell amplifiers, and the 
wiring necessary to route operating voltage to the temperature 
sensors. Note that the temperature sensor operating voltage 
is not switched (refer to Drawing 7.1). 
7.3 EXPERIMENT OPERATION 
The solar cell voltages should vary between 0 and 75 millivolts 
during the lunar day with the variation caused primarily by 
sun angle and cell temperature. The cell outputs will be 
corrected for sun angle and temperature and the remaining 
variables will be due to the relatively long-term radiation 
damage and the somewhat shorter-term degradation from dust 
accumulation caused by the LM ascent, 
The cell temperature should range between approximately 30° 
and 125° C during the lunar day. During lunar night, the 
temperature readings (AX-1, AX-2, and AX-3) and the cell out-
puts (AX-4, AX-5, and AX-6) will be off scale. 
The particle energy thresholds for cell damage with a 6-mil 
blue filter are 4.3 Mev and 175 kev for positively charged and 
negatively charged particles respectively. For the unfiltered 
cell (Cell l) the thresholds are 60 kev and 170 kev for 
positive and negative particles. It is expected that the 
major cause of cell damage will be from solar flares, and cell 
degradation must be correlated with flare activity. 
Since Cell 2 has been intentionally degraded a known amount 
by a known particle energy level, it will serve as a quasi-
standard cell by which the degradation of Cells 1 and 3 will 
be measured. 
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SECTION 8 
PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT (S-031) 
ALSEP A2 
BASIC 
8.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The passive seismic experiment (PSE) provides data on lunar 
seismic activity and the properties of the lunar interior. 
The PSE does this by monitoring the long-period, low-frequency 
and the short-period, high-frequency energy associated with 
lunar quakes as well as measuring the direction and the 
distance to the seismic epicenters. 
Physically, the PSE consists of two parts, both included in 
one package. The long-period instrument, which contains three 
seismometers. (one vertical and two horizontal, placed orthog-
onally to each other), measures long-period, low-frequency 
seismic energy with a period of 250 to 0.3 seconds. This 
instrument measures the distance and direction to a seismic 
quake, as well as the long-term tidal deformations of the 
moon. The short-period instrument functions as a velocity 
transducer which measures short-period (5 to 0.04 seconds), 
high-frequency (up to 25 cycles per second) seismic energy 
with very high sensitivity. The instrument consists of a 
moving-magnet mass built so that a transducer can measure the 
velocity of the magnet. The displacements and the velocity 
of these instruments are measured, amplified, and filtered in 
a series of electronic circuits which produce an output 
signal to the central station data processor. 
When the PSE is deployed by the crew, it must be leveled to 
within ±5 degrees. Within the instrument case, the seismic 
elements are mounted on gimbals having leveling motors which 
can level from an initial tilt as great as 5 degrees. By using 
a combination of "coarse-level" sensors and the horizontal 
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seismometers, the PSE can be leveled on command to within 
3 arc-seconds. 
The PSE will normally be leveled using the auto leveling mode 
(refer to Table 8-I for the preset conditions) with the 
forced mode as a backup method. The coarse sensors (utilized 
only in the X and Y axes) will be commanded in for the initial 
leveling sequence. The coarse sensors are effective in the 
auto mode only and provide the X- or Y-axis leveling motor 
drive signals when there exists an off level condition greater 
than 8 arc-minutes. At this point the axes' tidal outputs 
provide the leveling motor drive signals to control leveling 
to the final level condition. 
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TABLE 8-I.- PSE PRESET CONDITIONS 
["Preset" is defined as the logic condition initialized 
by activation of the experiment] 
Command Function Presets to Lunar deployment 
condition 
037 EXP 1 STBY SEL Exp in stby 
063 PSE/XY GAIN CH -30 dB 
o64 PSE/Z GAIN CH -30 dB 
065 PSE/SP CAL CH Off 
066 PSE/LP CAL CH Off 
067 PSE/SP GAIN CH -30 dB 
070 LVL MTRX ON/OFF Off 
071 LVL MTRY ON/OFF Off 
072 LVL MTRZ ON/OFF Off 
073 UNCAGE ARM/FIRE Caged 
074 LVL DIR POS/NEG Pos 
075 LVL SPEED HI/LO Low 
076 PSE T CTL CH Auto on 
101 PSE FILT IN/0!-JT Out 
102 LVL SNSR IN/OUT Out 
103 PSE LVL MDE A/F Auto 
TABLE 8-II.- PSE LEVELING RATES 
Condition X or Y z 
Power mode 
High speed 152 to 305 ~rad/sec 20 to 40 mgal/sec 
Low speed 5.1 to 17.7 ~rad/sec 0.67 to 2.34 mgal/sec 
Automatic. mode 
Coarse sensor in 152 to 305 ~rad/sec No coarse sensor on Z-axis. 
(off level >8 arc-min) Use forced mode. 
Coarse sensor out 3.8 to 7.6 ~rad/sec 0.5 to 1.0 mgal/sec 
(tidal output saturated) 
Coarse sensor out 0 to 3.8 ~rad/sec 0 to 1.0 mgal/sec 
(tidal data unsaturated) 
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SECTION 9 
LUNAR SURFACE MAGNETOMETER EXPERIMENT (S034) 
ALSEP A2 
BASIC 
9.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The lunar surface magnetometer (LSM) experiment provides data 
pertaining to the magnitude and temporal variations of the lunar 
surface equatorial magnetic field vector. The LSM does this 
by monitoring both the de level and time variations of the 
magnetic field. 
Physically, the LSM consists of three magnetic sensors, each 
mounted in a sensor head located at the end of three mutually 
perpendicular axes. The sensor electronics assembly converts 
the incident magnetic field intensity along the axes of the 
respective flux gate sensors into analog voltages. The axes 
extend equal distances above a central structure, the 
electronics/gimbal-flip unit (EGFU), which houses both the 
experiment electronics and the gimbal-flip unit. The experi-
ment electronics and the gimbal-flip unit. The experiment 
electronics are further subdivided into three funtional 
categories: scientific data processing, engineering and status 
data processing, and output data buffer (see Drawing 9.3). 
The gimbal-flip unit houses the flipper drive motors which 
provide the motive power for 90 and 180-degree rotation 
(flipping) of the sensors and the release mechanism for the 
spring-driven 90-degree rotation (gimbaling) of the sensor 
axes. Instrument support and stability is achieved via three 
lunar support legs attached to the EGFU. 
When the LSM is deployed by the crew, it must be leveled to 
within ±3 degrees. No command capability exists in the LSM 
for leveling. 
The temperature .of the magnetic sensors is monitored and 
provided as data output. The LSM heaters actuation 
temperature is 35° C (95° F). 
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["Preset" is defined as the initialized logic condition 
due to activation of the LSM experiment] 
Lunar 
Command Function Presets to deployment 
condition 
043 EXP 2 STBY SEL Exp in stby 
123 LSM RANGE STEPS ±200 gamma 
124 LSM FLD 0/S CH 0 percent 
125 LSM 0/S ADD CH Neutral 
127 FLIP/CAL INHIB Inhibit 
131 FLIP/CAL GO No-go 
132 LSM FILT IN/OUT In 
133 SITE SURVEY XYZ No-go 
I 
134 LSM T CTL XYO X 
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14 
12 
10 
8 
6 
4 
2 
0 
FCD 3-71.23.71 
043 
Exp2 
stby 
sel 
@> 
Turn-on 
transient 
Normal 
scientific 
!mode 
w 
Flip/cal 
inhibit 
(in/out) 
31 
XYZ 
flip 
motors 
: F p/ca seq 1ence prox 3 sees 
>rea in< lea :es 
three more flip/ 
cals necessary 
before site survey 
(four total) 
AutomatIcally 
returns to 
normal 
scientific mode 
133 
Site survey XYZ 
EXP 2 Flip/cal Go -Time 10 secs/div-
oper 
sel 
XYZ XYZ 
flip flip 
motors motors 
survE (a Jrox 
.jf 
only) 
XYZ 
flip 
motors 
Break HKl' 
time between 
axis surveys 
not defined 
Automatically 
returns to 
normal 
scientific mode 
133 
Site survey XVZ 
xvz xvz x:vz 
flip flip flip 
motors motors 
·1 
:8 
site surve Tcii prox7Tif ;)(oneti '.only) 
:;;;, 
:11 
:4 
XYZ 
flip 
motors 
Break indicates 
time between 
axis surveys 
not defined 
Automatically 
returns to 
nonnal 
scientific mode 
133 
Site survey XYZ 
Figure 9-1.- LSM power profil e. 
XYZ 
flip 
motors 
x:vz 
flip 
motors 
xvz 
flip . 
motors 
site surve ~ (a prox 
=~ 
XYZ 
flip 
motors 
on ) 
XYZ 
flip 
: mutor• 
-Time 10 secs/ div -
Automat! ca II y 
returns to 
normal 
scientific mode 
114 
:12 
:2 
I Ni 1ht scienti ic mode 
Heaters on 131 
Heaters programed 
off during flip 
motor excitation 
--- Night profile 
- Day profi le 
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<5. 0 watts totall 
thermostat! cally 
controlled on below 
35° c Flip/ cal Go 
Automatically 
returns to 
norma l 
scientific mode 
Cyclic variation 
to maintai n 35° C 
Notes: 
~Site survey performed one time, 
duri ng lunar day 
~ CB- 07 protects operational power 
!/"' line . Operat ing spec is 5 00 mA ±10"/o 
D> LSM has no standby power demand 
[3> Temperature assumed to be above 
+35° C. If below, add 5 watts 
for heater power . Heaters auto-
matically programed off during 
flip motor on time 
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FLIP-CALIBRATION SEQUENCE (See Drawing 9.1) 
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BASIC 
The purpose of the flip-cal seQuence is to prevent permanent 
magnetization of the sensors due to lunar magnetic fields. 
The flip-cal seQuence further inserts calibration rasters of 
known levels to provide baseline data with which to compare 
lunar magnetic fields. 
The flip-cal sequence can be initiated by Ground Command 131 
(FLIP/CAL GO), or by an automatically generated command via 
the ALSEP timer at the ninth 18-hour pulse plus 1 minute 
and every 18 hours thereafter. 
The flip-cal sequence can be inhibited by means of Ground 
Command 127 (FLIP/CAL INHIB), which prevents the initiation 
of the flip-cal sequence from either ground command or ALSEP 
timer-generated command. 
The seQuence, once initiated, is completely controlled by the 
LSM flip-cal programer and cannot be terminated by ground 
command. The sequence is completed in approximately 
350 seconds. 
The programer causes all necessary events to occur in the 
following order: 
A. Upon receipt of the flip-cal command, two calibration 
rasters are applied to all sensors (X, Y, and Z) simul-
taneously for 160 seconds (refer to Drawing 9.1). 
B. The programer then flips all sensors sequentially 180 
degrees and applies reverse field offset bias to each 
sensor. 
c. Upon completion of the flip action of the three sensors 
(30 seconds total, 10 seconds per sensor), the programer 
applies two more calibration rasters to all three sensors 
simultaneously for 160 seconds. 
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D. Following the last calibration raster, the programer 
stops the flip-cal sequence generator, at which time 
the LSM is in the normal scientific mode. 
The result of the flip-cal sequence is that the sensors are 
now oriented diametrically opposite in direction, with field 
offset bias of opposite polarity to that prior to the 
initiation of the flip-cal sequence. 
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9.3 SITE-SURVEY SEQUENCE (Refer to Drawing 9.2) 
9.3.1 
9.3.2 
The site-survey sequence is performed upon completion of the 
first four flip-cal sequences and will be performed only once 
during the life of the instrument. The purpose of the site-
survey sequence is to measure local accretions of nickel-iron 
or stony-iron meteoric debris. 
X-Axis Site Survey Sequence 
Initiation of Ground Command 133 (SITE SURVEY XYZ) simul-
taneously applies power to the site-survey programer and to 
the flip-cal programer. Once the sequence is initiated, it 
cannot be terminated by ground command. The site-survey is 
completed in approximately 630 seconds. 
Upon receipt of the site-survey command, the programer is 
sequenced to an idle state. The programer then sequences the 
sensors through a normal flip-cal sequence. Upon completion 
of the flip-cal sequence, the programer flips all sensors 
sequentially so that they are surveying the X-axis and applies 
the X field offset bias to each sensor. On completion of 
the flip action, the programer places the instrument into X 
site survey state. Upon completion of site survey, the 
programer sequentially flips all sensors back to the previous 
position and reverses and reinstates the previous field 
offset bias to each sensor. 
Y-Axis Site Survey Sequence 
Upon initiation by Ground Command 133, power is simultaneously 
applied to both the site survey and flip-cal programers. Site 
survey cannot be terminated by ground command and completes 
its sequence in approximately 710 seconds. 
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On receipt of the command, the programer is sequenced to an 
idle state. The programer then sequences the sensors through 
a normal flip-cal sequence, .with one exception: during the 
flip-cal sequence the Y- and Z-axis sensor assemblies are 
gimbaled (90-degree longitudinal rotation). Upon completion 
of the flip-cal sequence, the programer flips all sensors 
sequentially 180 degrees and applies reverse field offset 
bias to each sensor. After completion of the 180-degree 
flip action, the programer flips all sensors sequentially 
so that they are surveying the Y-axis and applies the Y field 
offset bias to each sensor. On completion of the flip action, 
the programer places the instrument into Y site survey state. 
Upon completion of site survey, the programer sequentially 
flips all sensors back to the previous position and reverses 
and reinstates the previous field offset bias to each sensor. 
Z-Axis Site Survey Sequence 
Initiation by Ground Command 133 is identical to the previous 
site survey initiations. The Z-axis site survey completes 
its sequence in 1070 seconds. Upon receipt of the site-survey 
command, the programer is sequenced to an idle state. The 
programer then sequences the sensors through a normal flip-
cal sequence, with one exception: during the flip-cal 
sequence the X-axis sensor assembly is gimbaled (90-degree 
longitudinal rotation). Upon completion of the flip-cal 
sequence, the programer flips all sensors sequentially 180 
degrees and applies reverse field offset bias to each sensor. 
On completion of the 180-degree flip action, the programer 
again flips all sensors sequentially so that they are 
surveying the Z-axis and applies the Z field offset bias to 
each sensor. On completion of the flip action, the programer 
places the instrument into Z site survey state. Upon 
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completion of site survey, the programer sequentially flips 
all sensors back to the previous position and reverses and 
reinstates the previous fie~d offset bias to each axis. On 
completion of sensor reinstatement two calibration rasters 
are applied to all sensors simultaneously. The programer then 
flips all sensors sequentially 180 degrees and applies reverse 
field offset bias to each sensor. The programer then flips 
all sensors (X, Y, and Z) simultaneously 180 degrees and 
applies simultaneously reverse field offset bias to each 
sensor. Upon completion of the flip action of the three 
sensors, the programer applies two more calibration rasters 
to all three sensors simultaneously. Following the last 
calibration raster, the programer stops the site-survey 
sequence, at which time the LSM is in the normal scientific 
mode. 
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SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER EXPERIMENT (S-035) 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The solar wind spectrometer (SWS) experiment provides data 
pertaining to certain properties of the solar wind plasma as 
it exists at the lunar surface. It measures temporal and 
directional variations in the flux and energy of positive ions 
and electrons that strike the lunar surface. 
The basic sensor in the SWS is a Faraday cup which measures the 
charged particle flux by collecting these ions and using a very 
sensitive current amplifier to determine the resulting current 
flow. The SWS contains seven of these cups arranged in a 
uniformly geometric fashion that allows flux measurements to be 
taken above the horizon. This also allows measurement of the 
angular distribution of the ion flux. One cup is oriented to 
face vertically, and the remaining six cups are arranged 
around this vertical cup such that the normals between any two 
adjacent cups are at an angle of approximately 1 radian. 
The operation of the SWS in measuring the charged particles 
of the solar wind may be classified into five functional 
activities. These functions are sequencing, sensor excitation, 
measurement, data handling, and power supply. 
A. Sequencing - The sequencing function controls internal 
handling and processing and generates the internal commands 
for sequencing various data, calibration, and housekeeping 
inputs. The sequencing function controls the following: 
1. The preamplifier switch that connects any one, or all, 
of the preamplifiers to the input of the current 
measurement chain 
10-1 
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2. The voltage applied by the sensor excitation function 
to the modulator grids of the sensors to select the 
proper polarity and energy band of particles to be 
measured 
3. Solid-state switches so that the gain of the current 
measuring chain, the magnitude of critical voltages, 
temperatures, and calibration data for the analog-to-
digital converter can be read into the telemetry to 
check circuit operation and changes in calibration 
B. Sensor excitation - The sensor excitation function is a 
high-voltage generator which produces a set of discrete de 
voltage outputs between approximately -1000 and +8000 Vdc 
and a set of discrete square-wave ac voltages with half 
amplitudes between approximately 5 and 1400 Vac. Under the 
control of the sequencing function, it applies combinations 
of these voltages to the sensor-cup modulator grid in such 
a way as to cover the expected solar wind energy regions 
for protons and electrons. Two distinct sets of voltages 
can be selected by a ground command which change the 
amplifier's gain by the factor 1.68. 
C. Measurement - The measurement function includes the parti-
cle sensors, temperature sensors, sun sensor, and signal 
chain. The signal chain is a series of electronic circuits 
which amplify and demodulate the currents from the seven 
sensor collectors. Under control of the sequencing function, 
the signal chain selects the collector current to be 
measured or linearly sums all seven currents. 
D. Data handling - The data handling function accepts analog 
measurement data, performs analog-to-digital conversion, 
and provides the data to the ALSEP DSS upon demand. 
1~2 
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E. Power· supply - The power supply converts the ALSEP bus 
power of 29-volt regulated de into the appropriate de 
voltages needed for the SWS. It includes a dc-to-ac 
inverter, rectifier, control circuits, and transformer. 
It provides de isolation for the SWS from the ALSEP 
power lines. 
The SWS operational heater actuation temperature is 20° C 
(68° F). 
The SWS is initialized the low-gain mode. To place the 
instrument in the high-gain mode, transmit Command 122 
(SWS CVR GO) three times within 10 seconds. This causes 
the electron and proton measurement voltage levels to 
increase by a factor of 1.68 over the low-gain mode. To 
return to low gain, place SWS to standby select, then to 
operate select. 
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Figure' 10-l.- SWS power profile. 
Note: B> SWS word and sequence 
undetennined at tum-on 
[3> SWS can be returned to 
low gain mode by tuming 
SWS to stby (cmd 046> 
then back to operate (cmd 045) 
~ SWS operational heater tums 
on at 20"C 
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I. Typical words 0-111 and 128-183 .I t-----Typical words 112·127-----.1 I- Flag ~I· , Data ·I bits Data ·I r Flag-t- Cycle ·I· Sequence ~Flag •I• Cycle bits count count bits count 1.-Flag 4•ol-l••------l bits 
Word I I I 27 I 26 I ;5 I 2' I 23 I 22 I 21 I 20 I format X X X X X X X ~·I 23 I 22 I 21 I 20 I X X X X 
\. J \ .J \. 
MSB~X LSB MSB _______. LSB MSB -~LSBMSB~ 
-------
r-
Sequence 
format 
I 
SWS words 0-111 
Proton 
measurements 
I 
SWS words 112-119 SWS words 120-127 
AID conv. calib, Electrometer 
or temp, calibration 
SWS words 128-183- ... d ... d 114 185 
ooq. Mq. 
Electron flux CTI! CTR 
measurements 
I I I 
------+--------- ---+-----------1--------------t--- ---------r---...l-
1 Cups I I I I 
1
suM 1 2 3 4 s 6 7 l : I I 
1 
Detailed 
sequence 2 
fonnat 
3 
4 
WOld Word I I I 
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 I I I OY·I DY·8 I I I 
I 9 10 II li 13 14 15 I I I 
DY-9 DY- 16 I I I 
I I Cups I 16 . 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 I· Cup I suM I I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
I levels Word WO<d 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 15 128 129 130 131 132 133 IS4 135 I DZ-17 o:-:• 
I 
5 
6 
lZ 33 34 35 36 37 32 39 I 16 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 
I DZ-25 o:•JI Even seqs, I 
40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 17 144 145 146 147 148 149 ISO 151 
Cup 7 levels 
8 
Word WO"D Word WOld WO<d W01d 
112 90 900 3V 9V • ••• ..  120 127 114 115 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 9MV MV MV MY MY ty 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 
DW-3 DW·4 DW·5 DW-6 DW-7 ow-J ow-s ow-1 s..m Cup Cup Cup Cup Cup Cup Cup OW· I DW·2 
Temp. Temp. Temp. Cup Sun Ptoa. Slep Modulo- I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 mod. mod. mod. temp. Wtlle v. ..... 
''"" 
DW-19 DW-20 DW-21 DW-22 DW-23 DW-24 DW·25 DW·26 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 
100 200 300 t•NIOft v. ..... 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 
OW· II DW-12 DW· I3 DW-14 jow-IS"j DW-16 DW-17 OW· II 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 •• 45 46 47 48 49 so 
9 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 v 20 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 
Odd seqs, 
Word Word 
10 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 21 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 
oz:-n :J: .orz 
11 80 81 . 82 83 84 85 86 87 I I I I 
I I 
12 88 119 90 91 92 93 94 95 I I 
ov-u DY-96 I I 
13 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 I I 
14 
o:-1 DZ-8 I I 
W..d Word I I 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 Ill I Dl•f oz-•• I ------~------------L-----------~------------L ___________ l ___ _ 
1 I . I I I 
1 Seqs, 0-15 1 SWS words 112-119 1 Current caifb. 1 Seqs. 0-15 1 
. I except In seq. 14 1 A/ D conv. calib, in I Seq. 0,4 ,8, 12 0 amps I except in seq. 14 I 
Variationsm DCHiVcals,in I evenseqs, Seq.1;5,9,13 5.76X1o-12 amps. DCHiVcals.in 
sequence I "sum"slots. CDW-51- Temps, and SWS I Seq. 2,6,10,14 5,76 X 10·11 amps. I "sum"slots. CDW-65- I 
fonnat I DW·64)inseq, 15 I housekeepingdata 1
1
seq. 3,7,11,15 5,76Xl0:'9 · amps.l DW-7l)inseq, 15 I 
I ACHi V cals, in "sum" I in odd seqs. 1 ACHi V cals. in "sum" 1 
I slots CDW-72-DW-85) I ! 1 slots CDW-86-DW-92) 1 
Figure 10·2 .• SWS telemetry· format. 
Notes: 
1. Sequence count advances 
one count per sequence 
from 0 thru 15, 
2. Cycle count advances 
one count every 16 
sequences, 
3. 1 sequence= 28.065 sees. 
4. 16 sequences= 449,045 sees.= 
1 SWS cycle, 
5. Total cycle counts :o 510,9 hrs, 
·I 
J 
LSB 
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SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR EXPERIMENT/COLD 
CATHODE GAGE EXPERIMENT (S-036) 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The suprathermal ion detector experiment (SIDE) will provide 
data pertaining to the density and the temperature of the 
lunar ionosphere as it exists near the lunar surface. SIDE 
measurements include ion counts as well as measurement of the 
velocity and the energy associated with the detected particles. 
The cold cathode gage experiment (CCGE) will determine the 
neutral particle density at the lunar surface and any variations 
in that density associated with solar activity. Specifically, 
the CCGE will measure the density and temperature of the lunar 
environment, from which pressure is derived. 
The low-energy particle sensor used in the SIDE has a velocity 
filter composed of crossed electric and magnetic fields followed 
by a low-energy curved-plate analyzer. The velocity filter 
passes ions with proper velocities, and the low-energy curved-
plate analyzer passes ions with the proper energy. The particles 
that pass through the curved-plate analyzer are detected and 
counted. The velocity filter selects ions with velocities 
ranging from 4 x 104 to 9.35 x 106 em/sec. The low-energy 
curved-plate analyzer covers an energy range of 0.2 to 48.6 eV 
per unit charge. The instrument also contains a high-energy 
curved-plate analyzer without a velocity filter that detects 
and counts solar wind particles in the range from 10 to 
3500 eV per unit charge. 
In order to overcome electric fields that may be present at the 
lunar surface, the instrument rests on a ground plane. This 
ground plane consists of a wire mesh which is spread out on the 
lunar surface by the crewman. A power supply in the instrument 
ll-1 
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applies voltage between the instrument electronics and the 
ground plane to investigate and overcome any electric field 
effects. 
The velocity filter, low-energy curved-plate analyzer, high-
energy curved-plate analyzer, and ground plane voltages are 
controlled in steps by the SIDE timing and SIDE frame counter 
circuits to allow measurements of particle velocity and energy 
within the given ranges. Relative values of these functions 
with respect to SIDE frame numb~r are shown in Figures 11-2 
through 11-5. 
The CCGE consists of a cold cathode ion gage (CCIG) and its 
associated electronics. These are mounted in the same package 
as the suprathermal ion detector experiment during the flight 
to the moon. When the crewman deploys the package, he removes 
the CCIG and places it a few feet away from the SIDE. An 
electrical cable connects the CCIG to the SIDE. The ion gage 
produces an electrical current that is proportional to the 
-6 
measured pressure over the desired pressure range of 10 to 
-12 10 torr. This current is amplified and read out as the 
experiment scientific data. 
Upon deployment by the crew, the SIDE is to be leveled within 
±5 degrees. No command capability exists in the SIDE to 
command leveling. 
The SIDE heater actuation temperature is 0° ± 8° C (32° F). 
11-2 
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TABLE 11-I.- SIDE/CCGE PRESET CONDITIONS 
Activation will cause the following functions to be preset: 
Velocity Filter Voltage to ON 
HECPA High Voltage to ON 
LECPA High Voltage to ON 
Channeltron High Voltage to ON 
CCIG High Voltage to ON 
Resets all Command Flip-Flops 
Resets SIDE Frame Counter 
Resets Velocity Filter Cotmter 
Resets HECPA Counter 
Resets LECPA Counter 
Resets Ground Plane Counter, 
Step Programer ON 
Causes Normal Mode (128 SIDE Frames cycle) 
.to be outputted t XlO Accumulation OFF 
NOTE 
"Preset" is defined as logic 
c.ondition due to the activatiOn 
(OPERATE SELECT) of the SIDE/CCGE. 
TABLE 11-II.- GROUND PLANE STEPPER SEQUENCE 
DI-63 DI-ll 
SIDE/CCGE Ground Plane Ground Plane 
C:£cle Number SteE Readin!l Volt!!eje (volts) 
0 0 0 
1 1 +0.6 
2 2 +1.2 
3 3 +1.8 
4 4 +2.4 
5 5 +3.6 
6 6 +5.4 
7 1 +7.8 
8 8 +10.2 
9 9 +16.2 
10 10 +19.8 
11 11 +27 .6 
12 16 0 
13 17 -0.6 
14 18 -1.2 
15 19 -1.8 
16 20 -2.4 
11 21 -3.6 
18 22 -5.4 
19 23 -7.8 
20 24 -10.2 
21 25 -16.2 
22 26 -19.8 
23 27 -27.6 
0 0 0 
l l l 
23 27 -27.6 
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Telemetry Point 
VOLTAGES 
DI2 (+5 V ANALOG) 
DI7 (+4.5 KV) 
Dil3 (+60 V) 
DilL ( +30 V) 
Dil5 (+5 V DIGITAL) 
Dil6 (GND) 
Dil7 (-5 V) 
Dil8 (-30 V) 
DI20 (-3.5 KV) 
DI21 (+1 V CAL) 
DI22 ( +30 MV CAL) 
DI23 (+A/D REF) 
DI25 (-A/D REF) 
DI26 (-1 V CAL) 
DI27 (-12 V CAL) 
DI28 (+12 V CAL) 
DI30 (-30 MV CAL) 
TEMPERATURES 
DI4 (1-CCIG) 
DI5 (2-200 BLIVET) 
rir6 (3-500 BLIVET) 
DI9 ( 4-100 BLIVET) 
DilO ( 5-300 BLIVET) 
Dil9 ( 6-800 BLIVET) 
DATA & MISC 
DF29 (0/T CMD LOAD) 
DI3 (CCGE SCIENCE DATA) 
DI8 (CCGE RANGE) 
Dill (GND PLANE VOLTS) 
Dil2 (SOLAR CELL OUTPUT) 
DI24 (DUST CVR/SEAL) 
DI29 (PRE/REG PCT) 
TABLE 11-III.- SIDE WORD 2 TELEMETRY 
SIDE Reset SIDE Reset SIDE 
Frame Frame Counter Frame Counter 
0 at 10 .at 39 
0 32 64 
8 40,72 
16 48 
17 49 
18 50 
19 51 
20 52 
21 53 
23 55 
27 59 
25 57 
26 58 
30 62 
37 
39 
28 60 
46 
2 34 66 
4 36 68 
6 38 70 
11 43,75 
12 44,76 
22 54 
33,35 
1,3,5,7 ,9 41,73 
10 24 42,56,74 
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Reset SIDE 
Frame Counter 
at 79 
96 
104 
80,112 
81,113 
82,114 
83,115 
84,n6 
85,ll7 
87,119 
91 
89 
90 
oL 
101 
103 
92 
no 
98 
100 
102 
107 
108 
86,n8 
97,99 
105,121-127 
88,106,];'0 
13,15 ,29 ,31 45,47,61,63,69,77,79 93,95 ,109,111 
14 78 
67,71 
65 
NOTE 
SIDE turn-on vill initialize all command registers to their 
preset state. TM parameters DF-29 (SIDE 0/T CMD LOAD), 
DI-24 (SIDE/A CVR/S STA), and DI-66 (SIDE/D CVR/S STA) will 
indicate PRESET. The first transmission of any command 
sequence containing commands 105 and 110, after turn-on, 
will cause DF-29, DI-24, and DI-66 to indicate that the 
seal has been broken. The first transmission of any command 
sequence containing commands 107 and 110, after turn-on, 
will cause DF-29, DI-24, DI-66 to indicate that the dust 
cover has been removed. Seal break circuit activation 
causes no additional power demand. However, the dust 
cover circuit activation will cause an increase in pover 
demand of 6 watts. The SIDE operational heater power is 
interrupted during the dust cover circuit activation time 
{approximately 2.5 seconds) to prevent SIDE circuit breaker 
CB-09 from actuating. Further transmission of command 
sequences containing commands 105 and 107 will have no 
effect on the seal break circuit, dust cover removal cir-
cuit, or TM parameters DF-29, DI-24, and DI-66. (Refer to 
Figure ll-1. ) 
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However, SIDE turnon conditions the dust cover 
circuit such that any SIDE command containing octal 
107 and 110 (refer to note, page 5-25) sent after 
SIDE turnon will cause a 6 watt power demand. The 
heater interrupt relay removes heater power to prevent 
possible circuit breaker operation 
CB-09 protects operational power line only. 
Operating spec is 500 mAde ± 10°/o 
Stby power line protected by F-06, 
500 rnA 
4J> ~Time~ (not to scale) 
Remove G> dust cover Figure 11-1.- SIDE/ CCGE power profile. 
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
Experiment Ob,jectives 
SECTION 12 
HEAT FLOW EXPERIMENT (S-037) 
ALSEP A2 
BASIC 
The heat flow experiment (HFE) measures the net outward flux of heat from the moon 1 s interior. Measure-
ment of lunar heat flux will provide: 
A. A comparison of the radioactive content of the moon's interior and the earth's mantle. 
B. A thermal history of the moon 
C. A lu~ar temperature-versus-depth profile 
D. The value of thermal parameters in the first three meters of the moon's crust. 
When compared with seismic measurements, data from the HFE experiment will provide information on the 
composition and physical state. of the moon's interior. 
Major Components 
The major components of the HFE are two sensor probes and an electronics package as shown in Figure 12-1. 
12.1.2.1 Sensor probes.- The probes consist of epoxy-fiberglass tubular structures which support and house 
temperature sensors, heaters, and the associated electrical wiring. Each probe has two sections, each 
55 em (21.6 inches) long, spaced 2 em (0.8 inches) apart and mechanically connected by a flexible 
spring. The flexible spring allows the probe assembly to be bent into a U-shape to facilitate packing, 
stowage, and carry. 
There is a gradient heat sensor surrormded by a heater coil at each end of each probe section. Each of 
these two gradient sensors consists of two resistance elements. These four resistance elements are 
connected in an electrical bridge circuit. Ring sensors are located 10 em (4 inches) from each end of 
each probe section. Each of these two ring sensors has two resistance elements. These four resistance 
elements are connected into an electrical bridge circuit. Also, four thermocouples are located in the 
cable of each probe, identified and spaced as follows: number one at the upper end of the probe, 
numbers two, three and four spaced 25, 45, and 65 inches up the cable from the end of the probe. 
12.1.2.2 Electronics package.- The heat flow electronics package contains six printed circuit boards which mount 
the functional circuits of the experiment. An external cable reel houses the HFE/central station cable 
and facilitates deployment. A sunshield thermally protects the electronics package from externally 
generated heat. Two reflectors built into the open ends of this sunshield aid in the radiation of 
internally generated heat that otherwise might be entrapped under the sunshield. The electronics package 
is thermally protected by multilayer insulation and thermal control paint. 
12.1.3 Deployment 
The HFE is deployed with the two sensor probes emplanted in the lunar surface in 3-meter (10-foot) 
boreholes. These holes are drilled by the astronaut with the Apollo lunar surface drill (ALSD). (Refer 
to Section 13 for a description of ALSD.) The two probes are connected by two multiple-lead cables to 
the HFE electronics package which is deployed separately from the ALSEP central station. 
12. 2 HFE MODES 
12.2.1 
The HFE performs its measurements in three basic modes of operation: Mode 1 or Mode/G, Mode 2 or 
Mode/LK, and Mode 3 or Mode/HK. 
Mode/G, Normal Gradient Mode 
The normal gradient mode is used to monitor the heat flow in and out of the lunar surface crust. Heat 
from solar radiation flows into the moon during the lunar day and out of the moon during lunar night. 
This larger heat gradient in the near subsurface of the moon will be moni tared and measured in order to 
differentiate it from the more steady but smaller heat flow outward from the interior of the moon. 
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Mode/LK, Low Conductivity, and Mode/HK, High Conductivity 
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Thermal conductivity of the lunar material is measured with the principle of creating a known quantity 
of heat at a known location by exciting one of the eight probe heaters, and measuring the resultant 
probe ambient temperature and temperature differentials for a period of time. Because it is not known 
whether the surrounding material will have a low conductivity (loosely consolidated material) or a high 
conductivity (solid rock), the capability to measure over a wide range using two modes of operation is 
incorporated into the HFE design. 
Ambient Temperature Measurements 
.Ambient temperature measurements are made at any gradient bridge or at any one of the thermocouples 
spaced at four points along each probe cable. In each probe cable, the thermocouples are placed at the 
top gradient sensor and at distance increments of 25, 45, and 65 inches above the top gradient sensor. 
The reference junction for the thermocouples is mounted on the HFE electronics package thermal plate. 
12.2.3.1 Mode/G.- Normal (gradient) mode initiated by octal command 135 (gradient sensor excitation - no heater 
excitation). The heat gradients (temperature differentials) and probe ambient temperatures are measured 
with the gradient sensors and the thermocouples spaced along the two cables connecting the probes to the 
electronics package. In each deployed probe, the temperature difference between the ends of each of the 
two sections is measured by the gradient bridge consisting of the gradient sensors positioned at the 
ends of the probe section. Gradient temperature differentials are measured in both the high sensitivity 
and low sensitivity ranges. 
12.2.3.2 Mode/LK.- Low conductivity mode (ring source) initiated by octal command 136 (gradient sensor excitation -
low heater excitation). The probe heater selected by octal command 152 receives low uower excitation 
and dissipates 2 milliwatts of power. The thermal conductivity is determined by measuring the tempera-
ture rise of the gradient bridge around which the selected heater is located. The temperature which 
the heater must reach to dissipate the power input is the measure of thermal conductivity of the 
surrounding material. The low conductivity measurements are performed in the sequence selected by earth 
connnand. 
12.2.3.3 Mode/HK.- High conductivity mode (heat pulse) initiated by octal command 140 (ring sensor excitation -
high heater excitation). The probe heater selected by octal command 152 receives high power excitation 
and dissipates 500 milliwatts of power. The thermal conductivity is determined by measuring the 
temperature rise at the ring bridge nearest the selected heater. The temperature rise per unit of time 
at the known distance is the measure of thermal conductivity of the surrounding material. The high 
conductivity measurements are heat gradients in the high sensitivity range and probe ambient temperatures. 
The bridge used in performing a measurement is determined by the heater selected. 
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TABLE 12-I.- HFE MEASUREMENT OPTIONS <MODES 1 AND 2) 
135* 1135* 
Cmds and 
Order (Octal> 
I " Location ;Name 
Symbol 
-
Temp grad high sens DH-01 
Temp grad high sens DH-02 
Temp grad high sens DH-03 
Temp grad high sens DH-04 
Temp grad low sens DH-05 
Temp grad low sens DH-06 
Temp grad I ow sens DH-07 
Temp grad low sens DH-08 I Probe ambient temp DH-09 
Probe ambient temp DH-10 
Probe ambient temp DH-11 
Probe ambient temp DH-12 
Temp ref junction A-A-DH-13 
Probe cab I c temp (1) ***OH-14,24,34,44 
T Cll'p ref junction HDH-15 
Probe cable temp (2) **A-DH-16, 26,36,46 
*"'* Thermocouple group measurement 
*k DH-13 and DH-15 are identical physical measurements separated in time by approximately 54 seconds 
* Command 135 selects Mode 1, Command 136 selects Mode 2 
TC 1 Group R-Bits --
Symbol Data R2 R1 
--
DH-14 Ref TC- TC 1 (4) 0 0 
DH-24 TC 1 C4l- TC 1 ( lJ 
0 1 
1 0 
DH-34 TC 1 C4)- TC 1 (2) 1 1 
DH-44 TC 1 C4)- TC 1 C3) 
Symbol 
DH-16 
DH-26 
DH-36 
DH-46 
TC 2 Group 
Data 
Ref TC- TC 2 
TC
2
- TC 2 Cl) 
TC 2 - TC 2 C2l 
TC
2 
- TC
2 
(3) C!J)> >r 
(f) (f) 
-rn 
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Figure 12-1.- HFE power profile. 
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4. Meas 2 -pulse P/S 
Differential temp (mode 3) 
l. Meas 4 +pulse P/S 
2. Meas 5 +pulse P/S 
3. Meas 4 -pulse P/S 
4. Meas5 -pulseP/S 
Ambient temp <mode 3) 
l. Meas 4 +pulse P/S 
2. Meas 6 +pulse P/S 
3. Meas 4 -pulse P/S 
4. Meas 6 -pulse P /S 
f 
Meas l 
bridge 
excitation 
f 
Meas 4 
bridge 
excitation 
Meas 2 
bridge 
output 
Gradient 
sensor 
bridge 
Meas 5 
• ~ bridge 
output 
Ring 
+4V 
ov 
-4V 
+4V 
ov 
-4V 
~2.4sec1 
1.311.3 
MS I MS I 
Meas 3 
bridge 
current 
I 
1.3 I 1.31 Pulse 
MS. MS 
\J , f 1 + then -
\t • • • - then + 
Figure 12-4. - Heat flow probe measurement sequences. 
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SECTION 13 
APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE DSILL 
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The Apollo lunar surface drill (ALSD) is used to provide a means for an astronaut to implant heat flow 
temperature probeS below the lunar surface and to collect subsurface core material. 
Drilling Principle 
The drilling device which will be employed to produce the lunar subsurface holes is a hand-held, battery-
powered, ro~ary-percussion drill. The rotary-percussion drilling principle was selected for this appli-
cation for the following reasons: 
A. The axial bit pressure and rotary torque requirements for efficient drilling are considerably less 
than that required for rotary drilling. 
B. The drill bit operating temperatures are sufficiently low to preclude the requirement for a drill 
bit coolant such as air or water. 
C. The tungsten-carbide bit cutters will drill with reasonable efficiency in the presence of a small 
dust layer in the bottom of the hole, a factor which is inherent with a mechanical cuttings transport 
system. 
Operational Parameters 
The ALSD is inherently capable of core drilling a 1.032-inch diameter hole in dense basalt (22,000 psi 
compressive strength) at a maximtun rate of 2.5 inches per minute, or 43% porosity vesicular basalt at 
a maximum rate of 6 to 8 inches per minute, with an optimum applied axial bit pressure of 60 pounds. 
Under actual lunar surface drilling conditions, the maximum drilling penetration rate is degraded in 
proportion to the hole depth and available axial bit pressure which can be manually applied by the 
astronaut. Penetration rates in conglomerate or pumice type materials vary from 30 to 120 inches per 
minute. 
Drilling gperation 
Implanting the temperature probes requires drilling two holes to a maximum depth of 3 meters. The holes 
are cased to prevent cave-in and to ~acilitate insertion of the probes. The drilling and casing operations 
are combined via use of epoxied, wound boron filament casing tubes. The first tube of the six in each 
string assembly incorporates a drill bit. The core sampling tubes (six per string) are 0.752 
inches in diameter and are extruded titanium. The core sampling operation takes second priority to the 
HFE casing operation. 
Deployment 
The ALSD is designed as a totally integrated system which interfaces with the ALSEP pallet located in the 
LM during transit from earth to the moon's surface. The drill and associated assemblies can be removed as 
a single package from the ALSEP pallet and transported by the astronaut to the selected drilling site for 
subsequent assembly and operation. (See Figure 13-1.) 
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Thermal shroud Jr 
Handle and 
switch assy 
ALSO assy 
; 
~ .. ~ 
Treadle assy 
Battery, power head, 
thermal guard, and 
thermal shroud assy 
Rack assy 
Note: Both handgrips must be 
pushed in to operate motor 
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Lunar surface operational mode 
for core sampling. The treadle 
is not used when casing the 
HFE probe holes. 
Note: Dri II bits not shown 
Note: The core sample tubes 
are carried in the HTC. 
Figure 13-1. -ALSO assembly, stowage, and lunar operating sequence. 
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13.2 ALSD PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
1].2.1 
13.2.2 
Major Elements 
The ALSD is a hand-held battery-powered, rotary percussion drill consisting of four major elements: a 
battery pack, po~er head, drill string, and accessory group (Figure 13-1). Table 13-I provides leading 
particulars of the Apollo lunar surface drill. 
Battery Pack 
The battery pack provides the power necessary for the lunar surface drilling mission. The battery pack 
comprises a·battery case, battery cells, power switch, thermal shroud, and handle assembly·,. 
13 a 2 .2.1 Battery case.- The battery case is a magnesium alloy enclosure with a pressure relief valve, electrical 
receptacle, and power switch. Integral with the case are brackets for securing the case to the power head 
and the portable handle assembly. The external surface of the case is coated for a high ratio of thermal 
emissivity-to-absorptivity to control the battery temperature profile during lunar surface operation. The 
case material shields the active circuit elements and conductors to contain potential electromagnetic 
interference. 
13.2.2.2 Battery cells.- The battery has 16 individual cells and operates at a nominal output of 23 ± l volts de at 
18.75 amperes for 40 minutes. Each cell is constructed with a silver oxide primary and zinc secondary 
encased in a high temperature plastic. The battery cells are activated by filling each cell with a dry 
electroly-te of KOH during the prelaunch operations. 
13.2.2.3 Power switch.- The power switch is a single-pole, single-throw, heavy-duty microswitch with a push-to-
activate mechanism. Both handles must be pushed toward the centerline of the drill motor simultaneously 
for the motor to operate. The switch portion of the assembly is contained by the battery case with the 
push-to-activate mechanism protruding through the case :for external operation. 
13.2.2.4 Thermal shroud.- The thermal shroud, fabricated predominately from aluminum alloy sheeting, provides battery 
temperature compensation during temporary lunar stowage under the combined effects of minimum temperature 
(20 degrees F) and low sun angles (7 to 22 degrees) above the lunar horizon. The shroud will be removed 
from the ALSD at sun angles higher than 22 degrees above the horizon. Under all sun angle conditions, the 
shroud will be removed when the ALSD is used to perform the drilling mission. Removal is performed by 
pulling a release lanyard. The thermal shroud will always be installed on the battery case during the trans-
lunar portion of the mission and at specified sun angles when the ALSD is undergoing temporary lunar stowage. 
13.2.2.5 Handle assembly.- The handle assembly provides the astronaut with a means of manual restraint and ALSD motor 
control. The handle assembly comprises the handle and the switch actuator assembly. The handle enables the 
astronaut to provide the rotary restraint and axial force required for drilling. The switch actuator 
assembly contains the fail-safe controls for operating the power head motor. The handle assembly is attached 
to the battery case by fixed and spring-loaded lock pins. 
13.2.3 Power Head 
The power head is self-contained within a housing which interfaces with the battery and drill string. The 
power head comprises a housing, motor armature, power train, clutch assembly, percussor, shock absorber, 
output spindle, pressurization system, and a thermal guard shield. 
12.2.3.1 Housing.- The housing consists predominantly of three magnesium alloy castings mated together by externally 
sealed flanges threaded for socket head screws. The internal surfaces of the castings are impregnated with 
a polyester resin sealant to prevent leakage through the walls. 
13.2.3.2 Motor armature. The motor armature is a nominal 0.4 horsepower, brush-commutated, direct-current device 
employing as its field a permanent magnet. The armature is wound with copper wire protected by high 
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temperature insulation. The motor possesses a peak efficiency of approximately 70% when operating at 
its nominal 9,300. rpm at an input voltage and current of 23 volts de and 18,75 amperes, respectively. 
A reduction gear couples the output shaft of the motor armature to the power train. 
13.2.3.3 Power train.- The.power train consists of reduction gears which provide the proper rotational speeds 
for the percussor csm gear and output drive spindle of 2270 'blows per minute and 280 revolutions per 
minute, respectively. 
13.2.3.4 Clutch assemb1y.- The clutch assembly consists of a metal disc emplaced between two bronze discs. 
Friction between the discs is maintained by a preloaded spring. The clutch assembly is in ~eries with 
the power train behind the final output drive gear. The clutch assembly limits the reactive torque 
load to a level which can be safely controlled by the astronaut. 
13.2.3.5 Percussor.- The percussor converts the uniform rotary output motion of the power train into pulsating, 
high energy, short duration, linear impact blows which are delivered to the output spindle. This 
action is accomplished by a rotating cam riding against a spring-loaded cam follower which is an 
integral part of the percussor. 
13.2.3.6 
13.2.3.7 
Shock absorber.- The shock absorber consists of a telescoping, titanium tube element (internal to and 
concentric with the percussor spring) restrained by the center housing. When the end of the shock 
absorber is impacted by the percussor hammer, the titanium tube or boron filament tube elements extend 
under tension thus dissipating the percussor energy into heat. 
Output spindle.- The output spindle contains a female double lead thread, one revolution per inch 
pitch, which mates interchangeably with any titanium core sample extension tube and the hole 
casing adapter. Visual rotation indicators are painted on the output spindle to serve as a positive 
means of determining drill string rotation. 
13.2.3.8 Pressurization system.- The pressurization system maintains pressure integrity within the power head 
housing through the use of eight static seals, one linear bellows dynamic seal, and two rotary dynamic 
seals. The static seals are 6mployed between the three housing sections, front end section, and the 
various components such as the connector, pressure relief valve, and lubrication ports. The lubricated 
dynamic seals are employed with the output spindle. Internal pressure of the power head is controlled 
by a 10 (± 1) psi relief valve, 
13.2.3.9 Thermal guard shield.- The thermal guard shield consists of a wire cage mounted to the external surface 
of the power head. The shield is used to prevent damage to the astronaut's suit when accidentally 
brushing against the power head which may have a temperature exceeding +250° F. 
13.2.4 Hole Casing 
The epoxied boron filament hole casing provides the cutting capability required for boring the hole in any 
lunar surface material which may be encountered ranging in hardness from dense basalt to unconsolidated 
conglomerate. The drill string is comprised of one boron filament tube with a steel drill bit bonded to 
its lower end and five extension tubes. All are approximately 22 inches in length. 
13.2.4.1 ~.- The core bit is composed of five tungsten-carbide tips which are brazed into a steel body and 
functions to provide the rock cutting capability of the titanium core sample string. For helical flutes are 
machined into the outer diameter of the bit body. The flutes, or ramps, transport the rock cuttings from 
the face of the cutting tips upward to the double flute system of the extension tubes and subsequently to 
the surface. Coupling of the core bit to the extension tubes is accomplished by double acme-type male 
threads machined into the titanium extension tubes and core bit. 
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13.2.4.2 Extension tubes.- The six ti~anium extension tubes provide the mechanical coupling to transmit the rotary-
percussive energy from the power head output spindle to the core bit. During normal casing or core 
sampling operations, the extension tubes are added in groups of two, (either boron filament casing tubes 
or titanium core sampling tubes), as the depth of the hole increases until the full depth of the three 
meters is attaine"d. 
13.2.5 ALSD Accessory Group 
The accessory group comprises extension tube caps, bore~ filament, hole casings, hole casing adapter, 
rack assembly, treadle assembly, and a wrench. 
13.2.5.1 Core sampling extension tube caps.- The core sampling extension tube caps are fabricated from teflon and 
are installed on each end of the extension tubes after completion of core sample drilling. The caps 
prevent loss of core material f.rom within the extensions during stowage in the sample return container 
(SRC) for the earth return flight. 
13.2.5.2 Boron filament hole casings.- Hole casings are employed by the astronaut on the lunar surface when the 
hole is drilled in unconsolidated material which might cave in. Twelve hole casing sections are 
required for the two 3-meter holes. The casings are fabricated from continuous boron filament, epoxy 
laminated tubes. The casings are assembled in groups of two and power drilled into the surface with 
the paver head. The first casing or each assembly incorporates a closed steel drill bit tip on its 
forward end which prevents entry of core material during the emplacement process. The continuous o. 875 
inch inside diameter of the emplaced hole casing permits rapid insertion of the liFE probe. 
13.2.5.3 Hole casing adapter.- The hole casing adapter, made of titanium with one end that mates with the hole 
casings and the other end mating with the power head, is used to sequentially couple the double sections 
to the power head during the casing emplacement process. 
13.2. 5.4 Rack assemb].y.- The rack assembly is made of magnesium alloy and provides basic restraint for the twelve 
hole casings, wrench, and handle assembly within the ALSD assembly stowage mode during the outbound 
translunar phase of the mission. On the lunar surface, the rack is deployed into a tripod configuration 
which provides vertical stowage for the core bit, core sampling tubes, and hole casings. 
13.2.5.5 Treadle assembly.- The treadle assembly is primarily aluminum alloy sheeting and provides structural 
restraint for the rack ·assembly and battery power head assembly during outbound mission stowage on the 
ALSEP subpackage. On the lunar surface, the treadle assembly drill string locking feature is used 
in conjunction with the wrench for uncoupling core sampling extension tube joints during phases 
of the core sampling operation. 
13.2.5.6 ~·- The wrench is a multi-purpose tool employed to perform four functions: 
A. To decouple emplaced extension tubes in conJunction vi th the treadle assembly. 
B. 'l'o aid in retracting the emplaced core sample string after completion of core sampling. 
C. To aid in retrieving objects from surface level (e.g., extension tubes, treadle assembly). 
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TABLE 13-I.- ALSD LEADING PARTICULARS 
Characteristic 
Battery Assembly 
Silver-zinc cells 
Open circuit voltage 
Operating voltage 
Nominal operating current 
Nominal power capacity 
Activated storage life 
Recharge capability 
Dry storage life 
Electrolyte (dry type) 
Cell pressure 
ECS (case) pres sure 
Weight 
Power Head 
Motor 
Operating voltage 
Load speed 
Load current 
Efficiency 
Percussor 
Blow rate 
Energy per blow 
Spring energy 
Effective hammer weight 
Hammer velocity 
Power Train 
Motor-to-cam ratio 
Motor-to-drive shaft ratio 
Drive shaft speed 
Blows per bit revolution 
Weight 
Drill String Assembly 
Value 
16 cells 
29.6.:_0.5Vdc 
23.0 .:_ 1 Vdc 
18.75 amperes 
300 watt-hours 
30 days 
3 cycles 
2 years 
40% potassium hydroxide 
8 .:_ 3 psig 
5.:_0.5psig 
7.24 pounds 
23.0 .:_ 1 Vdc 
9300 rpm 
18.75 amperes 
70% 
2270 bpm 
39 inch-pounds 
240 pounds/inch 
0. 661 pounds 
213 inches/second 
4.1 
33.1 
280 rpm' 
8.1 
8.37 pounds 
Integrated length 126 inches 
Extension tube length(core sampling 16.75 inches 
Drill bit 
Cutting diameter 
Body outside diameter 
Body inside diameter 
Length 
Number of carbide cutters 
Inside cutting (core) diameter 
Weight 
Hole Casing Sleeve ( 12) 
Wall Thickness 
Length 
Nominal diameter 
13-6 
1.032 inch 
l. 00 inch 
0.802 inch 
2.5 inches 
5 
0. 752 inch 
3.49 pounds 
0.025 inch 
22 inches 
1.06 inch 
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13.3 
13.3.1 
ALSD FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION' 
Battery/Power Head Operation 
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13.3.1.1 Battery to power train.- Power is supplied from the 16-cell silver oxide-zinc battery to the power head 
motor (Figure 13-2) at 23 Vdc. The nominal speed of the motor armature is 9300 rpm. A reduction gear 
couples the output shaft of the motor to the power train which consists of the necessary reduction gears 
to provide the desired rotary motion and percussive action: 280 rpm at 2,270 blows per minute at the 
output shaft. 
13.3.1.2 Power train to percussor.- The interface between the power train and the percussor is provided by the 
clutch. The clutch limits the torque load to a level which can be safely controlled by the astronaut. 
(The clutch is designed for a· nominal slip value of 20 foot-pounds.) 
13.3.1.3 Percussor to drill string.- The percussor converts the uniform rotary output motion of the power train 
into pulsating, high-energy, short-duration, linear-impact blows to the output shaft of the power 
head. The impact action is ·accomplished by a rotating cam against a cam follower which also serves 
as the hammer. As the cam rotates, the follower raises, cocking a spring. The spring, by virtue of 
the cam shape, releases its kinetic energy rapidly thereby accelerating the hammer toward a transition 
section. This transition section; or power head shaft, serves as the anvil for the hammer and as the 
receiver for the rotary motion output of the power train. 
13.3.2 Drill String Qperation 
13.3.2.1 Drilling.- The rotary-percussive energy at the output of the power head is coupled to the core bit by 
the titanium core sampling string. The core sampling string operates through the treadle assembly 
which employs a locking mechanism insuring positive energy coupling to the core bit. The core bit 
delivers the rotary-percussive energy to the rock. The percussive element of the input energy 
fractures the rock by exceeding its compressive strength under each cutting tip.. The rotary element 
of the input energy repositions the cutting tips for subsequent rock fracturing and provides the means 
for transporting the rock cuttings upward to the surface via the helical transport flutes, 
The above is also true for the hole casing string except that the extensions are boron filament tubes. 
13.3.2.2 I Core storage.- The core sample string stores the core material cuttings. After the hole is completed 
the core sample string is dissassembled, capped, and installed into the sample return container (SRC) 
:fOr eventual return to earth- of lunar core material samples. 
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